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Abstract
Understanding Sediment Mobilisation Under Plunging Waves
Within a Gravel Beach.
Ian Phillip Ball
Numerical modelling currently cannot accurately reproduce the onshore-offshore trans-
port asymmetry observed on gravel beaches. The role of the impulsive pressure response
generated by plunging waves has been hypothesised to aid mobilisation of sediment, and
thus may contribute to transport asymmetry. This process is not currently included in
models.
Laboratory tests were conducted across a range of wave conditions to investigate the
role of plunging wave-breaker impacts on the mobilisation of sediment of gravel beaches.
Pressure records were obtained at positions close to the plunging impact locations, to
monitor the localised pressures that lead to sediment mobilisation. The correction of the
recorded pressure to the bed surface, for further analysis, was achieved through a two
stage approach. Adoption of a new technique for separating the pressure records into
two components, each determined by different processes is presented. Each component
is then corrected to the bed surface with the application of a pragmatic prediction of
the experienced attenuation.
Data covering a wide range of Iribarren values was assessed, and the impact pressure
was parameterised against the wave-breaker type. This procedure identified a potential
peak in the impact pressure-Iribarren space in the plunging breaker region, consistent
with the previous hypothesis.
Comparison of cross-shore profile records provides further limited evidence that mor-
phological prediction fails to reproduce specific characteristics associated with profiles
generated under plunging breaker action.
Finally, a brief discussion is provided on how the role of the additional pressure generated
under plunging impacts can be incorporated into future numerical models.
v
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Coarse-grained beaches are created through glacial and mountain weathering and as
such are found in mid- to high-latitude regions, such as the United Kingdom, Ireland,
Canada and the United States of America. The coarse-grained material forms a nat-
ural defence by creating a barrier beach protecting low lying land from inundation, or
forming a beach in front of an eroding cliff.
Despite the abundant presence of coarse-grained and mixed sand and gravel beaches,
and the high social, economic, and environmental importance of these locations, re-
search into their behaviour remains limited when compared to the sandy environment.
This is predominantly due to the difficulties associated with conducting monitoring pro-
grams on coarse-grained beaches caused by the high energy levels in the swash and surf
zones, though recent studies continue to inform the research community (e.g. Butt and
Russell (2000), Austin and Masselink (2006a), and BARDEX - editorial (2012)).
Management of the coastline in the United Kingdom has evolved in recent times, com-
plicated by the shift away from coastal protection through hard defences, such as con-
crete seawalls and rock revetments, which had lead to an unnatural coastline orien-
tation with expensive maintenance requirements, towards application of less artificial
approaches. Adoption of ‘soft’ defence techniques, including beach renourishment and
beach recycling, allows for a more natural form of defence that utilises the efficient and
hydraulically-rough form characteristic of coarse-grained material.
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With the increase in prevalence of coarse grain sediment as a defence (Moses and
Williams 2008; Hoagland et al. 2012), it is important to understand how this sediment is
mobilised and transported. This is necessary to assess whether a proposal is viable, and
will provide a sufficient standard of protection to the assets behind the shoreline. The
relevance of a more thorough understanding of beach dynamics for coastal management
has been highlighted in recent research (López de San Román-Blanco et al. 2003; Mason
and Coates 2001).
Gravel is sediment material that typically varies in size between 2mm-64mm, and tends
to form beaches with a slope between 1:8 and 1:2 (Figure 1.1). This characteristic steep
slope produces much narrower surf zones than those occurring on finer sand beaches,
with a consistent breaker location very close to the shoreline.
Figure 1.1: An example pure gravel beach (Jennings and Shulmeister 2002).
Under wave action, sediment moves in both the long-shore and cross-shore directions.
Long-shore motion is well documented; however the cross-shore movement of material
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has received less attention, yet plays an equally important role in determining whether
assets are at risk of flooding.
When exposed to wave action, gravel beaches experience morphological change, with
the cross-shore steepening or flattening depending on the specific wave conditions the
shoreline experiences. The steep slope formed by gravel beaches contributes to a very
complex environment, distinguished by a high level of turbulence and sediment trans-
port, and further complicated by a significant interaction between the swash zone and
the water level within the beach. Understanding the processes acting here, and effec-
tively modelling them is of high importance to coastal scientists and engineers. Such
understanding has improved thanks to some significant recent developments (Buscombe
and Masselink (2006), Hughes et al. (1997)).
The type of wave breaking that occurs on a beach is dependent upon the wave conditions
and the beach slope. Battjes (1974) provided a classification system for wave breaking
that has been widely adopted across the scientific community, with wave breaker type
identified by the Iribarren number. The specific formulation of the Iribarren number,
and associated limits indicating breaker type, are determined by the wave conditions
adopted during calculation. The formulation by Battjes adopts the wave height at the
beach toe for formulation, ξ, while the breaking wave conditions offer an alternative, ξb,
where the Iribarren number is defined as:
ξ = tanβ√
H
L0
or ξb = tanβ√
Hb
L0
, (1.1)
where H is the wave height at the toe of the beach, Hb is the wave height at breaking,
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L0 is the offshore wavelength, and tanβ is the slope of the beach. On a beach of uniform
slope the breaker type is estimated as follows:
• Spilling: ξ < 0.5 or ξb < 0.4
• Plunging: 0.5< ξ0 < 2.3 or 0.4< ξb < 2.0
• Collapsing: 2.3< ξ0 < 3.2
• Surging: 3.2< ξ0
Fredsøe and Deigaard (1992) did not offer specific details for the transition of wave
breakers between collapsing and surging breakers, but instead offers only an interface
between plunging and surging breakers at ξb=2.0. To avoid confusion in this work, a
single definition of Iribarren number is taken henceforth as ξb.
The steeper slope formed by gravel beaches discussed above tends to lead to lower values
of ξb and wave breaking through plunging breaker types. More details of wave breaking
and its consequences are detailed in the next chapter.
The morphological response of gravel beaches to changing wave hydrodynamics is driven
by many factors. Perhaps the most easily comprehended contributor to this morpholog-
ical change is the asymmetry in the flow velocity between the uprush and backwash that
occurs during swell conditions. Larger flow velocities are capable of entraining larger
sediment particles, or a greater volumes of sediment, producing a variation between
onshore and offshore transport. This results in a steepening of the beach face, and an
increase in the crest level of the berm (Austin 2005). Figure 1.2 indicates a typical
profile highlighting the key features found on gravel beaches.
The saturation of the swash zone also plays a significant role in the morphological
response of beaches. The surf-zone of a beach can be classified as saturated or unsatu-
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Figure 1.2: Typical beach profile (US Army Corps of Engineers 2012).
rated, determined by the dissipation of incident wave energy in the surf-zone. Saturated
beaches possess an inner surf-zone with wave height and energy independent of the inci-
dent wave height and energy (Miche (1951), Battjes and Janssen (1978), and Thornton
and Guza (1983)). This will typically occur on shallower slopes where incident waves
are dissipated over a long distance, providing stable conditions at an inner surf-zone
location. Conversely on a steeper slope, the surf-zone can be very narrow, offering lit-
tle opportunity for wave energy dissipation, and permitting the transmission of short
wave bores to the shoreline (Hibberd and Peregrine (1979) and Hughes (1992)). These
short wave frequency hydrodynamics are significantly different from the hydrodynamics
found on beaches with saturated surf-zones, where swash motions are dominated by
long waves (Aagaard and Hughes 2006; Karunarathna and Chadwick 2007), resulting
in different sediment transport regimes and profile development.
The specific sediment properties of the beach material play a critical role in the response
of a beach to hydrodynamic conditions. Clearly the size and mass of the individual sed-
iment particles is a key determinant in whether they become mobilised, but the porosity
also plays a very significant role in the rate of infiltration/exfiltration, which determines
the volume and velocity of water in the uprush and backwash phases.
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Higher groundwater levels within the beach can occur during longer storm events, or
periods of higher rainfall (or high lagoon water levels behind the beach for barrier
beaches). This higher groundwater level offers a reduced volume into which infiltration
can occur, resulting in a larger volume of the uprush returning seawards in the subse-
quent backwash event. This lessens the flow velocity asymmetry in the swash zone and
can result in a reversal of the net transport direction (Jamal 2011).
The steepening of the cross-shore profile of a gravel beach under wave action is caused
by the larger comparative onshore transport than offshore transport. The asymmetry
of this transport produces a distinctive step below the still water level, responsible for
inducing wave breaking, and a berm above the water level with a crest elevation deter-
mined by the run-up limit (Figure 1.2).
The modelling of this evolution has been limited, as research into the cross-shore move-
ment of sediment has predominantly concentrated on fine-grained material. This has
proved useful as a starting point for coarse-grained beaches, but there are several defi-
ciencies in the direct application of such theories to the environment posed by coarse ma-
terial, such as the more complicated flow regime and beach interactions on the steeper,
porous beach. The development of these theories conducted in recent years has increased
understanding of sediment movement on coarse-grained beaches (Pedrozo-Acuña et al.
(2008) and Jamal et al. (2010)). However the models adapted and large-scale experi-
ments performed still show discrepancies between predictions and observations of cross-
shore profile evolution.
One of the potential contributors to the discrepancy in the observed and modelled cross-
shore profiles is the large pressure generated by plunging breaker impacts in mobilising
additional sediment for transportation. The role of these plunging impact pressures
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on the cross-shore profile evolution of gravel beaches will be investigated to establish
whether this may be responsible in part for the observed differences in profiles.
This thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 2 presents a description of the physical
processes involved in cross-shore profile evolution, reviews the existing numerical mod-
elling approaches for morphological response, outlines the limitations of these previous
approaches, and offers the intentions of the research. Chapter 3 outlines the physical
experiments conducted, and provides details of the sediment characteristics utilised in
the tests. Chapter 4 describes the analytical techniques used in the transformation
of data for analysis, and presents an approach for the handling of signal attenuation
experienced by the buried pressure transducers. Chapter 5 presents the beach profile
results (with fuller details available in Appendix B) and an investigation of the morpho-
logical response and estimated sediment transport rates. Chapter 6 presents pressure
responses under wave breaking, with analysis of the effect of significance of wave impact
events. Discussions and conclusions of the of the experimental programme and analysis
procedures is provided in Chapter 7. Finally Chapter 8 presents recommendations for
future work in the field of study.
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Chapter 2
Processes that Shape Gravel Beaches
Morphological change of beaches in the nearshore is controlled by a wide range of pro-
cesses and parameters, but generally the nearshore hydrodynamics of gravel beaches
are controlled by the swash zone (Buscombe and Masselink 2006). The importance
of the surf zone can become more prevalent for shallower-sloped sand beaches, or on
steep-sloped gravel beaches during storm events with a more active sea state.
The swash zone is defined by the area of the beach enclosed by the run-up limit of
the swash and the run-down limit of the backwash (Figure 2.1). As the water level
varies throughout a tidal cycle and the wave conditions vary, the location of the swash
zone constantly changes, causing continual alteration of the beach profile. This area is
highly important for the transportation of sediment, and it is therefore highly desirable
to understand the processes taking place and to model them accurately. Pedrozo-Acuña
(2005) concluded that the majority of the profile change occurs in the swash zone, both
above and below Still Water Level (SWL).
The surf zone is the area between the wave breaking point and the swash zone, and
experiences the transfer of irrotational motion of deep water waves to a variety of dif-
ferent wave motions, such as swash uprush and backwash, edge waves, and undertow,
through wave breaking.
The sediment that forms a beach plays a significant role in the specific beach profile, and
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Figure 2.1: Swash and surf zone definition.
the location and size of the surf and swash zones. Beaches can be divided into four broad
categories (Simm et al. 1996): sand, gravel/sand mixed (spatially uniform distribution
for sand and gravel components), gravel upper/sand lower (gravel forming a steep slope
on the upper foreshore overlying sand on a shallow sloping lower foreshore), and purely
gravel. Each of these beaches forms significantly different equilibrium profiles in the
natural environment, as follows:
• sand beaches form a shallow slope that encourages wave breaking over a large area
(beach slope, tanβ, between 0.01 and 0.1)
• sand/gravel beaches form an intermediate slope (tanβ between 0.04 and 0.12)
(Jennings and Shulmeister 2002)
• gravel upper/sand lower beaches has two distinctly different components with a
shallower sand slope in the lower region (tanβ between 0.03 and 0.1), and a steeper
gravel slope on the upper beach (tanβ between 0.1 and 0.15)
• gravel beaches form very steep slopes (tanβ between 0.1 and 0.25)
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Each of these beach types will experience different hydrodynamic conditions and break-
ing locations. According to the general relationship proposed by McCowan (1894) the
ratio of wave height and water depth at the breaking location, Hb and hb respectively,
is generally assumed constant,
γ =Hb/hb = 0.78. (2.1)
However, γ can vary depending on other parameters such as beach slope and wave
steepness, though generally retains a value between 0.7 and 1.3. The shallower slope
created by finer sediment sand beaches will encourage wave breaking to occur relatively
further offshore than steeper sloped beaches. Any variation in individual wave heights
will cause a variation in the breaker location, and will result in waves breaking over a
wide area. The intermediate slope of sand/gravel beaches causes waves to break closer
to the shoreline than the finer sand slopes, with a more consistent breaker location.
The steep slope present in gravel beaches shortens the area in which waves of different
height break, providing a consistent breaking location close to the shoreline. The gravel
upper/sand lower beaches exhibit a more complicated wave breaking regime, dependent
on tides and wave conditions. During lower tides the beach will act similarly to the
pure sand beach with a wide breaking area far from the shoreline, while at higher tidal
levels, the breaking tends more towards a gravel beach scenario.
Mixed sand and gravel (MSG) beaches cannot be simply characterised by a single sed-
iment parameter (such as d50) as occurs in many numerical models, and they possess
a relatively lower porosity than either sand or gravel beaches as the voids between the
larger particle constituents can become filled by the finer sand component. There is a
difference in the hydrodynamic conditions and transport processes between MSG and
gravel beaches, therefore the study of MSG beach environments are outside the scope
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of this work.
The majority of the previous research conducted regarding profile evolution pertains to
sand beaches, largely due to the simpler internal flow regime and wave conditions (Dean
1991; Butt and Russell 2000; Holland and Puleo 2001; Butt et al. 2002; Jayaratne and
Shibayama 2011). Recently attention to gravel beaches has increased (Pedrozo-Acuña
2005; Austin and Masselink 2006a; Jamal 2011; Kobayashi et al. 2011) with modelling
accuracy showing incremental improvement. Accurate modelling of gravel beach mor-
phological change is dependent on an understanding of the processes taking place in the
swash zone.
2.1 Nature of swash
The hydrodynamics of the swash zone can be broadly described as a series of swash
cycles, each composed of two phases, with variation in the depth of water above the
beachface, or swash lens. The first phase of each cycle, the uprush, is the onshore
directed swash lens, while the second phase, the backwash, is the down-slope swash
movement in an offshore direction (Hughes and Baldock 2004). These swash flows fol-
low a generally oscillatory pattern driven by the incident wave conditions, with flow
deceleration and acceleration during the two phases.
The uprush phase is characterised by a high degree of turbulence due to bore collapse,
and experiences deceleration in flow velocity as the swash lens propagates onshore. The
high level of turbulence in the uprush phase helps retain and entrain sediment within the
water column, increasing the suspended sediment load during this phase of the swash
cycle. After flow reversal and the commencement of the backwash phase, the bore tur-
bulence has largely dissipated and, along with a reduction in the swash volume through
infiltration, the swash returns seaward through an accelerating sheet flow, producing a
more bedload dominated flow (Masselink and Puleo 2006). This general tendency can
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be affected by fluctuations in wave energy during storm events or higher groundwater
levels, which alters the hydrodynamics and can lead to erosion above the SWL.
A crucial observation at this stage is that the backwash is not a simple reverse of the
uprush, creating an asymmetrical process (Hughes et al. 1997). This asymmetry helps
to drive the asymmetric cross-shore transport rates on beaches of all types, however it
is the specific details of how this asymmetry is exhibited that produces the variation
in profile development across a range of sediment sizes. If the backwash is the more
dominant phase of transport, erosion may occur above the SWL with deposition below,
while on steeper beaches the uprush can dominate leading to erosion below and accre-
tion above the SWL.
2.1.1 Sediment transport
Sediment transport is broadly separated into two alternative transport modes; sus-
pended sediment transport and bed load transport, although sheet flow is sometimes
counted as a separate transport form from bed load. Suspended sediment is the trans-
portation of individual particles held in suspension within the water column. Clearly to
entrain sediment either the particles must be small, or the flow rate must be high. This
form of transport therefore plays a significant role on sand beaches where the particle
size is sufficiently small (Reeve et al. 2004), however on gravel beaches the individual
particles are often too heavy to be held in suspension for a significant period of time.
The predominance of different transport modes in different phases of a swash event
was noted by Horn and Mason (1994), who observed an increased prevalence of bed
load transport in the backwash phase. Bed load transport was also the overall dom-
inant mode of transport in the majority of the limited beaches investigated in this work.
A description of the transport modes and what influences them is given in the following
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sections.
2.1.1.1 Suspended sediment transport
Pritchard and Hogg (2005) investigated suspended sediment transport, concentrating
their efforts on addressing an observation of net onshore transport despite the tendency
for offshore transport created by the difference in onshore and offshore flow velocities.
Two main mechanisms of increasing onshore transport were identified and explored;
pre-suspended sediment entering the swash zone from bore collapse, and settling lag.
While for coarse-grains the relevance of settling lag is diminished, pre-suspended sed-
iment can play a key role, particularly as the steeper sloped beaches formed by this
coarse sediment induces breaking with higher turbulent energy levels. Pre-suspended
sediment is likely to settle before the commencement of the backwash, contributing to
the observed difference in transport modes in uprush and backwash phases.
Suspended sediment within the swash zone can be separated into sediment derived
from two sources: pre-suspended sediment from the surf zone, advected into the swash
zone; and locally suspended sediment within the swash zone due to the swash-swash
interaction. While sediment particles remain in suspension they are transported in the
direction of swash flow.
Reeve et al. (2004) indicated that the settling velocity is a useful parameter in deter-
mining whether particles are transported as suspended load or as bed load. On steep
gravel beaches, the large sediment particles tend to have a high settling velocity so they
can only stay in suspension if the turbulent energy level and the flow rate are high.
As the uprush propagates up the beachface the flow decelerates and the fluid volume
is reduced, encouraging the particles to fall out of suspension. During the backwash
phase, the flow accelerates with an increasing turbulence level throughout, which in
turn increases the potential for suspended transport. However, the lack of suspended
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sediment at the start of this phase means that the total suspended volume remains low.
At present it is not possible to quantify the volume of suspended sediment advected
into the swash zone due to bore collapse, though developments are being made in this
area (Jensen et al. 2010). As the onshore distance this sediment is transported is also
unclear, most researchers consider the volume of sediment to be negligible on gravel
beaches and consider swash zone transport to occur through the bed load mode.
2.1.1.2 Bed load transport
Bed load transport is transport of material through sliding, rolling, and jumping (salta-
tion) of sediment, where the particles are in contact with the bed surface during move-
ment (Fredsøe and Deigaard 1992). Sheet flow occurs when turbulent fluid flow gener-
ates sufficiently high shear stresses to overcome the local morphological character of the
beach and transports a large, highly concentrated, volume of sediment in a fluid-like
flow (Hsu et al. 2004).
Incipient motion of near bed sediment can be parametrised with the Shields parameter,
θ, (Shields 1936), defined as
θ = τ(ρs−ρ)gd50 , (2.2)
where τ is the instantaneous bed shear stress, ρs is the sediment density, ρ is the water
density, g is the acceleration due to gravity, and d50 is the mean grain diameter of the
beach sediment.
The relationship presented characterises the sediment with a single parameter, d50,
which introduces the possibility of underestimation or overestimation of the threshold
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of motion depending on the specifics of the grain size distribution. Further, the Shields
parameter was initially derived for steady, unidirectional flow, and therefore may not
accurately represent peak flow rate in a bidirectional environment.
Despite these concerns, the Shields parameter has proven useful, and is often adopted
in bed-load sediment transport models to determine incipient bed motion. When the
instantaneous shear stress exceeds a critical value, the Shields parameter exceeds a
threshold value (θ > 0.03∼ 0.06) and the motion of the sediment commences (Zyserman
and Fredsøe 1994). Further increase beyond this initial threshold results in the devel-
opment of morphological features such as ripples, while exceedance beyond a second
threshold value (θ > 0.8 ∼ 1.0) leads to the onset of sheet-flow transport (Foster et al.
2006).
The critical Shields parameter is the effective Shields parameter at which point sediment
begins to move, and can be calculated according to Equation 2.3. This relationship is
applicable for steady flow, with finer sediment material, however the coastal environment
has a significantly more complicated flow regime due to the oscillatory swash flow and
bore turbulence (Fredsøe and Deigaard 1992).
θcr =
τcr
(ρs−ρ)gd50 (2.3)
The critical Shields parameter was related to a dimensionless grain diameter,D∗ (Soulsby
1997)
D∗ =
[
g(s−1)
υ2
]1/3
d50, (2.4)
where s = ρs/ρ is the relative density, and υ is the kinematic viscosity of water. The
threshold of motion of sediment under a series of wave and current conditions were
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investigated, and an expression for the Shields threshold curve for this data based on
the dimensionless grain parameter was presented by Soulsby and Whitehouse (1997):
θcr =
0.3
1 + 1.2D∗
+ 0.055[1−exp(−0.02D∗). (2.5)
Unfortunately the bed slope remains unaccounted for in these works, and while its
role on fine-grained shallower slopes may be negligible, the significance of the slope
plays a key role in sediment motion on rippled beds and steeper gravel beaches. The
modification presented in Equation 2.6 can be introduced to account for the influence
of the bed slope on the critical Shields parameter.
θβcr
θcr
= τβcr
τcr
= sin(φi±β)sinφi (2.6)
where θβcr is the slope corrected critical Shields parameter, τβcr is the slope corrected
critical shear stress, φi is the angle of repose of the sediment and β is the beach slope
angle. The ± sign in Equation 2.6 indicates the direction of motion, with positive sign
adopted for sediment moving up slope, and minus sign used for sediment moving down
slope.
This slope-corrected Shields parameter is used to determine the dimensionless cross-
shore transport, Φx, given by Φx =max(Φx1,Φx2), with Φx1 and Φx2 given by Soulsby
and Damgaard (2005).
Φx1 = Ctθ0.5m (θm−θβcr) (2.7)
and
Φx2 = Ct(0.9534 + 0.1907cos2α)θ0.5w θm, (2.8)
where Ct is the sediment transport coefficient based on sediment material, α is the an-
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gle between current flow and wave propagation (taken as 0◦), and θm and θw are the
dimensionless Shields parameters for the mean shear stress and the wave shear stress,
respectively.
Finally Φx can be used to quantify the sediment transport, estimated according to
equation
Qb = Φx[g(s−1)d350]0.5 (2.9)
The approach described above, outlined by Soulsby and Damgaard (2005) and adopted
by Jamal (2011), allows determination of the conditions necessary for motion on a sloped
coarse-grained beach, and the subsequent sediment transport. It is clear that the spe-
cific characteristics of the sediment particles, the shear stress exerted on them, and the
local beach slope are crucial in determining whether sediment is transported as bed load.
Bakhtyar et al. (2009) highlighted that while the application of Shields-based models
are accurate for unidirectional flow, they do not include the inertial forces of the sedi-
ment particles that may be large for gravel material (Baldock and Holmes 1997). Some
researchers have made attempts to include these additional complexities in bedload
transport (Jenkins and Hanes 1998; Hsu 2002; Hsu and Hanes 2004), however the sig-
nificance of the inertial forces have also been questioned (Soulsby and Damgaard 2005).
2.1.2 Interactions with porous beds
The processes responsible for the formation and morphological change of gravel beaches
are not fully-understood, with additional work necessary to provide this further un-
derstanding (Masselink and Buscombe 2008). While the main concern for this project
involves the interactions within the swash zone, it is well reported that transport can
occur across a much wider nearshore zone. During calm conditions the sediment trans-
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port is largely restricted to the inner surf and swash zone, yet during more active storm
conditions the transport widens into the full surf zone.
Surf and swash zone processes have been reviewed a number of times by a range of dif-
ferent researchers (Butt and Russell 2000; Mason and Coates 2001; Elfrink and Baldock
2002; Masselink and Puleo 2006; Bakhtyar et al. 2009) with good agreement over which
processes are important to morphological change.
Work by Masselink and Hughes (1998) investigated the flow velocity and sediment
transport on a natural beach. The sediment load and time-averaged velocity cubed dis-
played a strong relationship, consistent with bed-load transport equations. Masselink
and Hughes (1998) concluded that sheet-flow transport predominates in the swash zone,
and attributed the difference in uprush and backwash transport to the difference in pro-
cesses active in each phase. The processes considered to be relevant were: the differences
caused by accelerating and decelerating flow, interactions between swash and ground-
water, and the higher suspended sediment concentrations not included in the adopted
models.
Previously conducted field investigations on high and low energy beaches were reviewed
by Butt and Russell (2000), who highlighted that swash on steep reflective beaches
is dominated by high frequency oscillations. They indicated that suspended sediment
transport concentrations are 3 to 9 times higher in the swash than in the inner-surf zone
on such beaches, and recognised the importance of groundwater interactions on gravel
beaches.
Elfrink and Baldock (2002) identified four main criteria of the swash hydrodynamics
that affect sediment transport:
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• Boundary conditions
• Swash zone characteristics, forcing mechanisms and shoreline oscillations
• Internal flow kinematics and turbulence
• Bed boundary layer, percolation and groundwater
The specifics of whether the swash zone is dominated by infragravity energy or short
wave energy is determined by the long and short wave energies in the surf zone, which are
in turn determined by the offshore wave conditions. The boundary conditions, taken at
the inner surf zone, are therefore dependent on the saturation level of the surf zone and
how the relevant wave components are affected as they propagate shoreward. Elfrink
and Baldock (2002) proposed that the transition between saturated and unsaturated
surf zones may be approximately defined with use of ξb.
Shoreline oscillations are mainly driven by non-breaking standing waves at infragravity
frequencies, and broken short waves (bores) at wave frequencies, with the magnitudes
largely governed by ξb (Madsen et al. 1997). However, Elfrink and Baldock (2002) noted
the complication that infragravity wave amplitude is generally linearly related to the
incident wave height and therefore may not be determined by ξb, instead precipitating
a more site-specific relationship between infragravity swash oscillations and ξb. Elfrink
and Baldock (2002) further noted that for monochromatic waves, the lack of infragrav-
ity energy causes all cases to be dominated by short wave energy, irrespective of ξb.
The flow kinematics during swash events are typified by high flow velocities in both the
uprush and backwash phases. Masselink and Hughes (1998) showed that although the
peak and mean velocities were similar in both phases of a swash event, the duration
of the uprush phase is shorter than the backwash, as divergent flow commences before
the maximum run-up level is reached, thus increasing the duration of the backwash and
causing a disparity in the durations of transport in opposing directions. If the duration
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of the uprush and backwash event is larger than the incident wave frequency, significant
interaction between subsequent swash events can occur. This swash-swash interaction
introduces significant turbulence and is responsible for the formation of the submerged
beach step.
The exchange of water between the ocean and the groundwater within the beach matrix
influences the transport of sediment by introducing asymmetries between the conditions
in the uprush and backwash phases of the swash through a number of potential pro-
cesses. These processes are discussed in detail later.
Masselink and Puleo (2006) highlighted the differences that are present in the uprush
and backwash phases of the swash. The uprush is dominated by the dissipation of bore
and swash-swash generated turbulence, while the backwash is dominated by boundary
layer induced turbulence. The different turbulent dissipation in the uprush and back-
wash phases causes sediment to be transported through different modes in each phase,
with increased suspended sediment transport during the uprush, and a bed load domi-
nated backwash transport.
Masselink and Puleo (2006) also identified a number of parameters that may partially
account for the dominance in offshore swash transport in numerical models caused by
the offshore directed velocity skewness, which required further investigation. These
included in/exfiltration effects, flow acceleration, bore turbulence, settling lag, scour
lag and sediment advection from the surf zone. Although these processes have been
subsequently studied to various degrees, there remains uncertainty in the comparative
contribution of these effects.
A recent full scale experimental programme was conducted to investigate the physi-
cal behaviour and response of a barrier beach to a range of hydrodynamic conditions
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(BARDEX - editorial 2012). A large homogeneous barrier beach was constructed from
gravel material at the Delta Flume in the Netherlands, and subjected to random wave
conditions with various water elevations and tidal influences (Williams et al. 2012a). A
range of measurements were recorded, including turbulence, run-up, bed morphology,
and groundwater table.
The data collected in this experimental programme was used in a number of studies
and analysed by a range of researchers. This subsequent analysis is discussed in the
following sections.
In summary there are have been a number of reviews and studies over the previous
decade that have drawn attention to the processes relevant to sediment transport and
morphological change on gravel beaches. These processes are handled individually in
the following sections.
2.1.2.1 Turbulence and Wave Breaking
A measure of the degree of turbulence in the swash zone can be provided through con-
sideration of the turbulent kinetic energy (TKE), the mean kinetic energy per unit mass
associated with eddies. Elfrink and Baldock (2002) and Masselink and Puleo (2006) de-
scribe multiple sources of turbulence within the swash zone, acting in both onshore and
offshore directions. The most obvious source of turbulence is generated by bore collapse
due to wave breaking, propagating in a shoreward direction. There is also turbulence
generated at the bed through frictional processes, and the possibility of offshore ad-
vected turbulence through generation of hydraulic jumps at the base of the swash zone.
Laboratory experimentation has enabled study of turbulence within the swash zone, for
example Yeh et al. (1989), where it has been observed that turbulent energy advection
operates in a net onshore direction. Bore-generated and bore-advected turbulence dom-
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inates the uprush phase of swash motion, while the backwash phase is dominated by
turbulence created by the growing boundary layer.
Field studies have also provided evidence of the significance of turbulence in the swash
and surf zones. Flick and George (1990) measured high frequency oscillations, and
found that the turbulence length scale is related to the bore height as well as the local
water depth. Butt et al. (2004) estimated suspended sediment concentrations and TKE
during bore propagation, observing almost simultaneous peak levels in both records,
suggesting bore turbulence is responsible for suspension of sediment. However the sus-
pended sediment concentration were significantly reduced after peak TKE, which was
interpreted to indicate a rapid settling of sediment behind the bore. It is also possible
that advection of the suspended sediment to a more onshore location could have oc-
curred.
As mentioned in chapter 1, the specific details of the wave breaking process is deter-
mined by the incident wave conditions and the beach slope, and these parameters can
be used to classify the type of breaking through the Iribarren number, ξb (Equation
1.1). Incident waves are not completely dissipated by the wave breaking process, with
a portion of the wave energy reflected seaward. The degree of reflection is dependent
on the type of wave breaking and therefore the beach slope and beach sediment.
As previously mentioned, sand beaches typically form very shallow slopes which encour-
age wave breaking across a very wide area. The very shallow slope of the sand beach
means wave breaking tends to occur through spilling breakers, resulting in a small de-
crease in wave height. The smaller wave subsequently also becomes depth limited, and
experiences further breaking through the spilling mechanism. This process continues
until the wave reaches the shoreline. This continuous breaking across a large area pro-
vides only a small opportunity for reflection of energy.
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The steep slope typical of gravel beaches permits the fulfilment of the depth limited
breaking condition only at locations close to the shoreline. This narrow breaking area
offers less opportunity for dissipation of wave energy, allowing generation of larger re-
flected waves. According to Equation 1.1, steep beaches will provide larger Iribarren
numbers and thus exhibit breaking through non-spilling breaker types.
Research regarding turbulence within the surf zone has been widely considered in recent
decades (Stive 1980; Mizuguchi 1986; Ting and Kirby 1994, 1995) indicating the level
of turbulence is dependent on the type of breaking present. This turbulence, present
throughout the surf and swash zones, complicates the hydrodynamics and plays a sig-
nificant role in sediment transport. The turbulence velocities can be calculated through
Particle Image Velocimetry, and this allows the determination of the TKE distribution
(Chang and Liu 1997).
Ting and Kirby (1995) utilised a phase-averaging approach, which was used to investi-
gate the horizontal turbulence velocities throughout the water column. This approach
indicated that for spilling breakers the horizontal turbulence velocities varied strongly
in time close to the trough region, yet remained fairly stable throughout the lower por-
tion of the water column. For plunging breakers, however, the horizontal turbulence
velocities varied in time throughout the entire water column, suggesting the plunging jet
penetrates a significant distance beneath the water surface, and introduces turbulence
throughout the entire depth. This finding again underlines the potential significance of
the plunging breaker type to sediment mobilisation and transport.
Turbulent energy is higher in the uprush than in the backwash, as the collapse of the
incoming bore of a wave introduces a significant amount of turbulence, which remains
present in the uprush but has begun to dissipate in the backwash (Puleo et al. 2000).
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Further, the interaction between the backwash of one wave and the uprush of the sub-
sequent incoming wave generates a high level of turbulence, and this helps in the mo-
bilisation of sediment, and will therefore play an important role in sediment transport
and the development of the cross-shore beach profile.
Chanson and Jaw-Fang (1997) conducted a series of experiments in a two-dimensional
flume, investigating the characteristics of the plunging jet caused during plunging break-
ers, and the entrainment of air bubbles during these events. They catalogued air bubble
entrainment at depths of up to twice the wave amplitude below the water surface, and
highlighted the tendency for bubbles to be temporarily trapped due to vortical motion
before motion toward the surface due to buoyancy. With consideration of Equation 2.1
this research indicates turbulence is likely to propagate to the bed and may be respon-
sible for the entrainment of sediment into suspension.
Puleo et al. (2000) studied the effect of turbulence on sediment transport within the
swash zone of a shallow-sloped sandy beach. This work indicated that turbulent effects
from wave breaking were transmitted in the uprush phase to the seabed, and helped to
maintain high suspended sediment concentrations. Although the beach material in the
work was finer than the coarse-grained material studied here, the findings may still be
relevant to coarse-grained beaches. The turbulence will be transmitted to the seabed
irrespective of the type of bed material and, though the coarse particles are larger and
less susceptible to suspended sediment transport, the turbulence will help to maintain
any sediment already in suspension, and aid the motion of sediment through saltation
or rolling.
2.1.2.2 Groundwater dynamics
The beach groundwater level is defined as the mean surface within the beach material
where the mean porewater pressure is zero (Nielsen 1997). The groundwater level of
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the beach is a highly important interface that influences the response of a beach to
wave action. Incoming waves contribute to groundwater level fluctuations in two ways.
Firstly there is an instantaneous water level change generated via the pressure transfer
through saturated sediment, and secondly a delayed groundwater level increase due to
the infiltration/exfiltration of swash run-up.
The instantaneous change in groundwater elevation has been well documented and was
observed in the mid-1970’s (Waddell 1973), while the second, lagged fluctuation was
observed much later (Hegge and Masselink 1991). The exit point of the beach is the
point at which the groundwater level meets the beach surface. Hegge and Masselink
(1991) proposed that the dominance of pressure forces or the lagged infiltration is de-
termined by the location of the exit point. Below the exit point the transfer of pressure
for an incoming wave is passed directly to the water within the beach, and causes an
increase in the groundwater level. In the area above the exit point, water infiltrates
into the beach, preventing an instantaneous increase in groundwater level, resulting in
a time differential between maximum uprush and maximum groundwater level. The
delay between the maximum uprush and the increase in groundwater elevation was of
the order of 4-5s and was attributed to the time taken for the water to flow through
the beach (and slowed due to the friction with sediment particles). It is clear that the
lower the groundwater level within the beach the more the second lagged response will
dominate the overall groundwater response. The measurement of the exact position
of the watertable was not possible in these experiments, instead the location was esti-
mated with the use of pressure transducers spaced along the cross-shore profile. Nielsen
et al. (1997) highlighted a deficiency in this approach by indicating that the pressure
measurement does not represent the watertable in unsaturated conditions, but instead
provides a measure of the non-hydrostatic pressure at the depth of the transducer. The
non-hydrostatic pressure is attenuated through the dynamic interaction with the porous
beach material.
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The decoupling of the swash front and the watertable within the beach has been dis-
cussed by a number of researchers (Turner 1993; Baird et al. 1998; Horn 2002), with
a useful graphical representation provided by Austin and Masselink (2006b), who also
identified two pathways through which water can enter the beach and impact the wa-
tertable. Figure 2.2 shows a series of images indicating the alternative pathways for
infiltration of swash water into the unsaturated section of the beach.
Figure 2.2: Swash water infiltration through pathways 1 and 2 (Austin and Masselink
2006b).
Pathway 1 occurs on the lower section of the beach where decoupling of the exit point
and the swash edge occurs. As water flows up or down the beach it creates a difference
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in elevation between the swash and the watertable, generating a difference in head and
inducing the exchange of water, which progresses inland along the phreatic surface (the
location where the pore water pressure is under atmospheric conditions). This continues
until the exit point and the swash front reconnect and the flow of water between the
two bodies ceases. Austin and Masselink (2006b) state the fluctuations resulting from
this behaviour cannot be the result of vertical infiltration of the beach as there is no
synchronous swash overtopping with the watertable fluctuations.
Pathway 2 occurs in unsaturated conditions. As the swash front runs up, the beach
water enters the beach through pathway 1. However, the frictional resistance provided
by the beach material causes disconnection of the swash front and the watertable which
remains until the end of the uprush when they reconnect. The flow reverses and the
swash front and watertable again disconnect, leaving a volume of water suspended in the
beach that flows vertically into the beach towards the watertable. This second pathway
only occurs under large swash events where the development of the suspended tongue of
water is generated. Austin and Masselink (2006b) further highlighted that these path-
ways are not yet confirmed as the water elevations cannot be directly measured over
the large area by pressure transducers.
It is well noted that beaches act as low-pass filters permitting only lower frequency wave
components to impact the watertable within the beach. This filtering effect allows only
the longer period swash events to be transferred through the beach matrix and affect
the groundwater behaviour further landward.
It is not entirely clear what influences the presence or frequency of the filter behaviour,
though Hegge and Masselink (1991) proposed the beach face slope, hydraulic conduc-
tivity, tidal stage and observation point (relative to the shoreline) would all play a
significant role in determining the cut-off frequency of the filter.
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It is also widely accepted that groundwater response on coarse-grained beaches occurs
principally at incident frequencies on the lower beach yet shifts to lower frequencies
moving inland, consistent with observations made on sandy beaches (Emery and Gale
1951; Waddell 1973; Hegge and Masselink 1991; Horn 2002).
Turner and Masselink (2012) described the importance of back-barrier lagoon level in
the determination of the beach watertable and the net flow through the beach. A raised
water level in the lagoon was observed to increase water flux through the beach towards
the ocean, while a transition to lower lagoon level created a reduction and subsequent
reversal in fluid flow direction. With wave action, and initially equal ocean and lagoon
water levels, a mounding of the groundwater was observed with a net shoreward flow.
As the through-flow of water adjusted the seaward interface location, and hence setup,
Turner and Masselink (2012) concluded that when determining the seaward boundary
conditions while modelling the groundwater flow within beaches, it is not appropriate
to adopt simple fixed-head condition defined by an empirical relationship dependent on
wave conditions only.
2.1.2.3 Infiltration and exfiltration
Bagnold (1940) suggested that infiltration plays a significant role in sediment transport
and morphological change. Since his seminal research, the role of infiltration in these
areas has been investigated further, and it is widely recognised that it it plays a key
role in the asymmetry of swash transport.
Infiltration on a beach is most likely to occur during a rising tide. Prior to an increase
in water elevation during a rising tide, a beach possesses a relatively low groundwater
level and therefore has the capacity to accommodate additional water, resulting in an
increase in the groundwater level. During a falling tide the capability of the beach to ac-
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commodate additional water is much less and therefore infiltration is likely to be lower.
Obviously the difference in elevation between the groundwater level and the water level
of the incoming swash is not the only factor in determining the rate of infiltration. It
is well documented that sediment size (and associated hydraulic conductivity) plays an
important role in determining the rate and amount of water infiltrating the beach.
Infiltration also occurs on the saturated section of the beach, though depending on the
phase of the uprush/backwash cycle, exfiltration can also occur in this area. Infiltra-
tion and exfiltration of this nature has undergone significant research recently, while
direct infiltration above the exit point has received very little. This is mainly due to
the technical difficulties with measuring the volume of water entering the beach above
the exit point. Measurement of infiltration and exfiltration below the exit point has
traditionally been carried out on fine-grained beaches, and involves the measurement
of vertical pressure gradients with a vertical array of pressure transducers. Flow is as-
sumed to adhere to Darcy’s Law of flow through a porous medium. This is an expression
of the conservation of momentum, and Darcy’s equations are adopted to estimate the
infiltration and exfiltration rates, along with the vertical flow velocity. This technique
has proved reasonably successful for application on fine-grained beaches, however when
applied to coarse-grained beaches the assumption of Darcian flow can break down. Due
to the low rate of flow within fine-grained beaches the areas of saturation remain fairly
constant, however large regions of a coarse-grained beach can repeatedly change be-
tween saturated and unsaturated. This change means the pressure transducers record
the movement of the ‘wetting front’ as opposed to the actual variation in the watertable
(Austin and Masselink 2006b).
Nielsen (1992) highlighted the influence of infiltration/exfiltration on the near-bed hy-
drodynamics. The bottom boundary layer was defined as the layer of water inside which
the flow is significantly influenced by the bed, and infiltration and exfiltration on per-
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meable beds can affect this boundary layer.
Infiltration into the permeable bed causes a shift in the flow streamlines closer to the
bed surface, reducing the flow velocity and causing a thinning of the boundary layer,
causing larger bed mobility (Conley and Inman 1994). The infiltration into the bed
has a stabilising effect on the permeable bed, because it increases the effective weight
of sediment particles, thereby reducing the likelihood they will be involved in sediment
transport.
Cheng and Chiew (1998) found that the bottom shear stress increases during infiltra-
tion, and that it decreases during exfiltration, although the reduction was determined
to be less significant for rough sediment particles. Rao and Sitaram (1999) conducted a
series of experiments that indicated that velocity and turbulence is increased during in-
filtration, while exfiltration causes a reduction in velocity and turbulence. This change
in near-bed velocity and turbulence increases the potential of sediment mobilisation.
Finally the infiltration of water into the beach reduces the volume of water able to par-
ticipate in the backwash, reducing the potential suspended sediment load in this phase.
Exfiltration on a beach occurs predominantly during the backwash phase when the
groundwater level of the beach is higher than the still water level. Exfiltration has
the inverse effects of infiltration, and causes a shift in streamlines away from the bed
surface, thickening the boundary layer. Exfiltration also reduces the effective weight
of the sediment particles, reduces the bed shear shear stress, and reduces turbulence.
The balance of these infiltration and exfiltration effects contributes to swash transport
asymmetry, and a net onshore directed transport on coarse grained beaches.
Most of the previous research carried out was conducted on sand beaches. Fine-grained
material forms a very shallow sloped beach, and the sediment also has a low hydraulic
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conductivity. These two factors combined to make infiltration in the swash zone a mi-
nor concern for this type of beach; however, with consideration of coarser material, the
effect of swash infiltration is increased due to the increased hydraulic conductivity and
the steeper slope.
It is important however to recognise that although infiltration takes place on all beaches
to a limited extent, not all beaches experience this asymmetrical transport. It is esti-
mated that only approximately 2% of the total water in a wave cycle need infiltrate the
beach for asymmetrical transport to occur (Masselink and Li 2001).
Butt et al. (2001) proposed a fundamental change in sediment transport behaviour at
a critical grain size based on field work conducted at Perranporth Beach in the U.K.
(Hs = 2.0m, Ts = 8.0s, and β = 0.82o). For fine material smaller than the critical grain
size, the sediment transport is asymmetric with a dominant offshore direction, while
for coarse material larger than the critical grain size the transport is asymmetric with
a dominant onshore direction. The critical grain size was estimated as 0.24mm. The
difference between the transports was explained by a change in the dominant effect of
infiltration. For fine-grained beaches, the increase in effective weight caused by infiltra-
tion dominates the alteration in the bed shear stress caused by thinning and thickening
of the swash layer, while the reverse is true of coarse grained sediments.
Masselink and Li (2001) proposed the presence of a second critical grain size of 1.5mm
where the backwash volume reduction from infiltration becomes a significant factor and
begins to contribute to the swash transport asymmetry.
Horn (2002, 2006) provided reviews of the research conducted by a wide range of re-
searchers into the groundwater effects on sediment transport, particularly the signif-
icance of infiltration and exfiltration on gravel beaches. Despite the fewer number
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of investigations on coarse-gravel beaches, there seems to be common agreement that
infiltration is significant to onshore-directed transport on gravel beaches, while on finer-
grained beaches, infiltration plays a negligible role in sediment transport.
In the recent BARDEX project, Masselink and Turner (2012) provided significant ev-
idence supporting the idea that swash-zone sediment transport and beach morphology
are dependent upon the beach groundwater level. Low groundwater levels were respon-
sible for driving onshore transport, while high groundwater levels were responsible for
driving offshore transport. The contributing processes to the opposed morphological
response of beaches with alternative groundwater levels were investigated, driven by
variation of a lagoon level behind the beach. The change in swash hydrodynamics cre-
ated by the increased infiltration into the unsaturated portion of the beach was unable to
account for the differences in observed profile evolution, with the infiltration remaining
fairly constant despite a change of 2m in the lagoon level. Masselink and Turner (2012)
also applied a sediment transport model that accounted for infiltration/exfiltration ef-
fects. This indicated that the onshore sediment transport in the low-lagoon tests were
mainly caused by enhanced bed shear stresses during uprush due to infiltration into the
unsaturated beach.
2.1.2.4 Flow acceleration
Early research into the effects of fluid acceleration by Nielsen (1992) were based on
the assumption that the acceleration caused delayed development of the bed boundary
layer. This permits higher velocities close to the bed, leading to the potential for higher
sediment transport. Elgar et al. (2001) related sandbar morphology and flow accel-
eration within the surf zone of a beach, displaying good correlation between sandbar
migration and peak velocity skewness in the surf zone.
Fluid accelerations become more pronounced in the swash zone, with large onshore
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acceleration values caused by bore propagation and offshore fluid acceleration during
backwash. Investigation of the role of acceleration in sediment transport has been made
by a number of researchers (Cox et al. 1991; Nielsen 2002; Puleo et al. 2003; Pedrozo-
Acuña et al. 2007). While investigating sediment transport on a steep, high energy
beach, Puleo et al. (2003) recorded peak sediment transport occurred in the uprush
during high onshore acceleration. Peak offshore transport occurred during decelerating
flow, likely caused by adverse pressure gradients generated by the subsequent uprush
event. A key conclusion drawn in this work was the necessity to include fluid accel-
eration in sediment transport models, to improve morphological evolution prediction.
Terrile et al. (2006) conducted a series of laboratory experiments that confirmed the im-
portance of fluid acceleration on the initiation of sediment transport for coarse-material.
Field work by Baldock et al. (2006) observed total fluid acceleration to be in a predom-
inantly offshore direction throughout the swash cycle, producing an adverse pressure
gradient during uprush, and a beneficial pressure gradient during backwash. Puleo et al.
(2007) conducted numerical simulations of idealised swash events on a plane beach which
supported these observations, highlighting the acceleration acting in an onshore direc-
tion occurred for only short durations (typically less than 22% of the swash space-time
history) and generally in the lower swash zone at the beginning and end of swash events.
Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2007) detailed the investigation into the relative importance of
flow acceleration to sediment transport and consequent morphological change. The
work included a comparison of results from a numerical model, containing an acceler-
ation term in the sediment transport equation, with near full-scale experimental data
for gravel and mixed sand-gravel beaches. A parametric sensitivity analysis was con-
ducted, which suggested that although fluid acceleration contributed to the onshore
movement of sediment, it alone was not able to account for the disparity between
modelled and observed morphological change. Some of the other processes that were
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highlighted as potential contributors to the predominance of onshore transport were
infiltration/exfiltration effects, and the impact of the plunging breaker and its role in
mobilising additional sediment for subsequent transport.
2.1.2.5 Bottom friction
Bottom friction is an important beach and sediment characteristic when considering
swash zone morphology (Hughes 1992), and, due to its effect on shear stress, it impacts
both the swash hydrodynamics and the sediment transport.
Although there has been recent measurement of the direct bed shear stress at field
locations (Conley and Griffin 2004) and during laboratory investigations (Barnes and
Baldock 2007), most values of the bed shear stress are derived indirectly from mea-
surement of the boundary velocity profile. This remains the case for the majority of
numerical models where the hydrodynamic data is used to generate bed shear stresses
at each time step. The bed shear stress is traditionally determined through utilisation
of a quadratic drag law (Hsu and Raubenheimer 2006), with the introduction of an
empirical friction factor:
τb =
1
2ρfwU(t)|U(t)| (2.10)
where τb is the bed shear stress, fw is the friction coefficient, and U(t) is the free
stream velocity. The friction factor is a complicated parameter to quantify due to its
relationship to both swash hydrodynamics and sediment transport. However, accurate
approximation is important to ensure good morphological prediction is achieved in the
later stages of numerical modelling.
Cox et al. (2000) found adoption of a quadratic drag law provided good estimation of
bed shear stress in the surf and swash zone of a rough impermeable bed. Generally
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larger friction coefficients were observed in the uprush compared with the backwash,
and the authors suggested improvement of the estimation through adoption of different
friction coefficients during different phases of a swash event.
Over the past decade a number of studies have been made regarding bed shear stress
and the adoption of friction coefficients. Using data from two sandy beaches, Puleo and
Holland (2001) estimated friction coefficients in the backwash may be up to three times
larger that coefficients in the uprush. Raubenheimer et al. (2004) estimated similar fric-
tion coefficients in the uprush and backwash phases. Conley and Griffin (2004), using
direct measurement of the bed shear stress, reported larger friction coefficients in the
uprush than the backwash, broadly in agreement with Cox et al. (2000). Recent work
by Puleo et al. (2012) on sandy beaches provided friction coefficient estimates slightly
larger in the backwash than the uprush phase. Barnes et al. (2009) partially attributed
the contrast in these observations to different methods in estimation, experimental con-
ditions, and measurement locations.
Debate within the research community remains alive with regards to application of
friction factors in the different swash cycle phases. While on its own the variation in
the friction coefficients has not been able to reproduce the prediction of berm features
in recent morphological prediction models (Pedrozo-Acuña et al. 2007), the prediction
was significantly enhanced. Barnes et al. (2009) however recommended application of
constant friction factors throughout the swash cycle.
As discussed previously, friction coefficient variation in the swash zone may be attributed
to infiltration and exfiltration effects (Cheng and Chiew 1998). The vertical flow into
the beach during infiltration causing an increase in the bed shear stress would result
in increased sediment entrainment and higher transport rates, while the reverse would
occur in the backwash.
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2.1.3 Plunging wave impact pressure response
Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2007) identified the potential influence of plunging breaker types
on the morphology of gravel beaches, indicating its absence from numerical modelling
frameworks. The high pressure impulse experienced at the impact location on steep
beaches may result in increased mobilisation of sediment and higher transport rates.
Bullock et al. (2007) investigated the pressure response under plunging impacts on
vertical and sloping walls. They identified a characteristic ‘church-roof’ signal (Figure
2.3) containing a sharp localised pressure spike associated with the initial plunging
impact, followed by a quasi-hydrostatic pressure associated with the passage of a lens
of water passing over the pressure transducer.
Figure 2.3: Schematic representation of a plunging impact after (Bullock et al. 2007).
This pressure response has since been observed to occur in gravel beaches during full-
scale testing (Pedrozo-Acuña et al. 2008), and although the pressures acting on a sloping
granular beach are less than on a vertical or near vertical walls, the impulse of a break-
ing wave is still sufficient to transport material (Cox and Cooker 1999).
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2.2 Cross-shore profile evolution modelling
The modelling of the cross-shore profile of beaches has long been considered a desirable
skill for engineers interested in protecting stretches of the coast. Early morphology mod-
els provided a simplistic relationship that predicted the long-term equilibrium profile of
beaches (Bruun 1956; Dean 1991). While this has some use, the particular response of
beaches to specific wave conditions is necessary in order to estimate the level of pro-
tection offered. Roelvink and Brøker (1993) reviewed a number of the then existing
cross-shore profile evolution models. All were regarded as limited due to the computa-
tional restrictions, lacking multiple swash zone processes.
Li et al. (2002) utilised a process-based model to investigate the influence of swash infil-
tration/exfiltration on sediment transport and profile development. With introduction
of lower groundwater levels this model reproduced the accretionary characteristics often
observed on coarse beaches. Horn and Li (2006) compared field site data from a gravel
beach to numerical prediction with the same model. The importance of infiltration to
profile response was high, and the model was shown to be sensitive to a range of pa-
rameters (beach hydraulic conductivity, friction coefficient, and the ratio of uprush and
backwash sediment transport rate) indicating their importance to profile prediction,
however it was highlighted that uncertainties exist over the values of these parameters.
Pedrozo-Acuña (2005) and Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2006) utilised a higher order Boussi-
nesq hydrodynamics model, with moving shoreline boundary, coupled with a bed-load
transport model to investigate gravel beach processes. Adoption of different friction co-
efficients during uprush and backwash improved prediction of cross-shore beach profile,
however significant discrepancies still existed between predicted and measured beach
profiles. The sediment transport equation was also adjusted with a different sediment
transport efficiency coefficient (C-value) in the uprush and backwash to improve profile
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prediction.
The improvement in the predicted morphological response by the model with different
coefficients in the uprush and backwash was attributed to the parametrisation of many
processes not directly included within the simulations, such as infiltration effects, addi-
tional transport due to bore collapse, and accelerated flow in the uprush. Overall, the
model simulated a net onshore transport of material, as observed in the comparative
experimental tests. However, the specific profile response under-predicted the size and
location of the berm above the SWL, and the extent and location of excavation below
the SWL (Figure 2.4).
Figure 2.4: Gravel beach profile evolution; (solid line) initial profile, (dashed line) mea-
sured profile after 50 waves, (dotted line) measured profile after 100 waves,
(dash dot line) measured profile after 500 waves (Pedrozo-Acuña et al.
2006).
Jamal (2011) utilised a modified XBeach model to simulate profile evolution on gravel
beaches, and compared the numerical estimation with the same experimental values as
Pedrozo-Acuña (2005). Again, variation in the friction coefficients during uprush and
backwash was adopted, however inclusion of additional processes were made in an at-
tempt to improve prediction capability.
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A pragmatic method for handling infiltration was adopted, which essentially involved
the removal of water from the swash above the bed surface in unsaturated regions, based
on the permeability of the sediment. Exfiltration from the beach was ignored due to
the reported lower significance to profile development. Morphological prediction was
improved in comparison with Pedrozo-Acuña (2005) and Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2006),
with good localisation of the berm. However, the crest elevation and net sediment trans-
port both appear to have been underestimated.
A further numerical model CSHORE was adapted for use on coarse-grained beaches by
Hicks (2010). Provision for suspended sediment transport was included where the in-
stantaneous flow velocity exceeded the particle fall velocity. However, the experimental
data used for comparison adopted a gravel with fall velocity similar to the wave-induced
oscillatory velocity, producing a transport environment governed almost entirely by bed
load.
The cross-shore profile prediction was reasonable for extremely steep beaches (tanβ =
0.5), however for accretional tests the prediction within the swash zone was less suc-
cessful, despite adjustment of bed load transport parameters to produce a closer fit.
Williams et al. (2012b) utilised XBeach to simulate the morphological response of both
a gravel barrier beach during laboratory testing (BARDEX - editorial 2012), and evo-
lution of a natural barrier beach at Slapton Sands in the Southwest of the UK. In both
scenarios the modelled beach profile response demonstrated a strong dependence on the
beach permeability, indicating the dominance of hydraulic conductivity in the swash
hydrodynamics, supporting the work by Austin (2005) and Jamal et al. (2010). Best
model performance was also obtained with the inclusion of beach groundwater levels
and the associated implications for infiltration into the beach.
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Williams et al. (2012b) concluded that the performance of the XBeach model in pre-
dicting the erosional characteristics of a gravel beach was good, however the prediction
of the berm observed on gravel beaches was not well represented. This was attributed
to the inability to accurately simulate the strong uprush, and weakened backwash after
swash infiltration with the associated sediment transport.
One of the potential sources of inaccuracy in the modelling by some researchers is the
reliance of transport by the bed load mode, assuming that sediment is locally entrained
and that the total sediment transport rate is directly correlated to the bed shear stresses.
It is widely recognised that the main mode of transportation on gravel beaches is bed
load transport, and therefore some researchers (e.g. Pedrozo-Acuña (2005) and Jamal
(2011)) adopted a bed load transport model by Soulsby and Damgaard (2005).
This model approach has proven to be reasonable at predicting morphological response
of beaches, with discrepancies tending to occur around the berm region. The assumption
of bed load dominance is reasonably likely during backwash phase when most turbulent
energy has dissipated, and at times of lower flow rate and turbulent energy levels, which
allows suspended sediment material to settle due to the higher settling velocities (Reeve
et al. 2004). However large localised turbulence levels due to bore collapse during the
uprush may allow transportation of suspended sediment during this phase. This form
of transport would not be included within the numerical models used on gravel beaches.
Finally, a widely acknowledged difficulty with understanding morphological evolution
stems from the net sediment transport being a balance in onshore and offshore transport.
Both are significantly larger than net change, and neither of can be easily measured.
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2.3 Summary
In summary, gravel beach environments are very important areas of interest to a wide
range of stakeholders, and often act as a primary line of defence to many valuable re-
gions. Understanding of these environments will allow more effective management in
the coming years.
Due to the technical difficulties in producing accurate measurements within the swash
zone, the investigation of the processes taking place there, and the modelling of those
processes have been slower than in areas with simpler flow regimes. The continued
increase in computing power of the last decade has allowed for a greater prevalence of
numerical models capable of handling highly turbulent flow regimes present in the swash
zone (e.g. Puleo et al. (2007)). The continual technological development also provides
additional equipment that is beginning to make the swash region more accessible. For
example, Puleo et al. (2012) utilised new high-resolution acoustic Doppler current pro-
filers to quantify the vertical structure of cross-shore fluid velocities in the swash zone.
Sediment can be transported either in suspension or as bed load, including sheet flow.
Bed load transport occurs when the local shear stress exceeds a critical threshold value,
typically caused by high flow velocity. However, the threshold value for motion is differ-
ent in the uprush and backwash phases of the swash on gravel beaches, as the effect of
the steep slope plays a significant role. It is widely considered that bed load transport
is the dominant transport mode within the swash zone of gravel beaches, due to the
high settling velocity of the sediment particles making suspended transport difficult for
prolonged periods.
A wide range of processes and parameters have been found to affect sediment transport
on gravel beaches, and the subsequent morphological response. Many of these have been
examined by researchers and in some cases the influence that they have on sediment
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transport has been considered.
Cross-shore profile modelling has improved over the last decade, with integration of
improved swash hydrodynamic models to, predominantly, bed load sediment transport
modules. Modelling by Pedrozo-Acuña (2005) included variation of a sediment transport
efficiency coefficient during the uprush and backwash phase to improve morphological
prediction performance. Variation of this coefficient was presumed to parametrise some
of the processes not specifically included in the model.
Infiltration effects were introduced to profile evolution prediction by both Jamal (2011)
and Williams et al. (2012b) indicating good agreement between experimental and mod-
elled profiles. Despite the improvements made, there are still discrepancies in the pre-
diction of the gravel beach berm, likely due to a remaining processes not included within
the model that contribute to the strong net onshore transport of sediment.
Horn (2002) identified a number of areas that required further investigation to improve
modelling performance of sediment transport in the swash zone. These included, but
were not limited to, the excess suspended sediment present during the uprush due to
bore collapse, and intensity levels and vortex structure of turbulence in swash flows.
These remain relatively untested. Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2007) also suggested a number
of processes that may be responsible for the disparity in numerically modelled and ex-
perimentally observed morphological change on gravel beaches. The impact of plunging
breakers in mobilising additional sediment was identified as one of the processes that re-
mains unaccounted for in the numerical modelling, and is worth additional investigation.
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2.4 Project Aims
The over-arching aim of this programme is to conduct a series of experiments to extend
the knowledge of how the cross-shore beach profile of a coarse-grained beach evolves
under breaking wave action. The experimental project aims include:
1. To create a unique detailed set of data with beach profile at the plunging location
recorded throughout the experiment
2. Monitor the beach profile evolution, and estimate sediment transport for various
wave conditions
3. To investigate violent plunging wave impacts on the beach face, and assess whether
this process may contribute to the discrepancy observed in numerical prediction
of gravel beach profiles.
A controlled set of laboratory experiments, investigating a wide range of wave condi-
tions, will be conducted to provide a detailed record of pore-water pressures induced
by wave action within the beach. The beach profile will also be monitored, which will
enable a sediment transport rate to be estimated at specific intervals.
The recorded pressure and incident wave conditions will be used to investigate the
relationship between impact pressure and breaker-type. This will help inform the im-
portance of the large pressure induced by plunging impacts on sediment mobilisation
and transport asymmetry.
To enable the analysis of the recorded pressure responses within the porous beach
medium, a new analytical approach will be developed and applied to correct the pres-
sure record of swash events containing plunging impacts.
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Experimental procedure
The data used in this study were collected during a laboratory investigation, in which
the author was a member of the laboratory team, comprising students and staff from
Universidad Nacional Autónoma de México (UNAM) and the University of Plymouth
(UoP).
The experimental programme aimed to provide a comprehensive set of data for plunging
impact pressures and morphological response of a coarse-grained beach. This allows a
more detailed study of the processes controlling beach response than is possible with
the existing available data. To achieve this it was necessary to monitor the incident
wave conditions and the pore-water pressure generated under impacting events, along
with the cross-shore profile at intervals.
The following chapter introduces the facilities utilised, and provides details of the in-
strumentation adopted for the various measurements. The sediment characteristics are
presented to provide a detailed understanding of the material forming the beach. Dis-
cussion of the calibration procedure for the measurement instrumentation is included,
and finally the wave conditions are discussed.
3.1 Facilities
Large-scale facilities offer the opportunity to reproduce the real world environment with
fewer difficulties associated with scaling effects, and with an opportunity to deploy a
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significant amount of recording equipment in a comparatively small area. However,
large scale facilities are often used in large collaborative ventures with significant fund-
ing and investigation into a very wide variety of processes. The limited number of such
facilities, and the demand for their use, means access to large-scale testing facilities is
somewhat restricted.
Smaller-scale laboratory testing allows a more flexible regime, with solutions to difficul-
ties encountered during testing more easily accommodated. The opportunity for greater
observation of the beach cross-section throughout the test duration, permitted by obser-
vation windows or glass-panelled channels, provides additional information that can be
of tremendous importance in identifying difficulties, particularly at a preliminary stage.
Considering the advantages and constraints offered by these two options the small-scale
facilities were determined to be preferential for this project due to:
• Lower operational costs
• A larger number of facilities offering greater accessibility
• Typically longer duration of availability provides an opportunity for adjustments
and retesting if necessary
• More rapid experimental adjustments, and faster turn-around time between ex-
periments, due to less material transportation during testing
• Retaining the capability to deploy equipment within necessary regions
As such the Wave Laboratory at UNAM in Mexico City was used to collect all ex-
perimental data used in this work, during a laboratory investigation of Summer and
Autumn of 2008. The wave facilities have been used for a number of experimental pro-
grammes investigating beach morphological response and structural response to wave
action (Mendoza-Baldwin et al. 2010; Pedrozo-Acuña et al. 2011). Measurements in this
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work included: water surface elevation, cross-shore beach profiles, internal pore-water
pressure at multiple cross-shore locations, and video imagery at pressure transducer
locations to help quantify profile evolution in these areas.
The wave channel measures 37.0m long, 1.2m deep, and 0.9m wide, with a piston-type
wave paddle permitting generation of 0.3m wave height with periods varying between
0.2s to 4.0s. It incorporated an active absorbing system by monitoring wave height at
the paddle and adjusting the motion in real-time to reduce reflection from the paddle.
Figure 3.1: Wave flume at the UNAM facility.
3.2 Sediment characteristics
The specific area of interest in this work is investigation of gravel beach behaviour,
however the term ‘gravel’ according to the Udden-Wentworth scale applies to sediment
ranging from 2mm to 64mm, therefore a discussion regarding the selection of suitable
sediment is necessary.
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Data analysed by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) was collected at a full-scale testing fa-
cility (GWK) with wave heights of Hs = 1.0m and the sediment utilised had a mean
diameter of d50=21mm (López de San Román-Blanco et al. 2006).
To move larger gravel requires a larger force, and therefore comparatively larger wave
height. The wave period also has significant implications on sediment transport occur-
ring on a beach, with larger period waves exhibiting higher wave run-up and run-down
limits, and thus permitting morphological change over a wider area. The capabilities of
wave generation within the flume in the wave laboratory at UNAM offers lower wave
heights and shorter wave periods than those adopted during the work by Pedrozo-Acuña
et al. (2008). Smaller gravel than the d50=21mm used at the GWK facility was therefore
adopted to ensure that sufficient transport occurred. Larger particle size also introduces
the potential for error in beach profile measurement and subsequent transport rates. The
beach elevation at a particular cross-shore location may fluctuate based on the presence
of a large gravel particle or a large pore space between particles. This could potentially
introduce a change in the cross-shore elevation between measurements, and indicate
increased or reduced sediment transport at that location. While this is still a considera-
tion for smaller gravel, the reduced particle size and pore spaces reduces the possibility
of affecting measurements. It is possible to prevent measurement within a pore space
with application of a plate to the base of the measurement equipment. However, due to
the adopted profile measurement technique, discussed in Section 3.3, this would have
introduced additional risk of the equipment modifying the profile during measurement.
To ensure transportation of the sediment particles occurred during testing, and to min-
imise the complications described relating to the measurement of accurate cross-shore
profiles, a fine gravel (based on the Udden-Wentworth scale - 4mm to 8mm), was adopted
for all tests. The beach was therefore constructed from well-rounded alluvial gravel with
a median diameter of d50 = 6mm, and was constructed to form an initial profile shown
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in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: UNAM experimental equipment arrangement.
The sediment was sieved and thoroughly washed to remove particulate from the sample,
to ensure a consistency of material, and to prevent discolouration of the flume water
adjusting visibility and potential affecting characteristic properties of the water. After
sieving and cleaning, the gravel was carefully mixed, both immediately after cleaning
and during beach construction within the flume to ensure a homogeneous material. The
sediment density of the final sample used for this work measured as 2591.6kg/m3, the
porosity was 0.403, while the critical angle of repose was approximately 25◦.
Although alluvial gravel is generally not as rounded as that found on natural coastal
beaches, it was considered to fall within acceptable angularity limits, which is supported
by the measured angle of repose.
Sediment grain size distribution obtained through sieve analysis is included in Figure
3.3 and indicates a d50 of 6mm. The details of how these values were derived can be
found in Appendix A.
3.3 Instrumentation
To enable the investigation of the pressure response of plunging breakers on a gravel
beach, it is necessary to monitor a range of parameters during each test. The mea-
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Figure 3.3: Sediment grain size distribution of the gravel beach.
surements required for further analysis include: the incident wave conditions which are
responsible for each wave impact; the pressure response at the impact location, to assess
the magnitude of each impact event; and morphological change at intervals throughout
the tests to assess sediment transport rates.
To monitor the incident wave conditions the water surface elevation was measured at
multiple locations close to the beach. Five resistance-type wave gauges were located
within the wave channel to allow for the recording of the surface water elevation at
different positions along the channel. Three wave gauges were located along the centre
line of the wave channel close to the beach to permit separation of incident and reflected
wave data, through application of a frequency domain analysis process (details in Sec-
tion 4.1). The location of this three wave gauge array is indicated in Figure 3.2. One
wave gauge was located landward of the beach to monitor the water surface elevation
and one wave gauge was located an intermediate distance between the beach and the
wave generator. Fuller details of the locations of the equipment are presented later in
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Table 3.1.
One of the key requirements was to monitor the pressure at the plunging impact lo-
cation, however monitoring this directly is very difficult. If a pressure transducer is
located at the bed surface several difficulties are encountered throughout the duration
of a test. Firstly the variation in the bed surface level due to sediment transport at
the impact location will expose the transducers, resulting in measurement error. Sec-
ondly, exposure of the transducers at any point in the experiments may lead to scour
around the transducers, affecting the cross-shore profile. Finally if the transducers are
not buried to a sufficient depth, the presence of the transducers may still affect bed be-
haviour (for example the transducers may obstruct sheet flow transport). The pressure
transducers must therefore be submerged in the beach to avoid these difficulties, with
the attenuation of the pressure response subsequently accounted for.
The adopted pressure transducers had to be capable of recording the full pressure range
expected during the testing regime, while also retaining fine detail of the pressure fluc-
tuation. A fast response time was also desirable to ensure the rapid fluctuation un-
der plunging impacts was captured. With these considerations five Druck PTX 1830
200mBar pressure transducers, henceforth referred to as UoP1-UoP5, were utilised dur-
ing the testing regime at various locations to provide information on the pressure gen-
erated under impacting events.
Figure 3.4 provides a representation of the pressure transducer placement and orienta-
tion during experimentation. The transducers UoP1 to UoP5 were positioned within the
beach sediment matrix close to the interface between the beachface and the SWL. A ver-
tical array of horizontally co-located transducers (UoP1 to UoP3) provided information
that allowed an estimate of the pressure attenuation experienced during pressure prop-
agation through the sediment matrix. Two additional transducers (UoP4 and UoP5)
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Figure 3.4: Schematic representation of the pressure transducer localisation during the
testing at UNAM.
were located 150mm seaward and landward of the three transducer array respectively.
UoP3, UoP4, and UoP5 were all buried to a depth of 100mm from the initial profile
surface. This initial depth may appear large, however localised morphological change at
the impact location caused erosion, lowering the depth of cover material to the trans-
ducers. A small initial depth of burial would risk exposure of the pressure transducers
during wave action. Additional cover was also required to avoid introducing the trans-
ducers to movement during fluid bed conditions characteristic in sheet flow. The 100mm
embedded depth was established during preliminary testing.
For determination of the beach profile a measurement guide was fixed across the cen-
tre line of the wave channel to ensure that the profile points were taken at consistent
locations. Measurements were taken at initially 10cm intervals where little to no mor-
phological change occurred, increasing to 5cm intervals in the more dynamically varying
regions. Profiles were recorded with a Leica TCR series total station system and a prism
reflector staff supported from above the flume and moved after each reading.
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A video recording of the wave impact site was also maintained throughout all tests using
a Casio Exilim EX-Z15, to allow monitoring of the approximate impact location, and
permit additional monitoring of the sediment depth above the pressure transducers.
This is crucial for a robust estimation of the signal attenuation that occurs between
the beach surface and the pressure transducer, which evolves throughout each test as
the sediment profile changes in response to wave action. Grid markings were made on
the glass wall of the flume to allow assessment of the depth of burial of the pressure
transducers.
Figure 3.2 indicated the experimental set-up adopted during the testing regime with the
relevant positions of the wave gauges and pressure transducers outlined in Table 3.1.
Equipment Chainage from wave Equipment Chainage from wave
paddle flume end (m) paddle flume end (m)
UoP1 29.50 WG1 9.50
UoP2 29.50 WG2 24.10
UoP3 29.50 WG3 24.80
UoP4 29.35 WG4 25.20
UoP5 29.65 WG5 32.10
Table 3.1: Chainages of measurement devices.
To establish an appropriate sampling frequency during the experiments, a series of pre-
liminary tests were conducted on an impermeable steep slope at Plymouth University.
A plywood slope was fixed to a rigid frame and placed within a wave channel forming a
slope of tanβ = 0.2, with a series of pressure transducers attached from the underside of
the slope at regular intervals along the centre line of the beach. This formed a smooth
impermeable slope with the pressure transducers recording the pressure response at the
slope surface. A short series regular waves (H=0.08m T=1.25s) were directed at the
beach, with the pressure response recorded.
The same pressure transducers as used in the UNAM tests were located along the cen-
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tre line of the slope. A high sampling frequency of 2kHz was adopted and plunging
breaker types were generated, producing a pressure-time curve characterised by the
classic ‘church-roof profile’ (Figure 3.5).
Figure 3.5: Pressure record for preliminary test.
Spectral analysis of the time series of this signal reveals the relevant frequency com-
ponents comprising the signal. Figure 3.6 provides a single-sided amplitude spectrum
of pressure-time series (0-100Hz is shown in detail as all amplitudes above 100Hz were
effectively 0) which indicates the same pressure response could be resolved with a much
lower sampling frequency.
Bullock et al. (2007) indicated that the church-steeple portion of the pressure response
from impacting waves may exist for a very short duration, however the work by Pedrozo-
Acuña et al. (2008) detected the church-steeple signature with a sampling frequency of
60Hz. A practical sampling frequency of 100Hz was chosen as a suitable compromise
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Figure 3.6: Single-sided amplitude spectrum of P(t) for preliminary test.
between providing a sufficiently high rate of data acquisition to resolve the sharp pres-
sure impulse peak, with the size of the output files. Although this sampling frequency
is less than the very high rate adopted by Bullock et al. (2007), 100Hz captures the vast
majority of relevant frequencies indicated in Figure 3.6. Further, if all of the frequencies
greater than 100Hz are excluded and an inverse Fourier transform is conducted, there
is no aliasing between the original and reconstructed signal. Subsequent research by
Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2011) adopted a 100Hz sampling frequency for tests involving
plunging impact pressure response, lending credence to the selection of the chosen sam-
pling rate as suitable.
3.4 Calibration
Before each period of testing, the wave channel was filled with water to the correct
water depth, with filling occuring at the beginning of each days testing. Further, after
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each test was completed the SWL was checked, and if the level had fallen below 0.395m,
additional water was added to the channel to return the SWL to 0.4m. Recalibration
of the wave gauges took place each time water was added to the channel.
The Plymouth University transducers were calibrated at Plymouth before transport to
UNAM with a Druck DPI603 pressure calibration unit. After shipping, the pressures
transducers were recalibrated at the start and end of the testing by measurement of a
variety of water elevations above the transducer aperture.
The beach profile measurements were calibrated to a fixed datum point next to the
flume before each recording, and the sections of each test were then recorded before the
data was downloaded to a computer and checked. Though it was not possible to collect
all of the data without movement of the total station, due to limitations on storage space
of the internal memory, this allowed for checking of the profiles to identify problems and
allow for repeat experimentation if necessary.
3.5 Hydrodynamics
To monitor the beach profile evolution (and therefore estimate the sediment transport
rate) it is necessary to separate each test into a number of shorter experiments, with
beach profiles recorded between each experiment. Work by Blenkinsopp et al. (2011)
indicated sediment transport of large individual swash events may be similar to the
sediment transport for an entire tidal cycle. Sediment transport generated by irregular
wave trains may therefore be affected by large individual events during short duration
segments, generating unrepresentative profile change for the test as a whole.
Regular waves offer an approximately consistent wave energy level for consistent wave
conditions, which allows for segmentation of each experiment without significant influ-
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ence on morphological response by a single event.
To achieve the objectives of this work, set out in the previous chapter, it is crucial to
encompass a wide range of surf-similarity parameters, as Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008)
investigated a narrower variation in breaker type (mostly between 0.5 < ξb < 1.0). As
such a range of wave heights and wave periods were selected to create a variety of Irib-
arren values throughout the plunging wave breaking region (Table 3.2).
breaking wave Wave period (s)
height (m) 1 2 3 4
0.08 0.884 1.767 2.651 3.534
0.10 0.790 1.581 2.371 3.161
0.12 0.721 1.443 2.164 2.886
0.14 0.668 1.336 2.004 -
0.16 0.625 1.250 - -
Table 3.2: Intended wave conditions and associated Iribarren values.
As mentioned earlier, each of the tests was separated into five smaller experiments to
permit the measurement of the beach profile at stages throughout the specific wave
conditions under test. The greatest sediment transport rate will occur early in each
experiment as the beach is furthest from the equilibrium profile, and as such each ex-
periment is divided into sections lasting one, two, four, seven and ten minutes. This
quasi-logarithmic increase in test duration adopted here will capture the early rapid
morphological response, while avoiding the necessity for repeated profile measurement
as the equilibrium profile is approached.
An additional duration was recorded after active wave duration to record the slow down
or the wave paddle and dissipation of wave energy within the flume. Data was acquired
at 100Hz, therefore the ‘Data required’ is the product of the total duration of each
experiment and the acquisition rate. Finally, the operation in place at UNAM recom-
mended recording total data samples as a multiple of 256, therefore the actual data
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samples recorded is also provided. Table 3.3 presents the data acquisition for each ex-
periment.
Wave Additional Total Data Data
duration (s) duration (s) duration (s) required recorded
60 30 90 9,000 9,216
120 30 150 15,000 15,360
240 60 300 30,000 30,208
420 60 480 48,000 48,128
600 60 660 66,000 66,048
Table 3.3: Test data recording details.
This experimental arrangement, and selection of hydrodynamic conditions should offer
the data necessary for the analysis stage and investigation of the aims outlined in Chap-
ter 2.
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Data handling for analysis
The raw data collected is not in a format that can immediately be used in analysis.
Often, the most practical location for data collection is not the same location required
for further calculations, for example the breaking wave height is often desirable but is
difficult to monitor.
This chapter describes the calibration of the recorded data, and the translation of the
data from the recorded locations to positions necessary for analysis in Chapters 5 and 6.
4.1 Wave height determination
For analysis where wave conditions are required, it is necessary to translate the recorded
water elevation fluctuation to incident wave conditions, and address translation of the
recorded wave heights to breaking wave heights. These procedures are explained in the
following sections.
4.1.1 Incident wave separation
Wave reflection occurs when incident waves interact with a sloping beach and a portion
of the energy is reflected by the slope, creating a reflected wave which propagates off-
shore and interacts with the subsequent incident waves. The water elevation monitored
is therefore a combination of incident and reflected waves and the interaction may form
standing waves, which can result in the generation of currents, significantly altering the
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flow regime around a beach and adjusting the bathymetry of the foreshore. Reflected
waves are also present during experimentation within wave channels, requiring separa-
tion of the incident wave and reflected conditions.
Separation was achieved through application of the Separation of Incident and Reflected
Waves (SIRW) method outlined by Friigard and Brorsen (1995). This approach assumes
that a water elevation record is the composite of incident waves propagating towards
the beach and reflected waves propagating towards the wave paddle. It is possible to
apply this method to both irregular and monochromatic wave fields. The water ele-
vation signals from two wave gauges are phase-shifted in a manner that results in the
incident parts of the wave signal being in phase while the reflected parts of the signal
are in mutual opposite phase. The consequence of this is the sum of the altered signals
is proportional to, and also in phase with the incident wave signal. An amplification
coefficient and the phase shift are calculated and applied to the wave signals to produce
the final incident and reflected wave record, which is valid within the frequency domain.
For translation to the time domain, digital filters are employed, acting as frequency
dependent amplification and phase shift to the elevation signals.
Application of the digital filters introduces the possibility of singularity generation,
however guidance is provided by Friigard and Brorsen (1995) in design of the filters to
reduce potential difficulties with singularities.
Three wave gauges were deployed in an array close to the beach throughout the testing
programme at UNAM. The method outlined by Friigard and Brorsen (1995) requires
only two wave gauges, which permits the opportunity to conduct analysis multiple times
with different gauge combinations, and variation in the wave gauge spacing allows con-
trol of the singularity placement.
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4.1.2 Incident wave calculation
Power Spectral Density (PSD) analysis was conducted on the water elevation record
closest to the beach to establish the High and Low frequency values necessary for the
digital filter translation to the time domain. The Welch method was applied, utilising
a Hamming window.
Data collection was initiated before wave generation commenced to ensure that all rel-
evant data was collected. Elimination of the data before and after wave action was
important to avoid inclusion of two sections with different reflection characteristics. A
consequence of not accounting for this would be the derivation of a single erroneous
reflection coefficient representative of the entire data set. This can be corrected by
splitting the wave data into two shorter sections, one section that relates to the early
incoming waves that have no reflected waves recorded at the wave gauge, and one longer
section of data relating to the combined incident and reflected waves recorded at the
wave gauge.
A further difficulty encountered during the processing of the data, is introduced by
the ‘warm-up’ period of the wave generator. The first waves after wave generation
commenced were less than the intended wave height as the generator required a short
period of time before it was capable of operating at optimal conditions. This resulted
in an increase in wave heights from 0m to the maximum wave height, therefore the
first reflected waves detected will be generated during the period of increasing wave
height and will thus also exhibit an increase in wave height. Optimal performance of
the separation procedure occurs with steady wave conditions, as this will require the
summation of fewer sinusoids to reproduce the detected signal. This is most relevant for
short duration tests where the overall record is more easily affected by a small number
of waves.
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All wave data relating to periods of no reflection and increasing reflected wave heights
were excluded from the analysis to provide consistency across the experimental pro-
gramme and ensure that test duration was not an issue in reflection coefficient determi-
nation.
4.1.3 Comparison of wave separation techniques
Meneses Fernández (2009) produced a series of reflection coefficients for the same data
set, utilising an alternative method for wave separation (Baquerizo 1995), which are
presented in Table 4.1. Due to a discrepancy in the test order during the experimental
programme, and to retain increasing wave height moving down the table, Test 7 appears
before Test 6.
Test H (m) T (s) KR−i KK−f
7 0.08 2 0.476 0.257
6 0.10 2 0.437 0.310
8 0.12 2 0.402 0.313
9 0.14 2 0.356 0.293
10 0.16 2 0.397 0.319
11 0.08 3 0.461 0.411
12 0.10 3 0.446 0.319
13 0.12 3 0.429 0.320
14 0.14 3 0.422 0.315
15 0.08 4 0.738 0.517
16 0.10 4 0.705 0.523
17 0.12 4 0.659 0.522
Table 4.1: Calculated initial reflection coefficients (KR−i) and final reflection coeffi-
cients (KR−f ) (Meneses Fernández 2009).
Tests one to five related to tests with 1-second period waves, but are not included here,
due to vibration caused between the mounting of the wave maker and the wave chan-
nel. An adjustment to the wave maker mounting was made for subsequent tests, which
eliminated this complication. This vibration caused discrepancies within the pressure
records that could not be removed with post processing, therefore as further analysis
was not possible, these tests were discarded.
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Reflection coefficients were calculated in this work after application of the SIRWmethod.
The results of this approach are presented in Table 4.2 (details of the reflection coefficient
for each segment of each test are available in Appendix B). Wave reflection coefficients
were calculated as KR = Hr/Hi, where Hr and Hi are the reflected wave height and
incident wave height respectively.
Test H (m) T (s) KR−i RR−f
7 0.08 2 0.226 0.431
6 0.10 2 0.185 0.386
8 0.12 2 0.175 0.338
9 0.14 2 0.163 0.277
10 0.16 2 0.105 0.326
11 0.08 3 0.366 0.522
12 0.10 3 0.356 0.615
13 0.12 3 0.309 0.617
14 0.14 3 0.330 0.594
15 0.08 4 0.372 0.549
16 0.10 4 0.346 0.546
17 0.12 4 0.303 0.498
Table 4.2: Calculated reflection coefficients (KR−i: reflection coefficient for first part
of the relevant test, KR−f : reflection coefficient for final part of the relevant
test) using SIRW method, by Friigard and Brorsen (1995).
Battjes (1974) proposed a simple relationship for estimation of the reflection coefficient
(Equation (4.1)), while an alternative empirical relationship for reflection generated
from coastal structures was proposed by Zanuttigh and van der Meer (2008) (Equation
(4.2)).
KR = 0.1ξ0 (4.1)
KR = tanh(a.ξb0) (4.2)
where ξ0 is the Iribarren number, a and b are coefficients dependent on the material
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used in the coastal structure.
It is apparent from both of these relationships that the Iribarren number, and therefore
beach slope and wave steepness, plays a critical role in the level of wave reflection. Both
relationships predict an increase in KR from an increase in beach slope, and decrease
in KR as wave steepness increases.
Inspection of the reflection coefficients generated by the Friigard and Brorsen (1995)
method (Table B.4) indicates a general increase in reflection as the profile evolves and
the beach steepens, matching the expectations presented by Equations (4.1) and (4.2).
As wave steepness increases (indicated here through an increase in wave height with
constant wave period) the reflection coefficient decreases, again providing agreement
with the empirical relationships.
The general agreement of the reflection coefficient with that expected under theoretical
circumstances, provides confidence in the accuracy of the chosen method for incident
and reflected wave separation.
The details of the analysis carried out by Meneses Fernández (2009) states only the
use of the method proposed in Baquerizo (1995), and does not provide discussion of
whether data was included before reflection was established. The results in some cases
seem counter intuitive, displaying a reduction in the reflection coefficient as the beach
profile steepens. Due to the uncertainty in the method utilised in calculating the reflec-
tion coefficients by Meneses Fernández (2009), these results are discarded.
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4.1.4 Wave shoaling
Wave shoaling is the process by which waves increase in height as they propagate into
shallower water. It is essential to account for wave shoaling to appropriately estimate
the breaking wave height that occurred during testing, which is adopted during pres-
sure analysis. Wave shoaling investigations commenced as long ago as McCowan (1894),
however the most significant strides in its understanding were achieved in the 1970’s
and 1980’s (Weggel 1972; Shuto 1974; Goda 1975; Svendsen and Hansen 1976; Van Dorn
1978; Peregrine 1983). Traditional methods for calculating shoaling are discussed below.
Shuto (1974) presented Equation (4.3) for estimation of the shoaling coefficient (Ks),
based on the Korteweg-de Vries equation, assuming no wave refraction and no energy
is added or removed from the system:
Ks =
H
H0
= 1√
2ntanh(2pid/L)
, (4.3)
where n is given by Equation (4.4):
n= 12
[
1 + 4pid/Lsinh(4pid/L)
]
. (4.4)
The breaking criterion (Equation (4.5)) outlined by Goda (1975) provides an alternative
method, utilising the offshore wave conditions:
Hb
L0
=A
{
1−exp
[
−1.5pi h
L0
(1 +B tan4/3β)
]}
, (4.5)
where Hb is the breaking wave height, L0 is the offshore wavelength, A and B are em-
pirical derived constants (taken as 0.17 and 15 respectively), h is the local water depth,
and tanβ is the beach slope.
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The applicability of these approaches on various laboratory slope scenarios was inves-
tigated by Tsai et al. (2005). Three alternative slopes were examined: tanβ = 0.1,
tanβ = 0.2, and tanβ = 0.33, with the intention to specifically look at the validity of
the relationships to steep beach slopes. Tsai et al. (2005) concluded that the relationship
proposed by Shuto (1974) provided good agreement with the shallow slope (tanβ = 0.1),
however there are inconsistencies between the theoretical relationship and observed re-
sults for the two steeper slopes. As the beach slope adopted during the experimental
procedures in this work is initially tanβ = 0.2 it is not appropriate to adopt Equation
(4.3).
Comparison of the theoretical values derived from Goda (1975) and the practical data
indicated good agreement across all three tested beach slopes, suggesting use of this
empirical relationship to be suitable for this work.
Le Méhauté and Koh (1967) proposed a further relationship (Equation (4.6)) presenting
the breaking wave height in terms of deepwater wave conditions.
Hb
H0
= 0.76(tanβ)1/7
(
H0
L0
)0.25
(4.6)
Again the applicability of this empirical relationship was investigated by Tsai et al.
(2005). They indicated the relationship was in good agreement with additional exper-
imental data for a 1/10 slope beach, however it overestimates Hb/H0 for beach slopes
of 1/5 and 1/3. A modification to Equation (4.6) was recommended to better represent
the relationship for steep slopes.
Hb
H0
= 0.79(tanβ)1/7
(
H0
L0
)−0.19
(4.7)
The approach expressed by Goda (1975) (Equation (4.5)) and the modified empirical
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formula of Le Méhauté and Koh (1967) (Equation (4.7)) both appear to provide a good
fit for steeper beaches and therefore suitable for application in this work.
4.1.4.1 De-shoaling recorded wave data
The water elevation was recorded during the test programme at a location a short dis-
tance from the toe of the beach. While this location can be useful, and is the most
practical position to record water elevation data during testing, it is not suitable for
immediate use in analysis. Deep-water wave conditions are widely used in calculations,
however the wave height to water depth ratio (H/d) does not constitute deep-water wave
conditions. Therefore, the equivalent deep-water parameters for the recorded waves will
be calculated, before account of shoaling between deep-water and wave breaking is made.
The notion of deep-water conditions for wave channel testing is obviously a hypotheti-
cal situation. Effectively the wave channel represents the nearshore (intermediate and
shallow water wave conditions), and the wave conditions present in the wave channel
are representative of waves that have propagated from deep-water. As will be seen
below the bathymetry of this propagation distance is not required for the calculations,
therefore no assumptions are offered on this front. Assuming linear wave theory the
deep-water wavelength can be calculated from Equation (4.8).
L0 =
gT 2
2pi (4.8)
The wavelength for intermediate water depth conditions can be calculated from Equa-
tion (4.9) using an iterative procedure until a stable value is achieved.
Ln = L0
√
tanh(2pih/L(n−1)) (4.9)
To determine the water depth that constitutes deep water wave conditions, Equation
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(4.9) was used with an increase in the water depth until the calculated wavelength was
equal to the deep-water wavelength determined with Equation (4.8).
4.1.4.2 Sensitivity to beach slope
The determination of the deep-water wave height can be made through rearrangement
of Equation (4.3). With the deep-water wave conditions established, it is now possible
to account for shoaling between deep-water and the breaking location. Thus adoption
of the relationship presented by Le Méhauté and Koh (1967) (Equation (4.7)), and
determined as appropriate for the steep beach slope of tanβ = 0.2, was made.
4.1.4.3 Wave shoaling sensitivity analysis
The final complication with regards to calculating the shoaling that occurred in the
practical experimentation pertains to the beach slope. Initially the beach was con-
structed to a stable, constant slope of tanβ = 0.2, however under wave action the beach
profile evolves, causing a steepening of the slope localised around the mean water level.
The evolution of the profile was an ongoing process that took place on a wave by wave
basis. However, the measurement of beach profiles was only possible while wave genera-
tion was inactive (permitting approximately six profiles for each set of wave conditions),
therefore a decision of which beach slope to adopt in the calculations is necessary.
Despite the constant morphological evolution, the slope over which shoaling occurs re-
mained fairly constant throughout each tests. Sediment transport is mainly confined to
the surf and swash zones, with little transport occurring over the beach seaward of the
breaking location. A simple sensitivity test was conducted to investigate the impact of
variation in shoaling slope.
The calculation procedure described above was conducted for a selection of shoaling
slopes to determine the degree of shoaling predicted, producing a breaking wave height
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for each case. Comparison of the breaking wave heights, presented in Table 4.3, will
allow assessment of the sensitivity of the calculations to the small variation in shoaling
slope.
Beach slope (tanβ) Hb (m)
0.195 0.134
0.200 0.134
0.205 0.134
Table 4.3: Sensitivity analysis results for wave shoaling at various beach slopes for
20080624T164058 (Test 8 - part 2).
A fluctuation in the beach slope of 0.01 indicates a stable wave height transformation,
with negligible change in predicted wave breaker height within the measurement accu-
racy of the water elevation apparatus. The initial slope of tanβ = 0.2 is assumed to
provide a reasonable estimate of the slope over which shoaling occurs for all tests.
4.2 Surface pressure correction
To investigate the role of the plunging breakers, and the influence of the higher pres-
sures generated by plunging impacts on morphological change, it will be necessary to
observe pressure responses under bore collapse for varying breaker types. As discussed
previously it was necessary to bury the pressure transducers within the beach matrix,
necessitating the account for signal attenuation as the pressure wave propagates from
the bed surface to the pressure transducer location.
Attenuation is the reduction in intensity of a flux as it passes through a medium. In
this scenario it is the reduction in the amplitude of a pressure wave as it propagates
through the sediment matrix. The attenuation of the pressure wave can occur through
either absorption or scattering and is affected by multiple variables, including but not
limited to: the frequency of the signal; the size of the sediment particles; the aeration
level of the sediment matrix; and the density of the pore fluid.
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The degree of attenuation is very dependent on the frequency of the signal, with high
frequencies attenuated to a higher degree than lower frequency signals. This is easily
identifiable phenomenon is the real world when music can be heard from an adjacent
room. The higher frequency notes are attenuated to a greater extent while passing
through a wall, while the lower frequency bass notes are attenuated comparatively less,
resulting in a bass dominated sound. Many researchers have identified the same phenom-
ena in wave propagation through porous media (e.g. Biot (1956a) and Chotiros (1995)).
The aeration level of the fluid within the sediment matrix can significantly adjust the
attenuation of a signal. Each pocket of air has the potential to decrease the strength
of the signal by absorbing some of the energy of the propagating pressure wave, due to
the high compressibility of the air allowing deformation of the bubbles.
4.2.1 Attenuation in poro-elastic material
The seminal work by Biot (1941, 1956a,b) formulated linear multi-phase poro-elastic
equations, which represented the fluid flow in a porous medium. The approach was
developed to permit calculation of soil consolidation under a constant load, pertaining
to fine sediment material, and was initially limited to one-dimensional scenarios, before
expansion to two-dimensional consolidation.
The following assumptions are made for the original work:
1. Isotropy of the sediment material;
2. Reversibility of stress-strain relations under final equilibrium conditions;
3. Linearity of stress-strain relations;
4. Small strains;
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5. The water contained in the pores is incompressible;
6. The water may contain air bubbles;
7. The water flows through the pores according to Darcy’s Law.
For brevity the derivation of the original equations is not reproduced here, but a clear
and concise explanation is available in both the original work, and a number of other
resources (Wang 2000).
4.2.2 Wave attenuation
The work by Biot was extended by Yamamoto et al. (1978) where exact solutions
were obtained for the closed form for the case of waves propagating over a submerged
beach. Many defining characteristics are retained; the soil is assumed homogeneous and
isotropic, while the soil skeleton is assumed to obey Hooke’s Law and therefore has lin-
ear, elastic mechanical properties. Equation (4.10) presents the relationship developed
by Yamamoto et al. (1978), which allows for the calculation of the pressure at depth z,
Pz:
Pz
P0
=
[
1− imω
′′
−λ′′+ i(1 +m)ω′′
]
e−λz + imω
′′
−λ′′+ i(1 +m)ω′′ e
−λ′z, (4.10)
where m, ω, and λ are derived from sediment parameters (porosity, n, permeability, K,
Poisson’s Ratio, ν, and Shear modulus, G) as outlined in Yamamoto et al. (1978).
Yamamoto et al. (1978) concluded that the bed pressure response was highly influenced
by permeability, the stiffness of the sediment matrix, and the compressibility of the
pore fluid. It was particularly noted that when the stiffness of the sediment is much
larger than the stiffness of the pore fluid (G/E′w)→ 0, i.e. for partially saturated denser
sediment), the pressure attenuates rapidly and the phase-lag increase linearly with in-
creasing embedded depth.
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Massel et al. (2004, 2005) continued research in this field with determination of a re-
lationship for pressure attenuation within beds of a finite thickness. After significant
mathematical handling, (Massel et al. 2005) presented the pressure ratio Pz/P0 given
as:
|Pz|
P0
= |cosh [λ(z−D)]
coshλD
|, (4.11)
where z is the depth below the bed surface and D is the thickness of the bed. λ is the
wavenumber within the porous media which is now a complex quantity, expressible as:
λ= λ′+ iλ′′ or λ= |λ|eiθ, where:
|λ|= k
1 + ω2(ρg)2k4K2
[
n
E′W
+ 1
G
1−2ν
2(1−ν)
]2
1/4
, (4.12)
and the argument:
θ = 12arctan
{
−ω(ρg)
2
k2K
[
n
E′W
+ 1
G
1−2ν
2(1−ν)
]}
. (4.13)
In the above equations; ρ is the density of fluid within the porous medium, E′w is the
apparent bulk modulus of the pore fluid, g is the acceleration due to gravity, K is the
permeability of the sediment, n is the porosity of the sediment, G is the shear modulus
of the sediment, and ν is Poisson’s ratio. The wavenumber, k, is calculated such that it
satisfies the classic dispersion relation:
ω2 =
(2pi
T
)2
= gk tanh(kh) , (4.14)
where h is the water depth and T is the wave period of the incident waves.
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4.2.3 Attenuation of impacting event
The development of these previous pressure attenuation approaches was made for the
case of waves propagating over a submerged beach. Accounting for pressure attenuation
in a porous media under plunging impact events has not been a topic that has received
study. Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) accounted for pressure attenuation under plunging
impact wave events through the direct application of Equation (4.11). This approach
resulted in a single attenuation value (inverse of the pore-pressure ratio Pz/P0) that
was applied to the entire signal. The close proximity of a wave gauge within the flume
allowed for the calculation of the theoretical surface pressure to be estimated assuming
a hydrostatic situation based on the depth of the water lens above the transducer array.
There are a few limitations in this approach. Firstly the gravel used in the analysis by
Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) has a median diameter of d50 = 21mm. It is widely ac-
cepted that Darcian flow through sediment pores is observed in fine sediment material
such as silt or sand, however as sediment size increases and moves into coarser material,
the Reynolds number increases and the pore flow becomes more turbulent. Gravel with
d50 = 21mm is unlikely to experience Darcian flow through the pore spaces, thereby
invalidating one of the key assumptions put forward by Biot (1941), Yamamoto et al.
(1978), and Massel et al. (2004). Massel et al. (2005) also specifically states the case of
high permeability should be treated with an alternative method.
The second error with applying the approach taken by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) to
impacting waves pertains to the frequency adopted during the analysis. The wave fre-
quency is adopted in calculations by Yamamoto et al. (1978) and Massel et al. (2004),
as the purpose of these works is to investigate pressure fluctuations generated through
wave propagation over a submerged beach. The pressure fluctuation is therefore di-
rectly related to the wave frequency. With consideration of impacting events however,
the frequency of the pressure signal will differ substantially from that of a simple wave
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oscillation, possessing a more complicated signal due to the abrupt pressure variation in-
troduced by the impacting event. The pressure response of the impacting event is likely
to contain a wider range of higher frequency components, invalidating the application
of a single correction to the entire signal, due to the high sensitivity of attenuation to
the signal frequency.
The final complication in the application of the chosen method by Pedrozo-Acuña et al.
(2008) is the general applicability of the derivation to the case of impacting breakers.
From the effective stress concept and Hooke’s Law the following equilibrium equations
can be derived:
∂P
∂x
=G∇2ξ+ G1−2ν
∂
∂x
(4.15)
∂P
∂z
=G∇2η+ G1−2ν
∂
∂z
(4.16)
The pore-water pressure satisfies the continuity equation
∇2P = ρwg
K
[
n
E′w
∂P
∂t
+ ∂
∂t
]
(4.17)
where ξ and η are the x and z components of the soil displacement respectively, and 
is the volume strain such that:
= ∂ξ
∂x
+ ∂η
∂z
(4.18)
This system of three partial differential equations was solved with consideration of
appropriate boundary conditions (Massel et al. 2005). The bed surface provided the
first location for known boundary conditions, where the pressure was determined from
the sinusoidal variation in water surface such that:
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P = ρwgH2
1
coshkh (4.19)
It is clear that this approach was developed for sinusoidal variation in pressure caused by
propagation of an unbroken wave, and is unrepresentative of the situation of a plunging
impact pressure response. The direct application of this method to the entire record
containing impacting events would generate an inappropriate output.
It is apparent through inspection of Figure 4.1, taken from Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008),
that the attenuation adopted in this work was inappropriate. The four panels show
pressure responses at four different depths, appearing to show a reduction in the peak
impact pressures with increasing depth.
While the sharp, short-duration pressure spikes appear to become rapidly attenuated
with depth, the almost-sinusoidal, lower-frequency, portion of the record is attenuated
to a lesser extent. The application of a relevant single attenuation correction to the
entire pressure record of each pressure transducer would provide different estimated
surface pressures for the same impact event.
One potential solution to the difficulty in correcting impact pressure attenuation is the
separation of the recorded pressure signal into constituent pseudo-sinusoidal and im-
pulse components. The pseudo-sinusoidal component of the pressure record relates to
the hydrostatic pressure variation caused by the change is water level above the pressure
transducer, and is therefore analogous to the scenario described by Massel et al. (2004).
Meanwhile the impulse pressure response can be handled as a separate process with each
of the frequency components corrected by consideration of the relevant attenuation.
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Figure 4.1: Pressure response from four co-located pressure transducers (Pedrozo-
Acuña et al. 2008).
4.2.4 Pressure signal separation
Figure 4.2 indicates an idealised pressure signal representation of the recorded pressure
response during testing, composed of an impulse component and hydrostatic fluctuation
component. This idealised signal corresponds well with the schematic representation of
a plunging impact provided by Bullock et al. (2007) (Figure 2.3), as well as observed
pressure signals recorded in this work.
Conducting a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of these idealised pressure signal components
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Figure 4.2: Idealised pressure response of plunging impact event. Top panel: sinusoidal
component, middle panel: impact impulse component, bottom panel: com-
bined pressure record
identifies the relevant frequencies that each component contain. Figure 4.3 presents the
single-sided amplitude spectrum of each of the idealised pressure signals.
The top panel shows the hydrostatic pressure signal component has a single peak fre-
quency of 0.5Hz (corresponding to the wave frequency). This outcome is self-evident,
however the presence of a single peak frequency indicates the necessity for a single
attenuation-correction for this component. The middle panel shows the impact impulse
component is composed of a range of frequencies. As attenuation is strongly dependant
upon the frequency of the signal, each of the frequency elements will be attenuated to
a varying extent as the signal passes through the sediment matrix. The same event de-
tected at different distances beneath the beach surface would provide characteristically
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Figure 4.3: Single-sided amplitude spectrum of idealised pressure response. Top panel:
sinusoidal component, middle panel: impact impulse component, bottom
panel: combined pressure record
different Fourier spectra, with the deeper recorded signal showing diminished higher fre-
quencies. The bottom panel indicates the combined pressure signal of the hydrostatic
and the impulse components.
This image is similar to Figure 3.6 for impacting events on a impermeable sloped struc-
ture, suggesting similarity in this combined pressure response to experimental condi-
tions.
However, analysis of a non-stationary signal such as that of an impacting wave event
is not best handled through simple Fourier analysis, as this does not allow resolution
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of frequency components within the temporal domain. It is possible to achieve this
through application of Short-Time Fourier analysis, however this is limited by a con-
stant window size throughout, permitting high resolution in either the frequency or
time domain, but not both. Alternatively wavelet analysis offers a useful alternative
that permits high resolution in both time and frequency.
4.2.4.1 Wavelet analysis
Wavelet analysis (Combes et al. 1989) is a multi-resolution analysis, that allows expan-
sion of a signal containing non-stationary components conducted in time-scale space.
Derivation of the associated frequencies can be estimated, but requires further analysis.
Wavelet analysis is similar to Fourier analysis in so much as it handles decomposition of
signals in terms of basis functions. However, where Fourier analysis adopts trigonomet-
ric functions for the calculations, wavelet analysis adopts a family of wavelets, derived
through translation, and dilation or compression of a mother wavelet.
A mother wavelet is a wave-like oscillation, varying in amplitude from zero, through
some amplitude flux, and returning to zero. Each mother wavelet may be composed
of multiple frequency components, therefore each scale, derived from dilation or com-
pression of the mother wavelet, will also include multiple frequency components. It is
common to calculate a centre frequency that characterises the dominant frequency of
the wavelet. It is then possible to translate scale to frequency, through adoption of
Equation (4.20), and knowledge of the mother wavelet.
Fa =
Fc
a.∆ (4.20)
where a is the scale , Fa is the pseudo-frequency corresponding to scale a, Fc is the
centre frequency of the mother wavelet, and ∆ is the sampling period.
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There is not a clear formulaic process for the selection of an appropriate mother wavelet
for the analysis procedure (Yaghmaei-Sabegh 2010), however consideration of the char-
acteristics of the original signal, and the information required from the analysis will
inform this choice. Also the choice of mother wavelet is often informed by previous
work with wavelets in that particular field of study (Rafiee et al. 2009), with the most
suitable wavelet typically reflecting the nature of signal characteristics.
Figure 4.4 indicates a trace for typical seismic event, and details the frequency compo-
nents obtained after spectral analysis.
Figure 4.4: Panel a: Seismic trace for Telica event on 1 February 2011, panel b: zoom
of highlighted section, and panel c: frequency components derived from
spectral analysis (Instituto Nicaragüense de Estudios Territoriales 2012).
The rapid increase and decrease in amplitude notable in the zoomed trace in panel b
exhibits similarity with the pressure response presented by both Bullock et al. (2007),
Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008), and the data recorded during preliminary testing (Figure
3.5). The characteristic shape of the frequency components in panel c is similar to
the equivalent output for the preliminary test provided in Figure 3.6. Seismic analysis
tends to adopt the Morlet wavelet (Pyrak-Nolte and Nolte 1995) which is a reasonable
approximation for dealing with wave impulse signals, therefore the Morlet wavelet was
adopted throughout entire analysis section.
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As with Fourier analysis, wavelet analysis has two broad forms, discrete and continu-
ous. Discrete wavelet analysis present a discrete signal in a more redundant form. This
allows storage of the original data in a more compressed form, and is therefore often
used in digital communication, and the compression of images and videos.
Continuous analysis allows the ability to construct a time-frequency representation of
the analysed signal, however retention of the additional information over discrete analy-
sis provides a more detailed representation. Both discrete and continuous analysis have
been used in wind, ocean, and earthquake engineering (Gurley and Kareem 1999). How-
ever, the ability to identify processes more readily in a detailed visual representation,
makes continuous wavelet analysis more attractive in this case.
The continuous wavelet transform (CWT) of the function x(t) is defined by Equation
(4.21).
Xw(a,b;x(t), ζ(t)) =
∫ ∞
−∞
x(t) 1√
a
ζ ∗ t− b
a
dt (4.21)
where a is the scale parameter, b is the position parameter, ζ is the wavelet function,
and * denotes the complex conjugate.
Figure 4.5 presents a section of recorded pressure data for a 2-second test recorded at
UNAM, including multiple sharp pressure fluctuations associated with plunging impact
events, and the associated CWT spectrum for scales 1 to 250.
It is possible to identify the different features of the pressure response through inspec-
tion of the CWT spectrum. The information approximately between scales 100 and 190
applies to frequencies close to the incident wave frequency, and therefore relates to the
oscillation in water depth above the pressure transducer. The rapid increase in pressure
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Figure 4.5: Top panel: Pressure response section including impact events recorded at
UoP4 during test 20080624T164058 (plunging breaker). Bottom panel:
Continuous wavelet transform spectrum for the selected pressure signal.
related to plunging impacts is identifiable in the CWT spectrum as a peak, before the
incident wave frequency maximum, at scales less than 100. The peaks at similar scales
occurring after this plunging impact provide additional detail to the pressure response,
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describing the departure from an exact sinusoidal variation towards a pseudo-sinusoidal
response.
Figure 4.6 presents an equivalent section of the pressure record for a 3-second wave test
recorded at UNAM, and the associated CWT spectrum for scales 1 to 250. The waves
in this record experienced breaking through a collapsing/surging process.
This image demonstrates a reduction in the clarity of the breaking impacts, with the
CWT spectrum showing less distinct events than for plunging events in Figure 4.5. The
relative magnitude of CWT coefficients at scales related to impacts (shown as colour in-
tensity in Figure 4.6) is lower for collapsing/surging breakers than for plunging breakers,
and for some events there is additional branching at low scales, indicating the impact
may not have been localised at the transducer location.
In several cases an impact event for collapsing/surging waves can be identified in the
CWT spectrum, but only those with a clear well defined impact were carried forward.
This allowed identification of impact events not otherwise possible from simple inspec-
tion of the pressure-time record.
Unfortunately recovery of the pressure response from the CWT coefficients is not a
simple matter, and adoption of an adapted transform is necessary. It is possible to
define the CWT as the inverse Fourier transform of a product of Fourier transforms
(Equation (4.22)), an approach called Continuous Wavelet Transform via the Inverse
Discrete Fourier Transform (CWTFT) (Torrence and Compo 1998). This also allows
an inverse operation, providing a reproduction of the original signal.
X(a,b;x(t), ζ(t)) = 12pi
∫ ∞
−∞
∧
f(ω)
√
a
∧
ζ ∗ (aω)ejωbdω (4.22)
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Figure 4.6: Top panel: Pressure response section including impact events recorded at
UoP4 during test 20080703T131045 (collapsing/surging breaker). Bottom
panel: Continuous wavelet transform spectrum for the selected pressure
signal.
where
∧
f is the Fourier transform of the signal,
∧
ζ is the Fourier transform of the wavelet,
and ejωb is the analysing function used in the Fourier transform.
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The inverse CWT (ICWTFT) utilises delta functions to reconstruct waveforms pre-
sented by Farge (1992) and, with some restrictions upon the nature of the mother
wavelet, can be simplified to a single integral formula displayed as Equation (4.23),
with a full derivation available in multiple locations, e.g. MathWorks (2012).
xt = 2Re
(
1
Cζ1,δ
∫ ∞
0
< x(t)ζ1(t)>
da
a3/2
)
(4.23)
where Re(...) is the real part, <...> denotes the inner product, and ζ1 is a wavelet
introduced in the full derivation.
The two key criteria of the mother wavelet that must be met for this analysis to be
valid are: the mother wavelet must have a real-valued Fourier transform, and the Fourier
transform of the mother wavelet has support only on the set of non-negative frequencies.
These conditions impose a restriction on the number of wavelets available for analysis,
though the Morlet wavelet satisfies both conditions and is therefore suitable for use in
further analysis.
A degree of error is introduced due to the computational procedure of application of
a CWTFT to identify the pressure signal components, followed by an ICWTFT to re-
produce the original signal. This error can be estimated through application of both
transforms before provision for attenuation is included. Figure 4.7 displays the pressure
response indicated earlier in figure 4.5, along with the reproduced pressure response
after application of CWTFT and ICWTFT methods.
Both plots are almost coincident, however there is some discrepancy between the origi-
nal and processed pressure responses. The standard deviation of the adjusted pressure
response from the original pressure signal is 0.003kPa with pressure values fluctuating
in a range of 0.681 kPa. With consideration of this standard deviation and some of the
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Figure 4.7: Pressure response section at UoP4 during test 20080624T164058. Blue
solid line(—): original pressure response, red dashed line(- - -): adjusted
pressure response.
uncertainties discussed below, the accuracy of this approach is adequate.
It is now possible to investigate the separation of the recorded signal into two compo-
nents, through the manipulation of the matrix containing the wavelets coefficient values
(used to generate the CWT spectrum). As previously discussed, it is possible to identify
the temporal location and relevant scales of the impulse events when viewing the CWT
spectrum. A series of polygons encircling the relevant sections can be constructed, cre-
ating a template allowing the separation of coefficients related to the impulses, and the
coefficients related to the pressure generated by water elevation flux.
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Adoption of this approach provided separation of the previously considered section of
pressure record into constituent signals (Figure 4.8).
Figure 4.8: Top panel: Impulsive pressure responses; Middle panel: Pseudo-sinusoidal
pressure response ; Bottom panel: Blue solid line(—): original pressure
response, red dashed line(- - -): recombined pressure response.
The top panel displays the pressure response reproduced after application of the ICWTFT
approach to the impulse coefficients. These appear to provide a series of sharp pres-
sure responses similar to the idealised pressure response suggested earlier (Figure 4.2).
The middle panel is the pressure response reproduced after application of the ICWTFT
approach to the remaining coefficients, after removal of the impulse coefficients. This
appears to provide a pseudo-sinusoidal signal, indicative of pressure responses generated
by water elevation fluctuation. The final panel shows the pressure response resulting
from recombination of the two components.
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This method appears reasonable for separating impulsive pressure spikes from the pres-
sure oscillations generated by the change in water elevation above the transducers. After
successful separation it is possible to deal with the attenuation of the two components
separately.
4.2.4.2 Impulsive attenuation review
The attenuation of pressure waves propagating through various materials has been pre-
viously studied. The published research incorporates a wide range of material types as
well as a variety of frequency ranges, along with consideration of other parameters.
Both solid rock (Ahrens and Duvall 1966; Berryman 1986) and granular material of
different sizes (Bardet and Sayed 1993; Chotiros 1995) have been investigated. This
research was often conducted to consider the seismic behaviours of materials by seis-
mologists, or by geophysicists and geologists in connection with offshore oil and gas
exploration.
Again the basis for the work in this area stems from Biot (1956a,b) and has generated
numerous models (e.g. Stoll and Kan (1981), Yamamoto (1983), and Stern et al. (1985)).
The original work indicated that there are multiple waves that pass through a sediment
matrix, propagating at different speeds and experiencing different attenuations.
The theory predicts the presence of two co-existing compressional wave modes propa-
gating through materials. The first compressional wave, the fast wave, is observed when
fluid and sediment particle motion is in-phase, while the second compressional wave, or
slow wave, is observed when fluid and particle motion is out of phase. The two com-
pressional waves were confirmed by Plona (1980), however the slow wave in saturated
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and almost-saturated conditions is very difficult to observe (Oelze et al. 2002) due to
rapid attenuation.
Figure 4.9 presents the theoretical attenuation of a range of numerical models as a func-
tion of frequency, indicating that the attenuation of the slow wave is significantly higher
that the attenuation of the fast wave.
Figure 4.9: Wave attenuation of fast and slow waves as a function of frequency
(Chotiros 1995).
Chotiros (1995) also reviewed the performance of a number of numerical models and
concluded that prediction of slow wave attenuation by Stoll and Kan (1981), Yamamoto
(1983), and Stern et al. (1985) was poor compared with experimental data.
Considering the predominant areas of research interest concerning wave attenuation in
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porous materials, the large distances involved allows disregard of the slow wave due to
the very high attenuation, and most efforts have therefore concerned the fast wave.
The extension of the original Biot work to include two immiscible pore fluids by gen-
eralisation of the original single fluid theory was made many decades ago by Brutsaert
(1964). In this work the structure put forward by Biot was retained, however the pore
spaces were occupied by two fluids with the introduction of effective fluid density and
bulk modulus as suitable volume-weighted averages of the density and bulk modulus of
each pore fluid. While the pressure within the two fluids remains spatially uniform this
approach retains good accuracy (Pride et al. 1992), however this is not the case with
an unsaturated beach. The compressibility of the air component causes absorption of
some of the energy during propagation, increasing the attenuation compared with a fully
saturated condition. Many researchers have recognised this role of sediment saturation
level on the degree of attenuation exhibited by propagating waves (e.g. White (1975)
and Velea et al. (2000)).
Clukey et al. (1985) investigated liquefaction of sediment particles and discovered that
coarse particles are less susceptible to liquefaction as the coarse sediment more effec-
tively dissipates the pore-pressure increase. Unfortunately the effect of sediment grain
size on the degree of pressure dissipation was not parametrised.
Bardet and Sayed (1993) described the impact of varying sediment saturation on the
compressional wave velocity and attenuation of previously recorded experimental data.
An initially small departure from fully saturated sediment resulted in a rapid increase
in attenuation, with more steady increase as the saturation continues to decrease below
0.985.
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4.2.5 Impulse attenuation summary
It has been argued that the method applied by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) for the at-
tenuation of pressure responses including impact events was inappropriate, and provided
inaccurate estimates of the surface pressure. It appears that separation of recorded pres-
sure signals into impulsive and pseudo-sinusoidal components is possible, with handling
of the attenuation of each component achieved separately.
Multiple researchers have investigated attenuation of compressional waves propagating
through porous materials, highlighting the importance of signal frequency, saturation
level, and characteristic sediment parameters. There is no existing numerical model
that relates attenuation to all of these variables. There is specifically a sparsity of any
models that have been validated against experimental data at the low frequency range
involved in this work (less than 100Hz indicated through analysis of preliminary tests),
with a lack of studies investigating signals at frequencies below 1kHz.
Most research has been concerned with the attenuation of the fast wave, and neglects
consideration of the slow compressional wave due to rapid attenuation. A lack of un-
derstanding of how a plunging impact pressure wave is translated through the sediment
matrix, and whether both slow and fast waves are involved complicates the handling of
attenuation through application of an existing relationship.
Appropriate handling of the attenuation experienced by pressure signals propagating
between the bed surface and pressure transducers therefore requires development of a
new approach.
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4.2.6 Attenuation correction of separated signal components
A pragmatic method of estimating the degree of attenuation experienced by different
frequencies is presented in this section, to assess the reproduction of a shallow pressure
record from greater depth of burial. This utilises the change in coefficient amplitude at
each scale of the CWT spectra of co-located pressure transducers.
Firstly the attenuation of the pseudo-sinusoidal component is considered. Although the
CWT spectrum of this signal does include more than one frequency, these additional
components describe both the departure from non-sinusoidal water elevation fluctua-
tion, and noise within the recorded signal. If each of these frequencies are provided
with a frequency-dependent correction, the pressure response will become distorted by
greater attenuation-correction of the higher frequencies. The resultant signal would
therefore become distorted and dominated by higher frequencies. Therefore the entire
signal is corrected by a single attenuation correction determined by the wave frequency.
The attenuation-correction is determined through comparison of the amplitude of CWT
coefficients of pressure records at different depths.
The attenuation correction of the impulse component is handled through the applica-
tion of a frequency-dependent correction to each frequency element. The concerns over
boosting signal noise is avoided during isolation of the impulsive events as noise occurs
at the highest frequencies and can be excluded. The CWT spectrum of the impulse
signal of each pressure transducer is compared, and the ratio of the CWT coefficients
at each scale provides an estimate of the attenuation experienced.
If a consistent noise level were recorded at a lower frequency in the pressure signal,
it could be handled by comparing the amplitude of the fluctuation within the impulse
component to the amplitude in the pseudo-sinusoidal component. The difference be-
tween the two will correspond to the contribution to the impulse component at that
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frequency. This case was not encountered during analysis, so was not utilised.
Validation of the approach of separating a pressure signal into two components, be-
fore handling attenuation correction, is conducted through consideration of a section
of data recorded at GWK during full-scale testing (López de San Román-Blanco et al.
2006). This data is adopted as the wave impact events occur above co-located pressure
transducers, providing clean records with low noise. The pressure recorded at a shallow
depth of burial (henceforth PTa) provides a baseline pressure response, while the more
deeply buried pressure transducer (henceforth PTb) provides a second record, allowing
the attenuation between the transducers to be determined. The recorded pressure re-
sponses were separated into impulsive and pseudo-sinusoidal components as described
above (Section 4.2.4).
The attenuation correction of the pseudo-sinusoidal component was calculated through
comparison of the CWT spectra of these two pressure records. The relative intensity of
the CWT coefficients at scales consistent with the wave frequency allows estimation of
the attenuation of this component, and a suitable correction can be derived.
The attenuation of the impulsive component is estimated in the same manner, however
the attenuation of each frequency is determined, and a related attenuation correction is
established. The application of these attenuation corrections to the impulsive compo-
nent of PTb CWT coefficients. The two components are recombined and an ICWTFT
is conducted to reproduce PTa pressure response. The upper panel of Figure 4.10 indi-
cates the original pressure responses of PTa and PTb, while the bottom panel indicates
the original pressure response of PTa, and its reproduced response from the attenuation-
corrected response of PTb. Similar analysis is conducted for isolated pseudo-sinusoidal
(Figure 4.11) and impulse components (Figure 4.12) are also provided.
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Figure 4.10: Top panel: Blue solid line(—): original pressure response at PTa, Red
dashed line(- -): original pressure response at PTb. Bottom panel: Blue
solid line(—): original pressure response at PTa, Red dashed line(- -):
attenuation corrected-pressure response using PTb
The reproduced attenuation-corrected pressure response appears to provide a good rep-
resentation of the recorded pressure at a location closer to the bed surface for both
individual components, and the recombined total signal. This seems to indicate that
separation of the signal, and subsequent account for attenuation of the separated compo-
nents by appropriate frequency-corrections, reproduces a pressure response at a different
depth of burial. This is not possible without separation of the pressure signal into im-
pulsive and pseudo-sinusoidal components.
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Figure 4.11: Application of pseudo-sinusoidal pressure correction approach to GWK
data
Figure 4.12: Application of peak pressure correction approach to GWK data
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4.2.7 Attenuation correction methodology
The accurate reproduction of the pressure record obtained at GWK was effective, as
a direct measure of the attenuation of each frequency between the locations was de-
termined. For further analysis, the pressure response at the bed surface is required,
and therefore a direct measurement of the attenuation between the initial and target
locations is not possible.
An estimate of the attenuation can however be made if the CWT coefficients of three
co-located pressure transducer are utilised. The root mean square (RMS) of the CWT
coefficients at each scale provides a measure of the amplitude of signal fluctuation at
that scale. Comparison of these values for two locations, provides an indication of
the attenuation between the two locations, yet comparison of more than two locations,
allows the form of the relationship between CWT coefficient amplitude and depth of
burial to be estimated. This permits estimation of the CWT coefficients at the bed
surface, and consequently the surface pressure may be estimated.
Monitoring the saturation level within beaches was not conducted in this work. Depth-
variation of the degree of saturation of the sediment may have occurred, due to the tur-
bulence introduced by impact events. This would have caused greater aeration closer to
the bed surface, thereby increasing attenuation. The attenuation-correction in this work
is established using records at depths of burial below the disturbance depth caused by
impact events. Any variation in saturation level was therefore unlikely to be recorded.
The beach experienced low infiltration at the pressure transducer location as, from
inspection of video records, the groundwater exit point remained above the pressure
transducer location throughout the swash cycle. This lack of infiltration prevented in-
troduction of additional air content to the sediment matrix, as described by Faybishenko
(1995). Lacking further information with regards to the depth variation of the satura-
tion level, it will be assumed that the homogeneous, isotropic nature of the sediment
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provided a constant attenuation per unit depth. This seems reasonable due to the good
agreement observed between recorded and predicted pressure responses in Figure 4.11.
If flux in the saturation level with depth close to the surface did occur, a consequent
under-prediction of the surface pressures will be produced.
The relationship between signal attenuation and depth of burial is thus assumed to be
of the form:
Ax
A0
= e−δx, (4.24)
where Ax is the magnitude of the CWT coefficient at distance x from a second location,
A0 is the magnitude of the CWT coefficient at the second location, and δ is a function of
frequency determining the attenuation. The form of this relationship is consistent with
the approach adopted by several researchers, when considering attenuation in different
environments (Yamamoto et al. 1978; Oumeraci and Partenscky 1990; Vanneste and
Troch 2012).
Rearrangement of Equation (4.24) can be performed as follows:
lnAx = lnA0− δx. (4.25)
Linear regression of lnA vs. x provides a relationship with a gradient of δ. Substituting
in Equation (4.24) provides the empirical description of pressure attenuation with depth.
The δ values for each scale were averaged across analysed tests to provide an average δ
value per scale, and a unit depth was adopted for distance x. This was used in Equation
(4.24) to produce an estimate of the attenuation-correction per unit depth experienced
at each scale. A characteristic relationship was derived between attenuation-correction
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and scale by fitting a logarithmic relationship to the data.
It would clearly be preferable to examine additional pressure records, providing addi-
tional information, and offering a higher degree of confidence in the established rela-
tionships. However, the approach of determining a specific relationship from limited
data locations is not uncommon. For example, Massel et al. (2004) use pressure fluxes
recorded at four locations to calibrate an attenuation relationship.
One significant complication was encountered during the application of this approach.
The comparison of CWT coefficients at all scales between PTs UoP2 and UoP3 indi-
cated a region of apparent amplification in the signal, observable in Figure 4.13. This
amplification was not apparent when comparing PTs UoP1 and UoP2. This unexpected
observation clearly causes significant difficulties with the application of the approach.
Examination of the literature did not provide explanation of this behaviour, therefore
the information related to those scales was removed, to prevent undue influence on the
derived attenuation relationship. This however involved the removal of approximately
one third of the scales analysed, and underlines the preference for including additional
measurement locations to establish the attenuation relationship more accurately.
Translating scale to frequency allows an equivalent frequency relationship to be estab-
lished, derived as:
δc = 0.449ln(f) + 3.1186, (4.26)
where δc is the attenuation correction per m, and f is the frequency of the component.
This logarithmic fit provides a relationship consistent with expectations of a constant
rate of attenuation within a homogeneous isotropic material, and provides a relationship
(Figure 4.14) in line with those presented in the literature.
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Figure 4.13: Example RMS of CWT coefficients for buried pressure transducer array
across all scales considered (Test 15 part 1). Solid blue line (—): UoP3,
solid red line (—): UoP2, solid green line (—): UoP1.
A reasonably consistent agreement is achieved at low frequencies, with increasing scat-
ter at higher frequency values, which may be due to the small energy level at higher
frequencies. Small fluctuations in noise level, may help to explain variation from the
predicted relationship.
Thus we have provided a pragmatic approach to deriving the pressure-depth relation-
ship, despite some uncertainty in the response at smaller scales (higher frequencies) in
the current data. Nonetheless further work is required to confirm this approach.
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Figure 4.14: Frequency vs. attenuation-correction. Blue crosses (x) frequency specific
attenuation-correction estimates, solid red line (—) proposed frequency
vs. attenuation-correction relationship.
4.2.8 Validation of attenuation correction
Validation of this methodology requires pressure responses at a minimum of four loca-
tions. This provides measurements at three depths capable of establishing a relationship
between amplitude and depth of burial, and a fourth location, where a reproduced sig-
nal generated by the proposed relationship can be compared with the actual pressure
response recorded at that depth. Unfortunately only three transducers were co-located
during the experimental programme, therefore validation requires a known pressure at
a known depth of burial.
This can be achieved through consideration of the pseudo-sinusoidal component. The
relationship derived between scale and attenuation-correction can be used to estimate
the pressure fluctuation of the pseudo-sinusoidal component at the bed surface. If the
surface pressure fluctuation is assumed to be generated by variation in the water depth,
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an estimate of the hydrostatic surface pressure can be made with use of the video record
at the PT location.
Experimental values were investigated for an entire experiment containing well defined
pressure fluctuations in the video record (Test 12 part 1). This approach indicated
good agreement between the observed hydrostatic surface pressure fluctuation, and the
correction of the recorded pressure response at UoP4 corrected to the surface with the
proposed relationship. The root mean square error was approximately 0.015kPa, or 2%.
This is not unsurprising, as this frequency coincides with the region indicating good
agreement with the predicted relationship in Figure 4.14. It is recognised that the vali-
dation of this approach is only possible for a narrow region of frequencies, and further
confirmation of the assumed relationship, though highly desirable is not possible with
the data sources available.
The co-located pressure records used in establishing the attenuation-correction are not
used to estimate the bed surface pressure response. The actual transducer record
adopted for correction (UoP4) was laterally displaced from the vertical PT array, and
the saturation level within the beach may vary between these two locations. However,
due to the reasonably close proximity of all the pressure transducers it is unlikely sig-
nificant fluctuation was experienced.
Fluctuation in embedded depth occurs throughout each test as cross-shore profile change
occurs. Profile measurements were made at intervals between wave action, thus allow-
ing calculation of the pressure transducer embedded depth at these times. Due to an
absence of real-time embedded depth measurements, it is necessary to make an assump-
tion on the embedded depth throughout each test segment.
As the importance of the large impact pressures generated by plunging impacts are
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being investigated, it is important to avoid artificial inflation of the pressure responses.
As such, the final depth of burial at each stage will be adopted. This will cause an
underestimation of the attenuation that occurred for most pressure responses. For ex-
ample, for a particular event where attenuation occurred through 100mm, account will
only be provided for attenuation through 80mm.
While a linear interpolation may provide a more accurate average prediction for a test
segment, morphological response does not occur in linear manner, but with rapid initial
change followed by lower rate as an equilibrium profile is approached. Assuming a linear
change in embedded depth risks overestimation of the peak pressure in the early phase
of each test segment.
Attenuation within a porous media is an active area of research, with specific atten-
tion being paid to the development of pressure attenuation at more onshore locations.
Przyborska (2010) discusses formulation of a mathematical model for the attenuation
of pore pressure when wave breaking is present, capable of dealing with phase-resolving
component (induced by surface wave oscillations) and phase-averaged component (in-
duced by wave set-up).
Barrière et al. (2010) recognised the discrepancy in predicted attenuation of elastic
waves within partially saturated porous media. Specific attention was paid to the low
frequency range (1Hz to 10kHz) where the propagation of P-waves (the primary elastic
wave produced by earthquakes) will be investigated and, the attenuation related to the
water content and wave frequency in a homogeneous sand.
It is likely that the continued development of theory in this area will provide a more ro-
bust method for dealing with the combination of surface wave oscillations and impulsive
impacts in the coming years. The complication involved with fluctuation in the aeration
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level will remain, with monitoring the change in saturation necessary to provide a more
accurate estimate of attenuation.
4.3 Beach profile calibration
The coarse-grained sediment beaches recorded at UNAM displayed negligible along-
shore profile variation. One profile close to the centre-line of the channel was therefore
deemed to be sufficiently representative of the entire beach width. A cross-shore profile
was taken after each wave train ceased and the water within the flume returned to a
calm state. The profiles were measured with a Leica TCR series total station, utilising
a reflecting prism staff.
The specific positioning of each profile measurement for the same cross-shore location
varied between experiments, due to human error in staff positioning. To account for this
variation in the x- and y-coordinates, it is useful to translate the profile to a consistent
base profile line, achievable by correcting any offset from the base profile position by
shifting the elevation in an alongshore direction. The consequences of this approach is
demonstrated in Figure 4.15.
Each member of the experimental team exhibited a different technique when positioning
the staff at the bed surface during profile measurements. This resulted in a discrep-
ancy in the elevation of regions exhibiting no change, however where the entire region
of morphological change is contained within the profile measurement, each profile can
be de-meaned to provide a consistent datum. Where this was not the case, the mean
was unrepresentative and would result in significant error in the sediment transport
calculations. In such circumstances, regions where no profile change was experienced
throughout the test were adjusted to coincide. A datum in the cross-shore chainage
was also established with selection of a location where no morphological change was
registered during any of the tests.
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Figure 4.15: Co-ordinate adjustment for correcting measurement offset from base pro-
file location (Solid blue line (—): Base profile line, Red stars (*): original
profile coordinates, Green crosses (x): corrected profile coordinates
If an obvious elevation error existed, or there was significant discrepancy compared with
the additional profile photographs, the profile was discarded.
Due to the variation in measurement location between tests it is not immediately pos-
sible to monitor sediment volume flux, therefore the measurements were linearly inter-
polated onto the same grid for comparison.
The accuracy of measurements can be estimated through inspection of profile elevation
measurements in areas where no morphological change occurred. Through inspection of
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the upper beach crest where no change was experienced during the entire experimental
programme, the standard error of the profile measurements is less than 1mm.
4.4 Summary
In order to obtain forcing conditions, translation of the water elevation data to incident
wave conditions was achieved through the application of the SIRW method outlined by
Friigard and Brorsen (1995). Consideration of the incident and reflected waves provides
supporting evidence of the expected behaviour as beach profiles steepen, supporting
appropriate handling of the wave separation.
A new approach for analysing a pressure record is presented, that enables isolation
of the wave impact and hydrostatic pressure components through use of a continuous
wavelet transform. These components can then be handled individually to address the
differing attenuation experienced by each.
Attenuation is highly frequency-dependent, therefore an individual attenuation-correction
is derived for each frequency contained within the separated impulse pressure response.
The pseudo-sinusoidal pressure response, related to water level fluctuation at incident
wave frequency, is corrected with a single value based on the wave period. Recombina-
tion of the two components provides estimation of the pressure at the bed surface for
use in further analysis.
Adjustment of the profile elevation data involved elimination of the offset experienced
when positioning the reflecting prism staff, and establishment of a chainage baseline to
allow sediment transport calculations.
Preparation of these various data types, allows the investigation into the importance of
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breaker type, and associated impact intensity, on the morphological response, and net
sediment transport rate of gravel beaches.
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Chapter 5
Observations of coarse beach dynamics
This chapter presents a summary of the experiments conducted, and provides a selection
of the beach profile results, along with subsequent morphological analysis conducted on
the data. This analysis and interpretation of the laboratory measurements of profile
change on steep beaches will be used to help establish the importance of breaker type
in altering the profile response on gravel beaches.
5.1 Introduction
This section provides a typical sample of the profile data recorded during the test regime.
Fuller details of all the results can be found in Appendix B, along with details of the
testing schedule, providing the test codes used for the pressure and wave records, beach
profiles, and the associated wave height and wave periods. A summary of the test is
presented in Table 5.1. Test 7 appears before test 6 as this retains an ascending wave
height with order of presentation, necessitated by a minor discrepancy in test order
during the experimental programme.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 provide a visual description of typical wave breaking that occurred
during the experimental programme for plunging breakers and collapsing/surging break-
ers respectively. The video recorded a limited cross-section of the beach, therefore the
entire wave breaking process was not captured. This concentration on the impact loca-
tion meant that not all morphological features were within the field of view, particularly
more seaward features such as the beach step.
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Test Wave height at Wave period Wavelength Iribarren
number breaking Hb (m) T (s) (m) number, ξb
7 0.109 2.01 3.727 1.52
6 0.124 2.01 3.724 1.42
8 0.133 2.01 3.726 1.38
9 0.149 2.01 3.720 1.30
10 0.172 2.00 3.698 1.20
11 0.087 3.04 5.843 2.58
12 0.093 3.04 5.848 2.48
13 0.105 3.04 5.842 2.34
14 0.119 3.04 5.853 2.21
15 0.118 4.03 7.860 2.94
16 0.134 4.06 7.904 2.77
17 0.145 4.04 7.883 2.65
Table 5.1: Test conditions estimated after separation of incident and reflected waves.
Figure 5.1 provides a series of six images from the video record, describing an entire
wave period for a plunging impact. Panel a) indicates the end of the previous backwash
event, prior to the high flow rate of the uprush of an incoming wave, shown in Panel
b). Panels c) and d) provide a description of the wave overturning and plunging impact
on the beach sediment matrix, and continued uprush. Panel e) indicates the point of
maximum run-up limit after deceleration of the uprush flow, consistent with the berm
crest elevation. Finally, Panel f) indicates a stage of the backwash with flow accelerating
in a seaward direction, prior to interaction with the subsequent incoming swash event.
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Figure 5.1: Sequence of six video frame captures describing a single swash event of a
plunging breaker-type for test 20080617T110846.
Figure 5.2 also provides six images from a video record, however a description of a col-
lapsing/surging event is described. Panel a) indicates the rapid flow of the uprush for
an incoming wave event. Panel b) includes a small degree of turbulence at the uprush
front generated by bore collapse, while Panel c) highlights the continued uprush of the
incident swash event. Panel d) indicates the point of maximum run-up limit after decel-
eration of the uprush flow, consistent with the berm crest elevation. Panel e) displays
a drop in the water level as backwash phase progresses, accelerating in a seaward direc-
tion. Panel f) indicates the continuation of accelerating flow in the backwash phase of
the swash event, prior to the beginning of the subsequent event.
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Figure 5.2: Sequence of six video frame captures describing a single swash event of a
collapsing/surging breaker-type for test 20080703T135742.
5.2 Morphological change results
Morphological evolution of the beach under wave conditions is presented in Figure 5.3,
with specific reference to Test 9 as the change is sufficiently large to provide a good
graphical description of the evolution of the beach profile under wave action. Details of
the profile change of the other tests can be found in Appendix B. Net onshore transport
of sediment is observable from below the SWL and results in the creation of a berm
above the SWL. This pattern of erosion and accretion results in the steepening of the
localised beach slope throughout the test. These features are all observed in natural
gravel beach environments and are also consistent with the full-scale tests reported by
López de San Román Blanco (2003).
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Figure 5.3: Cross-shore profile evolution for test 9. Solid blue line (—): initial profile;
red dashed line (- - -): profile after 1 min; green dotted line (...): profile
after 3 total mins; magenta dotted line (-.-): profile after 7 total mins;
black dashed line (- - -): profile after 14 total mins; and orange dotted line
(...): profile after 24 total mins.
To further appraise the morphological change, the specific variation in profile elevations
between subsequent measurements is considered, with the profiles and fluctuations pre-
sented at each phase of testing.
The top panel of Figure 5.4 presents the initial beach profile and the profile recorded after
one minute of wave action. The bottom panel indicates the morphological change expe-
rienced during the time interval between the two profile measurements. For this compar-
ison, morphological change is largely restricted to a 1.0m region between chainage 0.5m
and 1.5m. Accretion of a large volume of material is observable above the SWL, while
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erosion occurs over a more extensive area. With consideration of the initial profile being
far from equilibrium conditions, and the short duration, a very high sediment transport
rate is likely. Fluctuation outside this main region still occurred to a minor extent,
however only minimal characteristic feature development can be discerned. This may
be a consequence of the under-developed profile hampering swash-swash interaction, or
the smaller berm size, and consequent shallower slope, preventing the development of
large backwash velocities.
Figure 5.4: Cross-shore profile comparison and morphological change between Test 9
Initial conditions and part 1. Top panel: Solid blue line — initial profile,
red dashed line - - - profile after 1 min. Bottom Panel: profile change
observed between the two profile measurements.
Figure 5.5 presents the profiles after one minute, and three total minutes of wave action,
combined with the morphological change observed between the two profiles. The net
onshore transport is maintained during the time interval between the two profiles, with
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morphological change occurring across a wider region.
Accretion is maintained above the SWL producing increased berm growth with the
majority occurring at the seaward face of the berm. Additional excavation below the
SWL results in a continued transition to the equilibrium profile, and development of
a beach step appears to be forming at approximately chainage 1.9m. Increased berm
slope due to the strong uprush, may be permitting larger backwash velocities to develop,
generating strong swash-swash interactions and reinforcing beach step development.
Figure 5.5: Cross-shore profile comparison and morphological change between Test 9
part 1 and part 2. Top panel: Solid blue line — profile after 1 min, red
dashed line - - - profile after total 3 mins. Bottom Panel: profile change
observed between the two profile measurements.
Figure 5.6 presents the profiles after three total minutes, and seven total minutes of
wave action, combined with the morphological change observed between the two pro-
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files. Net onshore transport is maintained during the time interval between the profiles,
and morphological change occurring across an approximately 2.0m region. Peak total
profile evolution change is reduced when compared with Figure 5.5
The berm crest height increased, with significant accretion again occurring on the sea-
ward face of the berm, due to onshore transport of material from further offshore.
Continued erosion below the SWL is observed with further development of the beach
step.
Figure 5.6: Cross-shore profile comparison and morphological change between Test 9
part 2 and part 3. Top panel: Solid blue line — profile after total 3 mins,
red dashed line - - - profile after total 7 mins. Bottom Panel: profile change
observed between the two profile measurements.
Figure 5.7 presents the profiles after seven total minutes, and fourteen total minutes of
wave action, combined with the morphological change observed between the two pro-
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files. Net onshore transport is maintained during the time interval between the profiles,
and morphological change occurring across almost the entire beach. Total profile eleva-
tion fluctuation appears markedly reduced from previous measurements indicating an
approach toward an equilibrium profile.
The berm crest height further increased, with the majority of accretion occurring on the
landward slope, possibly due to increased wave run-up caused by fluctuation in wave
height or change in breaker shape. The slope may also have exceeded the critical angle
of repose at a localised position. The beach step experiences evolution propagating
offshore as it transitions towards an equilibrium location.
Figure 5.7: Cross-shore profile comparison and morphological change between Test 9
part 3 and part 4. Top panel: Solid blue line — profile after total 7 mins,
red dashed line - - - profile after total 14 mins. Bottom Panel: profile
change observed between the two profile measurements.
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Figure 5.8 presents the profiles after fourteen total minutes and twenty-four total min-
utes of wave action, combined with the morphological change observed between the two
profiles. The minor fluctuations in berm size and shape appears to suggest this region
is close to equilibrium, with an offshore propagation of the beach step likely causing
breaking further offshore. Net onshore transport is still reported during the time inter-
val between the profiles, however morphological change is largely restricted to a small
approximately 0.6m region below the SWL. This more developed profile will likely offer
increased undertow velocities, with a consequent increase in turbulent energy during
swash-swash interaction. If this is the case, additional sediment mobilisation is likely,
with net onshore transport by the uprush event following swash-swash interaction.
Figure 5.8: Cross-shore profile comparison and morphological change between Test 9
part 4 and part 5. Top panel: Solid blue line — profile after total 14 mins,
red dashed line - - - profile after total 24 mins. Bottom Panel: profile
change observed between the two profile measurements.
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The berm experiences minor alteration in the profile, while the beach step propagates
further offshore, with significant deepening.
Under consistent wave action, and in the absence of tidal fluctuations, a beach will be
expected to reach an equilibrium profile when the processes affecting sediment transport
become balanced. Though regions of morphological change were still occurring during
the final period of wave action, the reasonably consistent berm size and shape, suggests
equilibrium was being approached, therefore additional testing was not conducted.
Table 5.2 presents the details of the evolution of the berm above SWL for test 9. The
total berm volume was assessed as the additional accreted volume of material above the
initial profile at each interval.
Test Berm crest Berm crest Berm
chainage (m) elevation (m) volume (m3/m)
Part 1 0.72 0.571 0.0126
Part 2 0.75 0.576 0.0219
Part 3 0.76 0.593 0.0272
Part 4 0.75 0.607 0.0303
Part 5 0.75 0.615 0.0317
Table 5.2: Berm morphological change for test 9.
The berm location remained fairly constant throughout the test, with only slight sea-
ward propagation of the peak. The berm crest elevation and total volume both rapidly
increased, with most development occurring over the first three minutes of wave action
(0.0219m3/m of the final 0.0317m3/m berm volume). Most deposition occurred on the
seaward face of the initial berm, with the minor deposition on the landward face towards
the end of the test, possibly due to local exceedance of the critical angle of repose, or
slight variation in the wave height resulting in a small degree of over-wash.
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Details of the berm elevation, cross shore position, and total volume evolution for each
test can be found in Appendix B. The details of these results are summarised in Figures
5.9, 5.10 and 5.11.
Figure 5.9: Final berm crest chainage from baseline vs average wave height at breaking.
Blue diamonds () 2-second wave tests, red triangles (∇) 3-second wave
tests, black circles (o) 4-second wave tests.
As wave height increases with constant period, the chainage of the berm crest moves
further shoreward (smaller chainage). This is consistent with expectations, as larger
wave conditions will involve a transport across a wider cross-shore region, due to the
larger uprush and backwash limits. The relationship between incident wave height and
the final berm crest elevation presented in Figure 5.10 shows increasing crest elevation
with increasing wave height. Again this is in line with expectation, as larger waves offer
more energetic hydrodynamic conditions within the swash zone, causing a consequent
increase in crest elevation, as well as total transport.
Figure 5.11 presents the relationship between the average wave height at breaking and
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Figure 5.10: Final berm crest elevation above datum vs average wave height at break-
ing. Blue diamonds () 2-second wave tests, red triangles (∇) 3-second
wave tests, black circles (o) 4-second wave tests.
the final berm volume, exhibiting a general increase in berm size with increasing wave
height. This assessment can be adopted as a proxy for the total sediment transport,
and therefore conforms to expectations as discussed previously.
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Figure 5.11: Final berm volume vs average wave height at breaking. Blue diamonds ()
2-second wave tests, red triangles (∇) 3-second wave tests, black circles
(o) 4-second wave tests.
5.3 Sediment transport analysis
Examining the differences in subsequent profiles allows the determination of net time-
averaged cross-shore transport rates as well as berm crest evolution.
The individual profiles provide little information with respect to transport rates without
further analysis. The conservation law was applied to the sediment volume with a known
boundary condition (Q(x) = 0 at landward and seaward boundaries). The cross-shore
transport rate, Q(x), is given as follows (Manoonvoravong 2009):
Q(xn) =Q(xn−1)−
∫ xn
xn−1
M
∆zb
∆t dx (5.1)
where Q(xn) is the integral volume of sediment per period of time at the position n
(m2/s), ∆zb is the difference in surface bottom between measurements (m), ∆t is the
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time step, and M is the solid fraction of the sediment (1-n).
As no total over-wash of the beach occurred during any of the tests, there exists a
landward position in each case where the transport of sediment is equal to zero. This
provides the landward boundary for Equation (5.1). Sediment transport occurs across
a varying length of the beach slope, however in each test there was a seaward boundary
point demarking the end of sediment transport. The calculations begin at a landward
boundary of zero net transport and translates cross-shore to the seaward boundary of
zero net transport.
Figure 5.12 presents the integral-corrected net sediment transport rates for Test 9, con-
sistent with the test analysed above. Similar figures for the other test are available in
Appendix B, while a summary of the peak transport rates for the first part of each
test are provided in Table 5.3. The increase in net sediment transport are generated
in regions of accretion, while a reduction in net sediment transport occurs in regions of
erosion.
Transport rates are not provided for test 17 as the seaward closure of the integral-
correction (Q=0 at seaward location) is not possible.
The results outlined in Table 5.3 indicate a general decrease in transport rate as each
test continues, which can be attributed to the transition towards an equilibrium po-
sition. There is a general tendency for the peak transport rate to propagate further
offshore throughout each experiment, due to the early development of a stable berm,
and the dynamic nature of the excavated region below the SWL.
Figure 5.13 presents the relationship between the peak transport observed during part
1 of each test, and the wave height at breaking for that experiment.
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Figure 5.12: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates (assuming Q(x)=0 at land-
ward and seaward boundaries) for Test 9. Solid blue line (—) 0-1min,
red dashed line (- - -) 1-3min, green dashed line (...) 3-7min, magenta
dashed-dotted line (- . -) 7-14min, black dotted line (...) 14-24min
Increasing wave height appears to provide an increase in peak net transport rate. This
is as expected, with larger waves offering increased swash energy level and increased
flow velocities in the backwash, therefore producing higher turbulence and and sedi-
ment transport in the swash zone.
As the peak sediment transport rate appears to be heavily dependent on the breaking
wave height, it is not possible to quantitatively assess the relationship between breaker-
type and peak transport with the data presented in this work. However, it is possible
to assess the role of breaker type in a qualitative manner through inspection of beach
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Test Part 1 peak Part 2 peak Part 3 peak Part 4 peak Part 5 peak
number transport transport transport transport transport
7 0.00398 0.00293 0.00198 0.00077 0.00009
6 0.00543 0.00321 0.00130 0.00074 0.00044
8 0.01082 0.00483 0.00086 0.00066 0.00039
9 0.01287 0.00556 0.00193 0.00084 0.00073
10 0.01739 0.00489 0.00162 0.00116 0.00165
11 0.00228 0.00113 0.00074 0.00024 0.00024
12 0.00695 0.00261 0.00124 0.00042 0.00027
13 0.01459 0.00471 0.00124 0.00050 0.00018
14 0.01198 0.00650 0.00250 0.00191 0.00123
15 0.00509 0.00233 0.00159 0.00085 0.00049
16 0.00915 0.00310 0.00123 0.00124 0.00071
17 - - - -
Table 5.3: Peak integral-corrected net sediment transport rates (all values are in
m3/s/m).
profiles under different breaker types.
Figures 5.14 and 5.15 provide the details of the profile evolution for two tests of similar
wave height, exhibiting breaking through different mechanisms.
The berm development observed in Figure 5.14 is characteristic of beach development
experienced under plunging breakers. Berm development results in a steep sloped struc-
ture on both seaward and shoreward faces, while the excavated region below the SWL
produced a pronounced step. Figure 5.15, characteristic of collapsing waves, indicates
the berm is wider with a more gradual slope on the seaward and shoreward faces. The
excavated region below the SWL extends further offshore, while the development of the
beach step is less pronounced.
The discrepancy is similar to the differences noted between observed profiles, and pre-
dicted profiles from numerical models, indicated in Figure 5.16 (Jamal 2011). The mod-
elled profiles appear to under-predict the berm crest elevation, with a more rounded
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Figure 5.13: Peak sediment transport rate for part 1 of each test vs average wave
height at breaking. Blue diamonds () 2-second wave tests, red triangles
(∇) 3-second wave tests, black circles (o) 4-second wave tests.
Figure 5.14: Beach profile evolution for Test 7 (Plunging breakers), Hi = 0.109m T =
2.01s ξb = 1.52. (—) initial profile,(- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins,
(- - -) 14 mins, (...) 24 mins.
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Figure 5.15: Beach profile evolution for Test 13 (Collapsing breakers), Hi = 0.105m
T = 3.04s ξb = 2.34. (—) initial profile,(- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7
mins, (- - -) 14 mins, (...) 24 mins.
appearance compared to the experimental beach profile. The berm profiles observed
under plunging breakers within this work, appear to be more consistent with the exper-
imentally observed profile in Figure 5.16. The berm profile observed under collapsing
breakers is more consistent with the modelled profiles, exhibiting a more rounded ap-
pearance, with shallower beach slopes. Finally the predicted profile by Jamal (2011)
does not offer a well defined beach step, which is more apparent in the experimental
profile.
The comparison between between cross-shore profiles generated by different breaker
types presented in this work appears to provide partial evidence in support of the influ-
ence of breaker type on beach response. The characteristic shape of modelled profiles
is similar to that recorded by collapsing wave conditions, further suggesting processes
taking place under plunging waves, currently unaccounted for numerically, may be sig-
nificant. More complete analysis may be provided through additional experimentation,
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Figure 5.16: Experimentally observed and numerically predicted profile evolution for
tests conducted at GWK (López de San Román Blanco 2003). (...) initial
profiles, (- - -) experimental profile, (- . -) model prediction by Pedrozo-
Acuña (2005), (—) model prediction by Jamal (2011).
with constant wave height and varying wave steepness, to adjust breaker type. This
will eliminate the dominant control of sediment transport by wave height, and allow
relation between breaker type and sediment transport rate.
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Chapter 6
Impact pressure investigation
The work conducted by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) investigated the pressure response
of plunging waves, and indicated a maximum in the non-dimensional impact pressure
at lower Iribarren values, consistent with plunging breakers. The data analysed in that
work occupied a fairly narrow region of the Iribarren parameter (0.5 < ξb < 1.0) and
well represented the reduction in impact pressure as the breaker type moves towards
the collapsing and surging regime. There is however a lack of data indicating an ex-
pected increase in impact pressure as the breaker type moves from spilling to plunging
breakers (ξb < 0.4), and also fails to describe the relationship for higher Iribarren values,
as the breaking changes from plunging to collapsing types (ξb > 2.0).
6.1 Impact event identification
For each pressure record, impact events were identified, quantified, and quality rated.
The quality rating involved the assignment of a rating between five (best) and one
(worst) according to the following criteria:
• 5. Sharp distinct initial peak. Clear minimum pressure. Small noise fluctuations.
• 4. Distinct initial peak. Clear minimum pressure. Small level of noise may be
present in signal.
• 3. Initial pressure peak identifiable but less distinct. Less well defined response.
Some noise present.
• 2. Indistinct maximum and/or minimum impact pressure. Wide ambiguous initial
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pressure peak. Significant noise.
• 1. Indistinct maximum and/or minimum impact pressure. Significant noise in the
record.
Figure 6.1 shows example impact pressure responses for the various rating values (1-
rated event not included as the signal is largely indistinct, with no identifiable impact).
Figure 6.1: Example pressure response ratings, rated five (top left panel); rated four
(top right panel); rated three (bottom left left panel); rated two (bottom
right panel). Response rated as one are not shown.
After each event was assessed, the results were filtered to include only impacts events
rated as four or five. These events were included due to the clear, easily determined,
pressure increase relating to the initial breaking impact, with these events assumed
to relate to wave impacts impinging on the beach close to the pressure transducer.
Cross-referencing with the video record at the pressure transducer location, confirms
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the events rated as four or five tend to relate to clearly impacting events above the
pressure transducers.
For plunging impacts, the rapid increase in pressure associated with an impact event is
often clear in the pressure-time plot and in the wavelet output. However, for collapsing
and surging events the impact event is less well defined in the pressure-time plot, as
previously discussed in Chapter 4. It was shown in Figure 4.6 that although an impact
event is harder to identify in the pressure-time plot, inspection of the related CWT
spectrum allows for a more detailed examination of the pressure signal components,
and identification of an impact event.
The CWT spectrum of each event of each test was examined and assessed. Where a
clear unbranching and well-defined impulse component was present, the event was car-
ried forward for further analysis. If the CWT spectrum for an impact showed branching,
or a loss of clarity, it was discarded due to the uncertainty of the magnitude of the im-
pact pressure.
A plunging impact occurs in a more localised position and through a more definitive
process than a collapsing/surging event. The may help explain the additional branching,
and loss of overall clarity present in the CWT spectrum at low scales for the collaps-
ing/surging breaker type, compared with that seen for plunging breakers. These features
of the CWT spectrum for collapsing and surging breakers resulted in a reduction in the
total number of suitable events carried forward for further analysis. This resulted in
fewer data points present in the subsequent analysis for 3-second and 4-second waves,
compared with plunging impacts characteristic of the 2-second waves.
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6.2 Previous parametrisations
For comparison of relative impacting intensity across a variety of wave conditions, it is
useful to normalise the impact pressure. Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) determined the
impact intensity (non-dimensional pressure) as Pi/ρgHs. This was different from that
adopted in Bullock et al. (2007), where the incident wave height was used for normal-
isation (Pi/ρgHi). It is possible that the motivation for this change was driven by the
shift from regular to irregular wave conditions.
The relationships investigated by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) include: dimensionless
impact pressure (Pi/ρgHs) vs. dimensionless wave height (Hi/Hs), Pi/ρgHs vs. di-
mensionless maximum vertical displacement (ηmax/Hs), Pi/ρgHs vs. Iribarren number
(tanβ/(Hi/L0)0.5), and Pi/ρgHs vs. wave steepness (Hi/L0). These relationships are
discussed in the sections below.
6.2.1 Impact pressure vs. wave height relationship
Figure 6.2 indicates monotonic relationships between the dimensionless impact pressure
and dimensionless wave height, and dimensionless impact pressure and dimensionless
maximum vertical displacement.
For the relationship Pi/ρgHs vs. Hi/Hs, and consideration of a range of wave incident
wave heights and Iribarren numbers, a simple monotonic relationship will be encour-
aged. While larger incident wave heights will generally be expected to generate larger
impact pressures, the normalisation of the impact pressure with a constant value, ρgHs,
introduces a bias towards the observed relationship.
If a small wave breaks on a beach through a strong plunging action, the relative impact
pressure would be high, however the absolute pressure increase may still be small due to
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Figure 6.2: Non-dimensional impact pressures vs the non-dimensional local wave
height (left panel) and Non-dimensional impact pressures vs non-
dimensional maximum vertical displacement (right panel) (For three al-
ternative wave cases). Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008).
the small initial wave height. If a second, much larger wave, breaks on a beach through
a collapsing breaker, the pressure response will be substantially different. The relative
intensity of the impact may be expected to be much less than the plunging impact,
however the actual pressure increase may still be large due to the larger initial wave
height.
With consideration of these two waves, and by normalising the impact pressure through
the approach taken by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008), the more intense impact event would
receive a smaller impact pressure than the less intense event, aiding the establishment
of the relationship observed in Figure 6.2. It is worth noting that the narrow Iribar-
ren range of the events studied by the authors would limit the potential discrepancy
in impacting intensity for different breaker types, but, as will be seen in the following
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section, a relationship between impact pressure and Iribarren number was proposed.
6.2.2 Impact pressure vs. Iribarren number
Figure 6.3 presents the relationship between dimensionless impact pressure and Iribar-
ren number from Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008). The range of Iribarren values investigated
relates to violently plunging breaker types and seems to indicate a decrease in impact
intensity as the breaker type transitions through the plunging breaker region towards
the collapsing breaker type.
Considering several waves of equal incident wave height but varying Iribarren value, it
would be expected to observe a range of impact intensities. This will result in a range
of Pi/ρgHs for a single Hi/Hs value, and therefore helps explains the scatter observed
in Figure 6.2.
For this relationship, the impact pressure is again normalised with a single value ρgHs,
while the Iribarren number is described as tanβ/(Hi/L0)0.5 and is therefore a measure
for each individual wave. Increasing wave steepness produces smaller ξb values. If this
is achieved through an increase in wave height, events with larger wave heights may be
expected to produce smaller ξb values. As discussed in the previous section, with the
adopted normalisation of impact pressure, large waves may artificially generate large
impact pressures. If large waves also generate smaller Iribarren number, an inherent
relationship may be expected between these two parameters, irrespective of the actual
relative intensity of the event.
The intention of the normalisation is to compare the intensity of the impact pressures
in different regions of ξb, irrespective of the incident wave conditions generating the
individual impacts. The dependence of the variables, introduced by the adopted nor-
malisation for impact pressure, makes this difficult to determine.
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Figure 6.3: Non-dimensional impact pressures vs. Iribarren (For three alternative wave
cases). Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008).
6.2.3 Impact pressure vs. wave steepness
Figure 6.4 presents the relationship between non-dimensional impact pressure and wave
steepness by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008). Again the same normalisation of the impact
pressure is conducted as in the previous analysis, while the steepness is presented as
Hi/L0.
This was provided to establish a relationship between the intensity of the impact events
through increasing wave steepness, a measure of increasing wave non-linearity. It should
not be overlooked that the wave steepness is incorporated into the calculation of the
Iribarren number. As the beach slope value remains constant for each test, the varia-
tion in the ξb values is determined by variation in 1/
√
Hi/L0. Considering the observed
relationship in Figure 6.3, a monotonic relationship between non-dimensional impact
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Figure 6.4: Non-dimensional impact pressures vs. individual wave steepness (For three
alternative wave cases). Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008)
pressure and wave steepness would be expected.
6.2.4 Description of new peak pressure normalisation
An appropriate handling of the difficulties described in the previous analysis by Pedrozo-
Acuña et al. (2008) would be to provide a more robust method of determining the di-
mensionless impact pressure.
Use of the significant wave height is considered inappropriate in the previous work, as
it affects the relationships by generally allowing large non-dimensional impact pressures
from large wave events. Consideration of the individual incident/breaking wave height
associated with each recorded pressure, as adopted by Bullock et al. (2007), will pro-
vide a more reasonable alternative. Calculating the non-dimensional impact pressure as
Pi/ρgHb provides a measure of the recorded impact against the hydrostatic pressure for
a water depth equivalent to the wave height at breaking. This is a measure of the impact
pressure referenced to the wave height that caused the impact, and will provide a better
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measure of how intense the individual impact events were. This will avoid a built in
dependence of the impact pressure on the wave height, and therefore allow insight into
whether plunging breakers generate larger impact pressures than other breaker types.
6.3 Impact pressure to wave height for UNAM data
Figure 6.5 presents the relationship between the non-dimensional impact pressure against
the breaking wave height associated with generating each impact event, for data col-
lected at UNAM.
Figure 6.5: Non-dimensional impact pressures vs. breaking wave height. Blue dia-
monds () 2-second wave tests, red triangles (∇) 3-second wave tests, black
circles (o) 4-second wave tests.
The non-dimensional impact pressure varies between 0.5 and greater than 3.5. The ob-
servation of large impacting events is consistent with the observations of Bullock et al.
(2007) on impermeable slopes, and Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) for gravel beaches,
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despite the disagreement over the validity of the the normalisation procedure. The
magnitude of the impacts reported here, is significantly lower than than those on im-
permeable slopes, which may be attributed to the different hydrodynamics introduced
by the impermeable slope.
There is significant scatter across the entire range of wave heights when considering
all of the data, with no apparent relationship. Individually each data set displays sig-
nificant scatter, however the impacts generated by 2-second tests generates the largest
impacts, while 4-second test produces the smallest impacts. There does not appear to
be a clear relationship between the parameters when considering each individual data
set.
The lack of a relationship between the non-dimensional impact pressure and wave height
was discussed previously. Although a larger wave would be expected to generate a larger
impact than a similar smaller wave, this parametrisation does not account for the differ-
ences in wave shape and breaker type that likely play a significant role in determining
the intensity of a wave impact.
6.4 Impact pressure to breaker type for UNAM data
The Iribarren number for this stage of analysis is calculated with consideration of the
wave height at breaking. Spilling breakers tend to occur at ξb<0.4, plunging breakers
occur at 0.4< ξb < 2.0, while collapsing and surging breakers occur at 2.0< ξb.
Figure 6.6 presents the relationship between the non-dimensional impact pressure against
the associated Iribarren number.
The data presented clearly covers a wider range of Iribarren values than the previous
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Figure 6.6: Non-dimensional impact pressures vs. Iribarren number. Blue diamonds
() 2-second wave tests, red triangles (∇) 3-second wave tests, black circles
(o) 4-second wave tests.
study on gravel beaches, and therefore covers a wider variation in the breaker type.
The range in Iribarren values is approximately 1< ξb < 3, providing inclusion of a large
section of the plunging breaker region and significant extension into the collapsing and
surging breaker region.
The largest impacts were registered during the 2-second tests, although significant vari-
ation in impact pressure was present throughout. The range of Iribarren values included
1.1< ξb < 1.6, and therefore falls entirely within the plunging breaker region, with im-
pact pressures across a wide range of values. 3-second tests are restricted to a range of
1.8 < ξb < 2.5, and therefore corresponds to the transition between plunging breakers
and collapsing breakers. The impact pressure are concentrated around 1, however sub-
stantial variation occurs in the pressure values. 4-second tests are restricted to a range
of 2.6 < ξb < 3.2, corresponding to collapsing and surging breaker types. The pressure
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values remain below 1, again with large variation in the values.
It is clear that there are a large number of reported impacts for the 2-second data set,
while fewer events are reported for both 3-second and 4-second data sets. This is at-
tributable to the dominant wave breaking type present in each data set. Plunging events
provide an easily analysed pressure response, with an often clear initial impact pressure
followed by a quasi-hydrostatic pressure. As wave breaking changes, the magnitude of
the initial peak relative to the quasi-hydrostatic pressure is reduced, and may become
obscured by the larger component.
Overall an inverse relationship appears to exist between Iribarren number and non-
dimensional pressure. Large impact pressures are reported within the plunging breaker
region, while transition to the collapsing and surging breaker types at higher Iribarren
numbers results in a decrease in the impact pressure.
Variation in the impact pressure for events with similar Iribarren number is perhaps ex-
pected. Different events with the same ξb value may exhibit dissimilar bore collapse, en-
training different quantities of air, or interacting differently with previous swash events.
This will result in variation of the non-dimensional impact pressure. Impact events may
also not impinge on the beach at the same location each time, causing a discrepancy in
the recorded response.
Unfortunately with lack of data for Iribarren values less than 1.0, the transition between
spilling and plunging breakers is not described. However, the large impact pressures
associated with plunging breaker events provides supporting evidence for the concept
that plunging breakers are more violent than other breaker types. This larger impact
pressure may be responsible for mobilising additional sediment for cross-shore transport.
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6.5 Impact pressure to wave steepness for UNAM data
Figure 6.7 presents the relationship between the non-dimensional impact pressure against
the wave steepness. This relationship provides an estimate of increasing wave non-
linearity and this relationship is presented for completeness of comparison with the
original work by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008).
Figure 6.7: Non-dimensional impact pressures vs. wave steepness. Blue diamonds ()
2-second wave tests, red triangles (∇) 3-second wave tests, black circles (o)
4-second wave tests.
It appears a monotonic relationship may exist between the two parameters, with large
scatter on the data, particularly for the 2-second test data. In general the steeper the
wave, the larger the impact pressure associated with that event. It is likely that this
relationship exists largely because the data does not include spilling breaker events. As
the wave steepness extends beyond the range recorded here, events will exhibit spilling
breaker types. The nature of the spilling breaker event is less dynamic and introduces
less turbulence, resulting in a lower non-dimensional impact pressure.
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Chapter 7
Discussions and conclusions
Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2007, 2008) suggested that when modelling the morphological
response of gravel beaches, it may be necessary to consider the large impact pressures
generated by plunging impact events, and the subsequent entrainment and transport of
additional sediment.
Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) examined the variation of Iribarren number on the non-
dimensional impact pressure, for a narrow region of ξb. Large impact pressures were
identified within the plunging breaker region of the Iribarren parameter. It was hypoth-
esised by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008), that plunging impact events may cause localised
bed fluidisation, and subsequent increased onshore transport. A plunging impact event
causes a sudden increase in the pore pressure, resulting in a decrease in the effective
stresses between sediment particles. If the increase in pore pressure exceeds a threshold,
the effective stresses are reduced to zero, along with the shear stress of the gravel (as
effective stress is proportional to shear stress). Under this condition the gravel becomes
fluidised, with individual particles supported by the pore fluid. The fluidised sediment
is subsequently transported onshore by the incoming uprush event.
The particular deficiency of morphological response prediction in present numerical
modelling is seen during comparison of the observed and predicted berm crest elevation
and location (Pedrozo-Acuña 2005; Jamal 2011; Williams et al. 2012b). The effect of
breaker type, and associated wave impact, is unaccounted for in these existing modelling
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approaches, and therefore there was a need for further investigation into impacting pres-
sures, and consequences for sediment transport.
The narrow region of ξb investigated by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) did not offer a
detailed understanding of how impact pressure and breaker type were related. Further,
the adoption of a potentially unsuitable normalisation of the impact pressure, resulted
in difficulty in interpreting the results in a meaningful way.
The handling of the signal attenuation experienced during the testing at GWK, was also
questioned. Adoption of a single attenuation-correction value appears to introduce a
vast simplification of the attenuation experienced by the complicated pressure response
of impacting events, composed of multiple frequencies.
Due to these difficulties, additional research was necessary to investigate the significance
of the impact pressures of plunging breakers, and possible consequences for sediment
transport. This research included an experimental programme conducted at UNAM,
investigating the interaction between a steep gravel beach and various wave conditions.
The conditions investigated offered a wider range of Iribarren numbers, extending to
the upper limit of plunging breakers (ξb = 2.0), and beyond into plunging and surging
breaker types.
Rapid profile response was observed, with continuation of wave action until quasi-
equilibrium conditions were achieved during each test. The largest impact pressures
were registered under plunging breaker impacts, with a decline in the impact pressure
as the breaker type transitioned from plunging to collapsing and surging.
Monochromatic waves were adopted for each test, to permit measurement of the cross-
shore profile, at initially very short intervals. The short one-minute duration of the
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first experimental section of each test, could experience unrepresentative morphological
response from individual waves when exposed to random wave conditions. Monochro-
matic waves are very uncommon in the natural environment, where lower frequency
swash oscillations are observed Mase (1988), driven by a more random incident wave
field.
It is recognised that on natural beaches swash transport is driven by both these low-
frequency infragravity waves, and higher-frequency turbulence from bore collapse. The
uprush phase, dominated by the turbulent bore collapse, is balanced by the lower fre-
quency, infragravity-frequency dominated, backwash. Morphological response is deter-
mined by the difference between these opposing transports (Butt and Russell 2000;
Masselink et al. 2005). It has however been demonstrated that, for steeper slopes the
sediment transport becomes dominated by the higher incident wave frequency (Mas-
selink and Russell 2006; Miles et al. 2006). The beach considered throughout this work
was steep (tanβ = 0.2), and sediment transport would therefore be dominated by in-
cident wave conditions even if exposed to random wave climates (thereby introducing
infragravity energy).
Although these experiments were conducted in a laboratory flume, the experiments
should not be considered a scale model representation of a real world location, but in-
stead as small wave conditions on a natural beach. Comparison of the recorded impact
pressure response with larger data will require consideration of scale effects present in
mobile bed models. Researchers have discussed methods for accounting for the difficul-
ties involved in comparing scale model tests to larger conditions, with a good discussion
provided by Hughes (1983).
Ultimately these tests provide an interesting alternative to the data collected at close to
full-scale at the GWK (López de San Román Blanco 2003). Significant similarities are
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observable between the two experimental data sets, with large impulse events detected
under plunging impact events. The morphological response of the beaches involved in
the experimental programme of this thesis reflects similar features observed in both
large scale facility tests and the natural environment.
7.1 Discussion of analysis conducted
The data collected during the experimental programme was broadly separated into two
sections. The cross-shore profile measurements were used to monitor morphological
change throughout each experiment, assist in observation of the development of charac-
teristic profile features, and to provide an estimate of the net sediment transport. The
pressure and wave records were used to investigate the pressure response associated
with varying wave conditions and breaker types.
7.1.1 Discussion and conclusion of morphological analysis
With increasing wave height, the morphological change occurs over a broadly wider
cross-shore region, which can be attributed to the increased run-up and run-down lim-
its of larger waves, resulting in higher flow rates in the swash. These higher flow rates,
combined with a broader swash zone, will result in exceedance of the local critical Shields
parameter, permitting mobilisation of sediment for longer durations, and across a wider
area.
The berm crest position indicated a general shoreward retreat, and increasing crest ele-
vation, under larger wave conditions. The change in hydrodynamic conditions produces
higher run-up limits, allowing transport of material to higher elevations, and conse-
quently the berm crest occupies a more shoreward profile location. The final total berm
volume, and peak net sediment transport, both indicate a strong dependence on wave
height. Larger wave heights mobilise additional sediment, and increase onshore trans-
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port of material. As the wave run-up of these larger waves reaches a more shoreward
position, with higher elevation, infiltration of the swash lens into the unsaturated re-
gion of the beach becomes significant. This will reduce the strength of the backwash at
higher regions of the beach, and helps account for the larger accretion and total berm
volume recorded under increased wave height.
With the measurements included in this work, it is not possible to quantify a relationship
between breaker type, assessed through ξb, and net sediment transport rate. Variation
in ξb is largely achieved through fluctuation in wave height, however as net transport
rate appears to be strongly related to wave height, this masks any relationship that
may exist between ξb and net sediment transport rate. To assess this relationship, it
would be necessary to examine numerous wave conditions with a consistent wave height,
and variation in wave steepness to provide fluctuation in ξb. Under this scenario, and
with consideration of the ξb range examined in this work, an inverse relationship is
hypothesised. More intense impact events associated with plunging breakers will likely
generate higher sediment transport through bed fluidisation, as discussed by Pedrozo-
Acuña et al. (2008). As ξb increases, and breaking transitions to collapsing and surging,
the sediment transport rate is expected to decline, as a consequence of reduced sediment
mobilisation through bed fluidisation under breaking impact.
A qualitative assessment of the impact of breaker type can be made to a limited extent,
through consideration of the profile shape typical of different breaker types. Profiles
formed by plunging breaker events are characterised by a steep sloped berm above the
SWL, and a well defined beach step below the SWL. Profiles formed by collapsing
breakers are characterised by a more gently sloping berm, with a less well defined beach
step below the SWL. The discrepancy in profile response beneath the SWL may be
attributable to the larger swash-swash interaction of the higher frequency tests adopted
in plunging breakers. Under plunging breaker conditions in the work, the incident wave
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frequency is higher, offering greater interaction with the backwash of one event and the
incoming uprush of the next swash event. Under collapsing breaker types, the wave
period is longer, allowing completion of the backwash event, before the subsequent inci-
dent event propagates into swash zone. This reduced swash-swash interaction generates
less turbulence and reduced morphological change at the beach step.
The longer wave period observed for collapsing wave conditions may also encourage ad-
ditional infiltration in the upper beach. This will result in a reduced volume during the
backwash, and has an influence on the effective weight of particles (Turner and Mas-
selink 1998). This will further adjust the profile response observed between the profile
generated through different breaker types in this work.
It appears the numerical model representations by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2006) and Ja-
mal (2011) are more consistent with the profile details observed under collapsing breaker
types, with a lower, more gently-sloping berm, and a less well defined beach step. This
suggests that processes dictating specific profile response under plunging breakers are
not contained within existing numerical simulations.
7.1.2 Discussion and conclusion of pressure response analysis
The nature of the pressure response under impact events was discussed in Sections 4.2.2
and 4.2.3. The signal was considered to be composed of responses dictated by two sep-
arate processes. A large, temporally-consistent, hydrostatic component was generated
by fluctuation in the water elevation above the pressure transducer location. A second,
more dynamic pressure component associated with wave impact events also contributes
to the recorded response.
Each of these components is composed of different frequencies, and can therefore be ex-
pected to experience different attenuation as they propagate through the porous beach
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from the bed surface, to the recording location. It is therefore inappropriate to handle
attenuation with a single value, as adopted by Pedrozo-Acuña (2005), but instead each
process must be corrected separately.
This was achieved through wavelet analysis to assess the frequencies present in each
impact event. The impulse component was then separated from the pseudo-sinusoidal,
hydrostatic component, allowing attenuation-correction of each section separately. This
approach was adopted for analysis of data containing plunging impacts, recorded at
GWK (López de San Román Blanco 2003). The attenuation of each frequency between
two locations was assessed, and this was used to correct the separated components of
the more deeply buried record. Recombination of the two components offered a good
representation of the pressure response recorded at the shallower depth.
This approach offers a capability not possible without separation of the pressure re-
sponse to two components. Without separation, the higher frequencies present in the
pseudo-sinusoidal component will also be corrected by a frequency-dependent value.
This will lead to a significant increase in the amplitude of the background noise, and
would not provide a good representation of the target signal.
This correction was made with assessment of the measured attenuation between two
recorded locations. For assessment of the impact pressures under breaking waves, the
bed surface pressure response is required. This attenuation-correction will therefore be
between the bed surface and depth of burial of the assessed record. The measured at-
tenuation between these two locations is unknown, therefore a new pragmatic approach
was presented for assessing this attenuation rate, allowing the pressure at the bed sur-
face to be established.
The sediment matrix is assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, therefore offering
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a constant rate of attenuation with depth. Comparison of the amplitude of each fre-
quency component from three co-located pressure transducer allows an assessment of
the relative attenuation at each frequency. An exponential relationship was adopted,
consistent with previous handling of attenuation in porous media (Yamamoto et al.
1978; Oumeraci and Partenscky 1990; Vanneste and Troch 2012).
An attenuation rate was derived for each frequency analysed in the work, and these
values were used to establish a relationship between attenuation and frequency. A
significant portion of the analysed frequencies were discarded due to an apparent am-
plification with depth between two measurement locations. This made any relationship
derived at these frequencies suspect, and inclusion in the derivation of the attenuation-
frequency relationship would have adversely affected the derived relationship.
The poor fit between attenuation coefficients generated from observed measurements
and the proposed attenuation relationship at higher frequencies, may be partially at-
tributable to the low energy level present at such frequencies. Small discrepancies in the
recorded amplitude between transducers at low energy levels could have consequences
on the apparent attenuation. Much less scatter is observed at lower frequencies, where
energy of the signal tends to be higher. A dedicated investigation of signal attenuation
and the influence of depth of burial is required to understand the complex relationship
at the frequency range considered.
The relationship presented was developed with consideration of the unseparated pres-
sure records, and is therefore influenced by the inclusion of two processes within the
signal. The pressure transducer array was further onshore than the impact location,
introducing significant turbulence during bore collapse and swash uprush between the
impact location and pressure transducer array. This will have consequences for the
recorded signal, and makes isolation of a single impact event at this more onshore loca-
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tion difficult, and somewhat subjective. Despite this, preliminary examination indicates
a reduction in data spread at high frequencies might be achieved with consideration of
separated impulse components, however large fluctuations are still recorded.
The pressure transducer location remained below the groundwater exit point of the
beach in each test. It is therefore assumed the beach does not experience significant
infiltration, and associated decrease in saturation level as described by Faybishenko
(1995). Due to isotropic nature of sediment, and lack of additional monitoring of the
saturation level within the beach, it is assumed the level remains constant throughout
both the short (wave cycle) and long-term (experiment duration).
It is possible that in practice plunging impact events will introduce additional air con-
tent to the sediment matrix, affecting the attenuation experienced by pressure wave
propagating through the beach. However, it was demonstrated that the hydrostatic
(pseudo-sinusoidal) component of a pressure record can be accurately predicted using
the pressure response from a co-located pressure transducer, through adoption of a sin-
gle correction value. Significant variation in saturation level would create differential
attenuation throughout the wave cycle, and would be apparent in the comparison of
recorded and predicted pressure signals.
There are also additional considerations involved in implementation of the attenuation-
correction during each experiment. These have been touched on in the previous chapters,
but are discussed in detail here.
The depth of burial of the pressure transducer fluctuates throughout each experiment
as morphological change of the beach occurs. This change in depth of burial, alters the
distance through which pressure waves propagate, and therefore alters the attenuation
experienced throughout the duration of each experiment. As a real-time measurement
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of the depth of burial was not recorded, a simplification of the scenario was required. To
avoid overestimation of the impulse pressure under impacting events, where excavation
was registered the depth of burial at the end of each experiment was adopted, while
during times of accretion the depth of burial at the start of each experiment was adopted.
If bed fluidisation occurs as hypothesised by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008), it is likely
that the adjustment in the nature of the sediment matrix will alter the process of signal
transmission occurring in this region. The attenuation will consequently be altered,
however to the author’s knowledge, no studies have investigated this effect, therefore
the consequences remain undefined.
Despite the limitations of the approach discussed here, the methodology still accurately
predicts the attenuation experienced at wave frequencies. This is the only frequency
region at which four locations of known pressures can be used to confirm prediction,
and provide an initial validation of the proposed technique.
This discussion of the separation of the pressure signal components, and separate han-
dling of the attenuation of each component, has significant implications for previous
research. The consequent surface pressure derived by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) were
carried forward to validate the accuracy of a Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS)
numerical model representation of plunging impacts on almost full-scale laboratory con-
ditions (Pedrozo-Acuña et al. 2010). It is likely that the peak pressure is underestimated,
although the degree of underestimation is difficult to establish, without reanalysis of the
original pressure response. As such it is difficult to comment on the impact of changing
the analytical approach on the conclusions drawn in those works.
However, the varying attenuation experienced by different frequencies of impulse com-
ponents, may help to explain the apparent differential attenuation of subsequent wave
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events observed in some tests, for example Figure 4.1 (example pressure responses at
different depths of burial from GWK tests).
The frequency content of a particular event may be controlled in part by the breaker
type or wave impact angle. As such random wave conditions would be more likely
to provide greater fluctuation in the observed attenuation rate of subsequent impulse
events. Stable wave conditions within a monochromatic wave field should provide simi-
lar breaking processes on a wave-by-wave basis. Consequently the frequency content of
each event recorded at UNAM should be similar for all waves in each individual test.
The analysis conducted on the calculated bed surface pressures responses for the UNAM
data reproduces the analytical approach of Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008), providing de-
tail of a wider ξb range. One key difference between the two approaches is adopted in
the handling of the normalisation of the impact pressure.
Bullock et al. (2007) provided estimation of the non-dimensional impact pressure as
Pi/(ρgHi), where the pressure impulse was associated with the relevant wave height that
generated the impulse. This was adjusted in Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) to Pi/(ρgHs),
which has significant implications for the subsequent relationships expected when using
this parameter. The adoption of an average wave height in place of an event specific
value, introduces an inherent preference for large individual wave events generating
large impact pressures. In this work, the link between impulse pressure and associated
individual wave height is re-established, through adoption of non-dimensional impact
pressure as Pi/(ρgHb).
Overall, the magnitude of the impact intensity is less than that reported by Bullock
et al. (2007) for plunging events on impermeable beach slopes. It is not possible to
assess whether the difference in magnitude is related to a deficiency in the attenuation-
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correction approach, or a manifestation of the variation in the hydrodynamic conditions
caused by alteration of the bed to a porous medium. Despite this, the magnitude of
the impact pressure registered through plunging impacts may still be highly relevant
for consideration within sediment mobilisation.
The comparison of non-dimensional impact pressure and wave height does not appear
to provide a defined relationship. The large scatter presented in the plot is likely due
to a variation in the breaker type, which is not accounted for in the parameters. Small
waves of intense breaking will create larger non-dimensional impact pressures than large
waves of gentle impacting, creating significant scatter.
7.1.2.1 Speculation for untested data region
Potentially the most significant relationship examined in this work, is between non-
dimensional impact pressure, and Iribarren number. Although a wide range of Iribarren
values were considered in this work, the experimental data does not extend to ξb < 1.0.
Values below this limit include both waves exhibiting breaking through spilling and
plunging, with the spilling breakers transitioning to plunging breakers as ξb increases
above 0.4. It is useful to consider the nature of wave impacts in this range, to offer a
hypothesis of the expected relationship in this untested region.
Spilling breakers are highly likely to generate smaller bed surface pressure fluctuations
than a comparative plunging impact(Ting and Kirby 1996). This is due to the less dy-
namic breaking process (Chanson and Jaw-Fang 1997), and as such smaller surface pres-
sure fluctuation can be expected, when compared to plunging breakers. It is therefore
hypothesised that spilling breakers, will create characteristically small non-dimensional
impact pressures. A general increase in this parameter will therefore be expected in the
untested Iribarren region (0.4 < ξb < 1.0), as breaker type transitions from spilling to
plunging. If this relationship holds, a peak in the breaker intensity may be identifiable
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within the region associated with plunging breakers.
Figure 7.1 presents the non-dimensional impact pressures vs.Iribarren number data col-
lected at UNAM (shown earlier in Figure 6.6), with an indicative relationship provided
for the observed data, and an example hypothesised relationship in the untested region
for lower Iribarren values.
Figure 7.1: Recorded non-dimensional impact pressure vs. Iribarren number, as pre-
sented in Chapter 6, with; green line (—) indicative trend of existing data,
and magenta line (...) example hypothesised trend in untested region.
The exact position and shape of the relationships indicated in Figure 7.1 can only be
confirmed with additional testing at lower Iribarren numbers. This will also established
the validity of a hypothesised peak generated at the interface between these two rela-
tionships.
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7.1.2.2 Discussion within tested data region
Within the range of Iribarren numbers considered, a non-linear inverse relationship ap-
pears to exist, with a decline in the non-dimensional impact pressure observed with
increasing ξb. The relationship provided in Figure 7.1 reflects this, indicating that the
localised bed surface pressure under plunging events is significantly larger than that
experienced during different breaker types. It has previously been discussed that this
may be significant for sediment transport, with a hypothesised account for the process
by which this may occur (Pedrozo-Acuña et al. 2008).
The bore collapse of plunging breakers is often described as a jet event, causing a sig-
nificant increase in localised pressure. This is capable of propagating through the water
column to the bed (Ting and Kirby 1995), and therefore can provide significant con-
tribution to the mobilisation of sediment. Impulses characterised through alternative
breaker types do not offer such a direct pressure increase, therefore offering smaller
non-dimensional impact pressures.
The specific relationship included in Figure 7.1 for the data range 1 < ξb < 3 is an in-
dicative relationship, rather than a fit based on regression analysis. This was a concious
decision based on the expected change in relationship at lower Iribarren numbers dis-
cussed in Section 7.1.2.1. It is possible that a hypothesised peak in impact pressure may
occur at Iribarren values within the tested region, and thus a peak may be partially de-
scribed by the recorded experimental data. The uncertainty over whether a significant
change in the nature of the relationship indicated by the experimental data discouraged
adoption of regression analysis, and promotes the suitability of an indicative relation-
ship.
The analysis of the cross-shore profiles provides limited evidence that the nature of char-
acteristic profile features appears to vary depending on the type of breaking experienced.
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Typical profile response under plunging waves recorded at UNAM is consistent with the
typical response observed at GWK. The berm and eroded morphology predicted by
existing numerical models, replicating plunging conditions, appears to produce closer
agreement with the typical profile produced by collapsing breakers at UNAM. This typ-
ically results in a lower shallower slopes berm, with a less well defined beach step.
Clearly the modelling approach is still lacking additional parametrisation that might
otherwise improve prediction capabilities. The inclusion of the indicative relationship
between non-dimensional impact and Iribarren number, and the consequences for sedi-
ment transport may help improve accuracy of berm and beach step representation.
7.2 Discussion of error
The following section summarises the potential sources of error that may have been
introduced during the experimental and analytical phases of this work, and the conse-
quences these errors have on the results.
The first source of error discussed is the experimental error introduced due to limitations
in the measurement capability of the equipment adopted. For the pressure transducers
the full-scale accuracy (±0.1%) translated to the experimental pressure measurement
range, combined with the stated long-term stability (±0.1%pa), provides a measure-
ment error of approximately ±1%.
Human error was potentially introduced in the cross-shore beach profile measurement
with incorrect placement of the measurement equipment, particularly the reflecting staff.
The error was previously discussed in Section 4.3, and after analysis of the recorded el-
evations at landward locations where morphological change did not occur, the standard
random error was calculated at less than 1mm.
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The application of an empirical relationship for the estimation of the wave shoaling dur-
ing onshore propagation of incident waves will have also introduced a degree of error.
The exact magnitude of this error is difficult to establish, however the work by Tsai
et al. (2005), indicated the performance of the equations adopted performed well for the
steep slope utilised in this work. An alternative to the empirical approach would have
been to adopt a hydrodynamic model capable of handling the wave transformation to
the breaking location. Although this approach may have generated a small increase in
accuracy, depending on the numerical approach adopted, the additional computational
requirement needed to process these calculations was considered inefficient, particularly
considering the high performance of the empirical approach (Tsai et al. 2005). Fur-
ther, the dynamic evolution of the beach morphology would require simplification in
the numerical model during an experiment, similar to that adopted during the empiri-
cal approach.
In the attenuation-correction procedure it was not possible to monitor the depth-varying
saturation level of the sediment matrix, without also influencing the morphological de-
velopment of the beach due to equipment positioning. Therefore, it is not possible to
make a accurate estimate of the error that depth-varying fluctuation in the sediment
saturation may have had. A detailed discussion of the validity and potential sources of
error was provided in Section 7.1.2.
In conclusion, multiple sources of experimental error may have been introduced to the
calculations at different stages of data recording and analysis. The spread of the data
observed in Figure 6.6 may be partially attributed to the error discussed here; however
the variability of wave impacts may also explain some of the spread. Although care was
taken to select impacts located above the transducer location, variation in the precise
location will adjust the distance over which attenuation occurred and will likely result
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in under-prediction of bed surface pressure response in some cases. Variation in the na-
ture of the bore collapse may also produce some spread in the data. Fluctuation of the
impact angle, created by swash-swash interaction, or effects due to interaction between
the swash lens above the beach and the collapsing bore may produce different pressure
responses and frequency components for two waves of equal breaking wave height. These
differences would lead to varied predictions for surface pressure responses, with variation
likely to be more pronounced for plunging breakers, than collapsing and surging break-
ers. This may explain the reduction in data spread as the Iribarren number increases,
with maximum deviation of data points from the indicative relationship changing from
approximately 35% for plunging breakers, to approximately 20% for surging breakers.
7.3 Consequences of speculative relationship for numerical modelling
The adoption of different coefficients in the uprush and backwash phases of some nu-
merical models is included to improve model performance. While this helps increase
prediction accuracy of cross-shore profile evolution, it lacks the detail offered by cor-
rectly modelling the unaccounted underlying processes. Inclusion of the influence of
varying breaker types on sediment mobilisation and transport can be introduced to
existing numerical models, therefore reducing the necessity for varying coefficients in
different swash phases.
For gravel beach scenarios, numerical models predominantly adopt a Shields based bed-
load transport module, with the suspended sediment load assumed as negligible due to
the large fall velocity of the sediment. As discussed in Chapter 2, the entrainment of
sediment is determined by the exceedance of a critical Shields parameter, based on the
local shear stress exceeding a critical value, due to large flow velocities close to the bed.
There are multiple limitations with this approach. Derivation of this relationship was
conducted for unidirectional flow of fine gravel in a uniform channel. The application
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to oscillating flow may introduce inertial effects (Baldock and Holmes 1997), which
would alter the point of sediment mobilisation. Also, the gravel is characterised by a
single d50 value, and therefore may be unrepresentative for beaches with non-uniformly
graded material. Despite these limitations, Shields-based models have been effectively
employed by many researchers to accurately represent bedload transport in various en-
vironments.
The existing data presented in Figure 6.6 (non-dimensional impact pressure vs. Iribar-
ren number) is not sufficient to derive a relationship across the entire region of interest.
As discussed, further testing is necessary to describe the relationship at low ξb during
transition between spilling and plunging, however the likely relationship has been dis-
cussed. With greater understanding of the complete relationship, it would be possible
to introduce the effect of breaker-type on sediment mobilisation to modelling approaches.
Such a relationship could be introduced with modification of existing terms, or inclu-
sion of additional terms. The event-specific Iribarren number can be assessed from the
hydrodynamic module of existing numerical models. This can be used to determine if
a specific wave event falls within the region where additional sediment mobilisation is
expected, and if this is the case, the modified or additional term is activated.
An initial visualisation of this change could involve modification of the shear stress in
a Shields-based bedload model. Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) hypothesised how impact
events may result in reduction of the sediment shear stress, making sediment mobilisa-
tion more likely. This can be introduced through adjustment in the critical shear stress
dependent on the Iribarren number.
The specifics of the adjustment may be achieved in numerous ways, however the ap-
plication of a trigonometric function is discussed as an example. The adoption of a
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trigonometric function would allow fluctuation of the influence of the additional sed-
iment mobilisation, in line with the suggested relationship between non-dimensional
pressure and Iribarren number. Within the region of additional mobilisation, the bed
shear stress may be reformulated to provide a breaker-type-adjusted critical instanta-
neous bed shear stress, τ ′cr, as follows:
τ ′cr = τcr− τcr.sin
[
pi
(ξbi− ξmin)
(ξmax− ξmin)
]
, (7.1)
where τcr is the critical instantaneous bed shear stress, ξbi is the event specific value of
ξb, ξmax and ξmin are the upper and lower limits of ξb where wave breaker type causes
an increase in impact pressure intensity. The consequence of this approach would result
in a reduction of the bed shear stress as the breaker type transitions from spilling to
intense plunging. A maximum will be reached where bed shear stress is equal to zero,
consistent with bed fluidisation, before an increase in bed shear stress is registered as
the breaker type transitions from intense plunging, to collapsing and surging.
An alternative process for increased sediment transport under intense impact events,
may occur through entrainment of particles to suspended load. Most models consider
the presence of suspended sediment within the swash zone of gravel beaches to be
negligible. Advection of pre-suspended sediment from further offshore, and the large
turbulence levels created during swash-swash interactions, may introduce suspended
sediment to the swash zone. However, the high settling velocities common to gravel
is often assumed to cause these particles to rapidly settle to the bed as waves propa-
gate onshore. While this approach has been adopted in numerical models that provide
reasonable profile predictions, if sediment is introduced into suspension at a more shore-
ward location, the distance these individual grains travel may be underestimated.
Fundamentally this process may occur through the same entrainment mechanism de-
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scribed by Pedrozo-Acuña et al. (2008) for bed fluidisation, however in that scenario,
transport of the mobilised material was assumed to occur as bedload during subsequent
uprush. Intense impact events, and plunging bore collapse may result in large vertical
flow velocities, as well as onshore swash flow, permitting the suspension of material for
significant durations. It is likely that this form of transport will influence morphology
at lower regions of the beach, as decelerating flow and dissipation of turbulence during
uprush will allow settling of suspended sediment. This potential process may however
assist is explaining the discrepancies between predicted and observed profile response
below the SWL.
Inclusion of suspended sediment transport to existing models, would require the signifi-
cant adjustment. Determination of suspended sediment concentration may be achieved
through examination of event-specific Iriabrren number, and local flow rates in a hydro-
dynamics model capable of handling turbulent flow. With suspension established, the
particle position within the water column may be determined with comparison of fall
velocity to local flow rate and direction.
7.4 Additional process consideration
The improvement in modelling by Jamal (2011) was achieved through introduction of
a pragmatic implementation of infiltration of water into the unsaturated beach region,
similar to the approach by Dodd et al. (2008). While this encompasses some of the
processes involved with infiltration, particularly the reduction of backwash flow volume
and associated transport, this approach is somewhat limited. The beach is assumed
to be unsaturated at elevations above the SWL; groundwater effects are ignored; and
exfiltration is not included.
Horn and Li (2006) specifically discussed the relevance of the inclusion of infiltra-
tion/exfiltration effects for accurate berm prediction. The simplification of infiltration,
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and absence of exfiltration, fails to include a range of effects that are significant to
sediment mobilisation and morphological change. Infiltration and exfiltration modify
the effective weight of surface particles, while the adjustment of the boundary layer has
an effect on bed shear stresses (Turner and Masselink 1998). These can clearly play a
significant role in mobilisation and transport of sediment, particularly on gravel beaches
where infiltration and exfiltration are more prevalent.
7.5 Review of research programme objectives
The main objectives of this work, described in Chapter 2, are discussed here with an
assessment of whether they were achieved.
The first objective was the creation of a data set providing beach profiles at the wave im-
pact location, and this was achieved through completion of an experimental programme
at the Wave Laboratory at UNAM in Mexico City. A total of 12 full tests, each divided
into five sections, were conducted to investigate various wave conditions, producing 60
total experimental records. The experimental programme comprised variation in both
wave height (between 0.08m and 0.16m) and wave period (between 1s and 4s).
The second objective was the assessment of the profile evolution, with estimation of
the sediment transport rate under different wave conditions and breaker types. This
was achieved with the measurement of cross-shore beach profile at intervals throughout
each experiment. The spatial interval spacing between cross-shore profile measurement
locations was reduced close to the SWL and across the impact region, to improve cross-
shore resolution in the region of highest morphological evolution. The recorded beach
profiles were then used to calculate the integral-corrected sediment transport rates, in
accordance with the method outlined by Manoonvoravong (2009).
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Finally, the third objective was the investigation of the pressure response under wave
impact events, and assessing whether this may contribute to the discrepancy in numer-
ical prediction of beach profiles. After the adoption of wavelet analysis to identify the
individual processes contributing to the pressure response, and addressing the signal
attenuation experienced by the pressure signal as it passes through the beach, the pres-
sure records were able to be analysed. The results of this analysis indicate that the
breaker type, assessed through the Iribarren number, is important in determining the
specific pressure at the bed surface. This large and rapid fluctuation in surface pressure
may contribute to the discrepancies noted in present numerical modelling approaches.
The key objectives set forth at the outset of this work have been completed, with both
adoption of previous research methodologies, and development of new analytical tech-
niques, such as the adoption of wavelet analysis for the separation of impact pressure
responses. The achievement of these objectives will feed into improved understanding
of these important processes and techniques for sediment transport research, although
more work is still necessary for the accurate modelling of the cross-shore profile of gravel
beaches.
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Chapter 8
Future Work
This thesis helps to extend the knowledge base in several ways, however further work is
still necessary to confirm and extend the approaches and relationship presented herein.
In this chapter, suggestions for additional study are provided.
Examining the specific profile response under various Iribarren values would provide
valuable information on how net sediment transport, and specific profile features are
affected. The apparent link between net sediment transport and wave height will dictate
retention of a stable wave height across a large range of Iribarren numbers, to prevent
masking of any relationship between sediment transport and breaker type.
The presented approach of examining the CWT coefficients of co-located transducers
appears to provide an accurate account of the attenuation experienced between the bed
and recorded locations, at specific frequencies. It is essential to further validate this
approach, with particular attention paid to assessment of a wide frequency range. A
dedicated set of tests may be adopted, with pressure recording at multiple depths of
burial in a porous bed, as well as at the bed surface. This will enable measurement of
the actual attenuation, and assessment of the accuracy of the analytical approach.
Research into pressure attenuation has been largely limited to fine sediments, and has
avoided the complexities introduced through wave breaking. Consideration of only fine
sediments is understandable, as the validity of assuming Darcian flow becomes less sta-
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ble as the sediment size increases. However the prevalence and importance of gravel
as a sea defence, or coastal protection, strengthens the need for a robust approach for
handling attenuation in coarse grained beaches.
The extension of wave conditions to include the untested plunging breaker and spilling
breakers regions (ξ0< 1.0) will provide significant additional information. The transition
between plunging breakers and collapsing and surging breakers is well described with
the data presented here, however the transition between spilling and plunging breakers
is not covered. This additional information will allow a relationship between the two
parameters to be established.
A brief discussion has been provided on how it may be possible to incorporate the ad-
ditional sediment mobilisation into a numerical representations. This procedure would
prove valuable in determining how inclusion of this process affects the accuracy of mor-
phological prediction. If morphological prediction is improved, a subsequent sensitivity
analysis will allow determination of whether inclusion of this process is sufficient to
account for the differences in experimental observed and numerically predicted profiles.
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Sediment characteristics
Sieve Weight Retained Cumulative Percentage
size (mm) retained (g) (%) retained (%) passing (%)
11.2 7.5 0.37 0.37 99.63
8 399.9 19.99 20.37 79.63
6.35 455.8 22.79 43.16 56.84
4.76 856.2 42.81 85.97 14.03
Base 280.7 14.03 100 0
Table A.1: Sediment sieve analysis details.
Test Total Water Porosity
volume (ml) volume (ml)
1 1000 380 0.38
2 1000 400 0.40
3 1000 400 0.40
4 1000 400 0.40
5 1000 420 0.42
6 1000 420 0.42
7 1000 400 0.40
Table A.2: Porosity test details.
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Test Time Volume Discharge Pressure Permeability Hydraulic Hydraulic
(s) (ml) (cm3) head (cm) (m/s) gradient conductivity (m/day)
1 19.00 320 16.84 4.0 0.0097 0.392 839.89
2 21.17 240 11.90 2.5 0.0105 0.245 904.56
3 21.33 560 26.25 6.5 0.0093 0.637 805.70
4 19.55 380 19.44 4.5 0.0100 0.441 861.61
5 26.50 520 19.62 4.5 0.0101 0.441 869.83
6 18.22 480 26.34 6.5 0.0094 0.637 808.48
7 17.11 540 31.56 8.5 0.0086 0.833 740.65
8 21.33 600 28.13 7.0 0.0093 0.686 801.59
9 29.39 520 16.80 4.0 0.0102 0.392 882.33
10 35.65 480 13.46 3.0 0.0104 0.294 895.26
Table A.3: Permeability tests, with associated hydraulic gradient and hydraulic con-
ductivity values
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Results in full
The following section presents the details of each test undertaken in the experimental
regime.
Test Test Profile Wave height at Wave period Active wave
number code code breaking Hb (m) T (s) action (s)
7
20080617T163700 PLY31 0.096 2.01 60
20080617T170531 PLY32 0.103 2.01 120
20080618T084646 PLY33 0.109 2.00 240
20080618T112843 PLY34 0.111 2.02 420
20080618T120934 PLY35 0.111 2.02 600
6
20080617T093946 PLY25 0.124 2.01 60
20080617T103104 PLY26 0.117 2.01 120
20080617T110846 PLY27 0.125 2.01 240
20080617T114013 PLY28 0.127 2.01 420
20080617T122441 PLY29 0.125 2.02 600
8
20080624T124725 PLY36 0.129 2.01 60
20080624T161348 PLY37 0.126 2.01 120
20080624T164058 PLY38 0.134 2.01 240
20080624T170953 PLY39 0.135 2.02 420
20080624T175442 PLY40 0.133 2.01 600
9
20080625T093240 PLY41 0.149 2.01 60
20080625T153048 PLY42 0.142 2.01 120
20080625T160020 PLY43 0.150 2.01 240
20080625T164945 PLY44 0.151 2.01 420
20080625T172843 PLY45 0.149 2.02 600
10
20080701T121805 PLY46 0.162 2.01 60
20080701T125100 PLY47 0.169 2.01 120
20080701T150437 PLY48 0.175 2.01 240
20080701T160016 PLY49 0.171 2.01 420
20080701T163555 PLY50 0.173 1.98 600
Table B.1: 2-second wave test details.
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Test Test Profile Wave height Wave period Active wave
number code code Hm (m) Tm (s) action (s)
11
20080703T091902 PLY51 0.098 3.04 60
20080703T095743 PLY52 0.092 3.04 120
20080703T103247 PLY53 0.088 3.04 240
20080703T110312 PLY54 0.087 3.04 420
20080703T113954 PLY55 0.084 3.04 600
12
20080703T131045 PLY56 0.113 3.04 60
20080703T133554 PLY57 0.106 3.03 120
20080703T135742 PLY58 0.097 3.04 240
20080703T143522 PLY59 0.091 3.04 420
20080703T151126 PLY60 0.089 3.04 600
13
20080703T164446 PLY61 0.133 3.01 60
20080703T172122 PLY62 0.129 3.01 120
20080704T084439 PLY63 0.105 3.05 240
20080704T091345 PLY64 0.101 3.04 420
20080704T094501 PLY65 0.100 3.04 600
14
20080704T114911 PLY66 0.138 3.05 60
20080704T122103 PLY67 0.123 3.05 120
20080704T162925 PLY68 0.116 3.04 240
20080704T171440 PLY69 0.122 3.05 420
20080704T175600 PLY70 0.115 3.04 600
Table B.2: 3-second wave test details.
Test Test Profile Wave height Wave period Active wave
number code code Hm (m) Tm (s) action (s)
15
20080708T094050 PLY71 0.107 4.04 60
20080708T101509 PLY72 0.106 4.02 120
20080708T110001 PLY73 0.109 4.02 240
20080708T113007 PLY74 0.118 4.03 420
20080708T120210 PLY75 0.124 4.05 600
16
20080708T125453 PLY76 0.122 4.03 60
20080708T154955 PLY77 0.124 4.04 120
20080708T162052 PLY78 0.130 4.04 240
20080708T165203 PLY79 0.135 4.05 420
20080708T172609 PLY70 0.137 4.07 600
17
20080709T124428 PLY81 0.134 4.00 60
20080709T132751 PLY82 0.134 4.02 120
20080709T165944 PLY83 0.146 4.01 240
20080709T174314 PLY84 0.147 4.05 420
20080709T182332 PLY85 0.147 4.06 600
Table B.3: 4-second wave test details.
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B.1 Wave records
Test H (m) T (s) KR−p1 KR−p2 KR−p3 RR−p4 RR−p5
7 0.074 2.01 0.185 0.278 0.342 0.360 0.386
6 0.086 2.01 0.226 0.294 0.328 0.414 0.431
8 0.094 2.01 0.175 0.232 0.353 0.357 0.338
9 0.108 2.01 0.163 0.183 0.283 0.272 0.277
10 0.129 2.00 0.105 0.156 0.168 0.205 0.326
11 0.053 3.04 0.366 0.401 0.447 0.490 0.522
12 0.058 3.04 0.356 0.438 0.528 0.589 0.615
13 0.067 3.04 0.309 0.445 0.578 0.614 0.617
14 0.078 3.04 0.330 0.456 0.557 0.584 0.594
15 0.076 4.03 0.372 0.390 0.412 0.483 0.549
16 0.089 4.06 0.346 0.385 0.434 0.474 0.546
17 0.099 4.04 0.303 0.353 0.409 0.470 0.498
Table B.4: Calculated reflection coefficients (KR−p1: reflection coefficient for part one
of the relevant test, KR−p2: reflection coefficient for part two of the relevant
test etc.) using Friigard and Brorsen (1995).
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B.2 Beach profile results
Figure B.1: Beach profile evolution for Test 7; Hb = 0.109m, T = 2.01s, ξb = 1.52. (—)
initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins, (...)
24 mins.
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B.2. BEACH PROFILE RESULTS
Figure B.2: Beach profile evolution for Test 6; Hb = 0.124m, T = 2.01s, ξb = 1.42. (—)
initial profile,(- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins, (...)
24 mins.
Figure B.3: Beach profile evolution for Test 8; Hb = 0.133m, T = 2.01s, ξb = 1.38. (—),
initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins, (...)
24 mins.
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Figure B.4: Beach profile evolution for Test 9; Hb = 0.149m, T = 2.01s, ξb = 1.30. (—)
initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins, (...)
24 mins.
Figure B.5: Beach profile evolution for Test 10; Hb = 0.172m, T = 2.00s, ξb = 1.20.
(—) initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins,
(...): 24 mins.
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Figure B.6: Beach profile evolution for Test 11; Hb = 0.087m, T = 3.04s, ξb = 2.58.
(—) initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins,
(...) 24 mins.
Figure B.7: Beach profile evolution for Test 12; Hb = 0.093m, T = 3.04s, ξb = 2.48.
(—) initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins,
(...) 24 mins.
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Figure B.8: Beach profile evolution for Test 13; Hb = 0.105m, T = 3.04s, ξb = 2.34.
(—) initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins,
(...) 24 mins.
Figure B.9: Beach profile evolution for Test 14; Hb = 0.119m, T = 3.04s, ξb = 2.21.
(—) initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins,
(...) 24 mins.
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Figure B.10: Beach profile evolution for Test 15; Hb = 0.118m, T = 4.03s, ξb = 2.94.
(—) initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins,
(...) 24 mins.
Figure B.11: Beach profile evolution for Test 16; Hb = 0.134m, T = 4.06s, ξb = 2.77.
(—) initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins,
(...) 24 mins.
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Figure B.12: Beach profile evolution for Test 17; Hb = 0.145m, T = 4.04s, ξb = 2.65.
(—) initial profile, (- - -) 1 min, (...) 3 mins, (-.-) 7 mins, (- - -) 14 mins,
(...) 24 mins.
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B.3 Berm morphological change details
Test Berm crest Berm crest Berm
chainage (m) elevation (m) volume (m3/m)
7 part 1 0.92 0.488 0.00442
7 part 2 0.97 0.504 0.00826
7 part 3 0.87 0.548 0.01613
7 part 4 0.89 0.560 0.02126
7 part 5 0.89 0.560 0.02222
6 part 1 0.93 0.513 0.00552
6 part 2 0.94 0.537 0.01125
6 part 3 0.90 0.557 0.01613
6 part 4 0.86 0.575 0.01961
6 part 5 0.85 0.580 0.02248
8 part 1 0.79 0.556 0.01175
8 part 2 0.82 0.557 0.01821
8 part 3 0.82 0.577 0.02110
8 part 4 0.85 0.590 0.02478
8 part 5 0.81 0.601 0.02509
9 part 1 0.72 0.571 0.01263
9 part 2 0.75 0.576 0.02193
9 part 3 0.76 0.593 0.02724
9 part 4 0.75 0.607 0.03028
9 part 5 0.75 0.615 0.03173
10 part 1 0.62 0.589 0.01839
10 part 2 0.66 0.611 0.02720
10 part 3 0.65 0.630 0.02992
10 part 4 0.66 0.638 0.03525
10 part 5 0.66 0.639 0.04462
11 part 1 0.87 0.489 0.00274
11 part 2 0.92 0.489 0.00483
11 part 3 0.98 0.490 0.00698
11 part 4 0.97 0.496 0.00813
11 part 5 1.00 0.504 0.01068
Table B.5: Berm morphological change for tests 6 to 11.
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Test Berm crest Berm crest Berm
chainage (m) elevation (m) volume (m3/m)
12 part 1 0.84 0.498 0.00628
12 part 2 0.86 0.496 0.00922
12 part 3 0.93 0.508 0.01297
12 part 4 1.02 0.518 0.01670
12 part 5 1.02 0.524 0.01902
13 part 1 0.78 0.545 0.01379
13 part 2 0.84 0.546 0.02117
13 part 3 0.85 0.557 0.02582
13 part 4 0.93 0.562 0.02833
13 part 5 0.93 0.569 0.02929
14 part 1 0.69 0.542 0.01346
14 part 2 0.69 0.559 0.02273
14 part 3 0.76 0.579 0.03518
14 part 4 0.73 0.599 0.03738
14 part 5 0.68 0.606 0.05046
15 part 1 0.77 0.518 0.00463
15 part 2 0.77 0.550 0.01002
15 part 3 0.78 0.561 0.01132
15 part 4 0.75 0.585 0.01627
15 part 5 0.77 0.604 0.02145
16 part 1 0.73 0.533 0.00842
16 part 2 0.77 0.568 0.01475
16 part 3 0.72 0.586 0.01873
16 part 4 0.64 0.616 0.02419
16 part 5 0.62 0.634 0.03116
17 part 1 0.59 0.585 0.01509
17 part 2 0.61 0.606 0.01677
17 part 3 0.65 0.625 0.02902
17 part 4 0.54 0.651 0.02772
17 part 5 0.52 0.665 0.02647
Table B.6: Berm morphological change for tests 12 to 17.
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B.4 Integral-corrected net sediment transport results
Figure B.13: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 7 Hb = 0.109m, T =
2.01s, ξb = 1.52. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -) 7-14min,
(...) 14-24min.
No integral-corrected sediment transport rates are estimated for Test 17 as the seaward
boundary where transport ceases was not captured in the profile measurements.
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Figure B.14: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 6 Hb = 0.124m, T =
2.01s, ξb = 1.42. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -) 7-14min,
(...) 14-24min.
Figure B.15: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 8 Hb = 0.133m, T =
2.01s, ξb = 1.38. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -) 7-14min,
(...) 14-24min.
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Figure B.16: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 9 Hb = 0.149m, T =
2.01s, ξb = 1.30. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -) 7-14min,
(...) 14-24min.
Figure B.17: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 10 Hb = 0.172m, T =
2.00s, ξb = 1.20. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -) 7-14min,
(...) 14-24min.
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Figure B.18: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 11, Hb = 0.087m,
T = 3.04s, ξb = 2.58. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -)
7-14min, (...) 14-24min.
Figure B.19: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 12; Hb = 0.093m,
T = 3.04s, ξb = 2.48. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -)
7-14min, (...) 14-24min.
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Figure B.20: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 13; Hb = 0.105m,
T = 3.04s, ξb = 2.34. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -)
7-14min, (...) 14-24min.
Figure B.21: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 14; Hb = 0.119m,
T = 3.04s, ξb = 2.21. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -)
7-14min, (...) 14-24min.
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Figure B.22: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 15; Hb = 0.118m,
T = 4.03s, ξb = 2.94. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -)
7-14min, (...) 14-24min.
Figure B.23: Integral-corrected sediment transport rates for Test 16; Hb = 0.134m,
T = 4.06s, ξb = 2.77. (—) 0-1min, (- - -) 1-3min, (...) 3-7min, (- . -)
7-14min, (...) 14-24min.
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